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ABSTRACT

Wireless communication systems have demonstrated tremendous growth over the last decade,
and this growth continues unabated worldwide. The networks have evolved from analogue
based first generation systems to third generation systems and further. We are envisaging a
Next Generation Network (NGN) that should deliver anything anywhere anytime, with full
quality of service (QoS) guarantees. Delivering anything anywhere anytime is a challenge that
is a focus for many researchers. Careful teletraffic design is required for this ambitious project
to be realized. This research goes through the protocol choices, design factors, performance
measures and the teletraffic analysis, necessary to make the project feasible.

The first significant contribution of this thesis is the development of a Call Admission Control
(CAC) model as a means of achieving QoS in the NGN’s. The proposed CAC model uses an
expanded set of admission control parameters. The existing CAC schemes focus on one major
QoS parameter for CAC; the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) based models focus on
the signal to interference ratio (SIR) while the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) based
models focus on delay. A key element of NGN’s is inter-working of many protocols and
hence the need for a diverse set of admission control parameters. The developed CAC
algorithm uses an expanded set of admission control parameters (SIR, delay, etc). The
admission parameters can be generalized as broadly as the design engineer might require for a
particular traffic class without rendering the analysis intractable.
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The second significant contribution of this thesis is the presentation of a complete teletraffic
analytical model for an NGN. The NGN network features the following issues; firstly, NGN
call admission control algorithm, with expanded admission control parameters; secondly,
multiple traffic types, with their diverse demands; thirdly, the NGN protocol issues such as
CDMA’s soft capacity and finally, scheduling on both the wired and wireless links. A full
teletraffic analysis with all analytical challenges is presented. The analysis shows that an
NGN teletraffic model with more traffic parameters performs better than a model with less
traffic parameters.

The third contribution of the thesis is the extension of the model to traffic arrivals that are not
purely Markovian. This work presents a complete teletraffic analytical model with Batch
Markovian Arrival (BMAP) traffic statistics unlike the conventional Markovian types. The
Markovian traffic models are deployed for analytical simplicity at the expense of realistic
traffic types. With CAC, the BMAP processes become non-homogeneous. The analysis of
homogeneous BMAP process is extended to non-homogeneous processes for the teletraffic
model in this thesis. This is done while incorporating all the features of the NGN network.

A feasible analytical model for an NGN must combine factors from all the areas of the
protocol stack. Most models only consider the physical layer issues such as SIR or the
network layer issues such as packet delay. They either address call level issues or packet level
issues on the network. The fourth contribution has been to incorporate the issues of the
transport layer into the admission control algorithm. A complete teletraffic analysis of our
network with the effects of the transport layer protocol, the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP), is performed. This is done over a wireless channel. The wireless link and the protocol
are mathematically modeled, there-after, the protocols effect on network performance is
thoroughly presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

CHAPTER 1
I TRODUCTIO

1.1

I TRODUCTIO

Wireless communication systems have experienced tremendous growth over the last decade, and
this growth continues unabated worldwide. Such developments are mainly driven by strong
market demand for personal communication systems and services, which provide ubiquitous and
tether-less access to users. The exponential growth of cellular and cordless telephony, paging
services, coupled with the proliferation of laptop and palmtop computers also indicates a bright
future for wireless networks. This phenomenal growth and the emergence of various data services
have resulted in a major shift in network design and service provisioning. The goal of wireless
communications is to allow the user access to the capability of the global network at any time
without regard to location or mobility. However, this goal is not yet fully realised. Future wireless
network infrastructure will have to support a wide variety of users, applications, and access
needs. They are envisioned to provide people on the move the same advanced networking
capabilities, such as high speed multimedia applications, mobile Internet access with traffic
volume growing day by day, video-on-demand and guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS), as they
enjoy in their homes or offices. The Next Generation Networks (NGN) should deliver anything
anywhere anytime with full quality of service guarantees. The need for larger capacity, an
increase in the number of users and the technological changes has fuelled the evolution of
telecommunication networks. The evolution of telecommunication networks, cellular and local
access networks, towards the next generation networks is summarized in Figure 1.1 [1][2]. A
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detailed description of the stages of evolution and the changes that took place is widely available
in literature [4][5][6][7].
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Figure 1.1 Evolution of Cellular and Local Access Standards towards NGN-4G

1.2

EXT GE ERATIO SYSTEMS-4G

The systems beyond IMT-2000 are commonly referred to as the “Fourth Generation” or “4G”.
The 4G system is to be implemented by 2010. These systems and their would be upgrades are
referred to as the next generation networks in the thesis. The next generation of wireless
communication system is based on a global system of fixed and wireless mobile services. It
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extends global service to include the integration of heterogeneous services to users who may
roam across boundaries of network providers and network backbones as well as geographical
regions. To support roaming terminals, the future network will require the integration and
interoperation of mobility management processes under a worldwide wireless communications
infrastructure. The introduction of new bandwidth intensive applications such as tele-education,
tele-medicine and tele-presence, will require high capacity networks that are flexible and
universally accessible. These are the NGNs. The applications to be envisaged on NGN include
[10]: a) Telepresence, the ability to interact in real time with another person who is at a different
location using telecommunications. Examples include telephony, high quality videoconferencing, 3D imaging, virtual reality and data augmentation. b) Tele-Education, the
application of telecommunication technology in education and training. c) Tele-Medicine, the use
of telecommunication technology in medical applications. d) Social interactivity and
entertainment, high capacity applications are emerging in the areas of gaming, movies and social
interactivity. e) Machine to Machine Communication and f) Business Applications, increasing
levels of e-commerce and m-commerce will place increasing demands on next generation
networks.

Next generation networks will all have a common set of broad characteristics.

These

characteristics include: protocol independence, reliability and resilience, controllability,
programmability and scalability. The requirements of NGNs include [11]: a) A fully open and
competitive environment, network architecture and functional organization. This entails provision
of open interfaces where application programming interfaces will enable creation and operation
of services. b) The ability to face the explosion of user demands for new services, that will
support the provision of all kinds of services (e.g., multimedia, data, video, telephony). These will
rely on a wide range of transfer characteristics: real-time and non-real-time, low to high bit rates,
different QoS, point-to-point/multicast/broadcast/conversational/conference, and so on. c) The
ability of providing services decoupled from networks where service functions are separated from
transport functions. Services have to be supported and have their own evolution independent of
network infrastructure. d) The ability to interoperate/interwork with legacy networks (PSTN etc.)
should be provided in order to permit a smooth evolution of NGN and finally e) The feature of
generalized mobility/nomadicity. A number of basic technical characteristics have come up to
meet the requirements. They include; generalization of packet-based transport and switching
techniques e.g. IP, ATM, MPLS, etc; generalization of high bandwidth in transmission networks:
optical infrastructure for the core and access and various technologies for the last mile (digital
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subscriber line, fiber to the home, passive optical networks, etc.); clear separation of control
functions from transport functions, both service control functions and network resources control
functions; flexibility in supported protocol stacks as well as simplification of the protocol stacks
and finally convergence of control and management functions.

In summary the key issues of next generation networks include: a) High capacity and higher
transmission data rates. Currently IMT-2000, which employs WCDMA achieves a transmission
rate of 2Mbit/s with a 5MHz bandwidth. To achieve higher rates for NGN a larger frequency
band is required with improved transmission systems. The networks should offer broadband
capabilities comparable to the rising asymmetric digital subscribe line (ADSL) and optical fiber
access systems. b) Diversified services as explained above. c) Wide area capabilities for all users.
d) Lower costs of the devices and e) IP based interconnection. Architecturally the NGNs will
have a clear distinction between the access network and the core network. The core network
standard for the next generation networks is IP. OFDM, CDMA and their combinations have been
standardized for various applications as the access networks. It should be noted that the NGN’s
should support different types of access networks. The IMT-2000 groups 3GPP and 3GPP2 [6][8]
[9] have converged to an all IP High Speed Packet Data Network. The development of systems
beyond IMT-2000 has been assigned to study group 8 (SG8) working party 8F (WP8F). The most
probable next generation architecture consists of integrated access platforms as shown in Figure
1.2. The evolution of wireless systems and their respective features are summarized in Table 1.1.

CDMA [4] has been the technology of choice as the access network protocol. CDMA has some
good features which need highlighting. CDMA offers frequency diversity and hence the
frequency-dependent transmission impairments have less effect on the transmitted signal. There is
high multipath resistance due to the low cross and auto-correlation of the spreading codes used
and inherent privacy with the use of noise-like signals. The protocol offers graceful degradation
as more users access the system. The voice activity detection feature reduces interference by a
large factor resulting in an increase in capacity. The frequency re-use also leads to an increase in
the capacity of CDMA systems. Recently, some researchers have been debating the applicability
of OFDM as the key standard and the debate is still raging on [16, 17, and 18]. The possible
solution is a combination of the two. However, CDMA is still popular so far and has already been
deployed. For the core network, the Internet protocol (IP) has out manoeuvred the Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM). IP as a network layer protocol, its merits, demerits and improvements are
discussed in [19, 20, 21, 22, and 23].
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Table 1.1 Features of wireless telecommunication systems
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RESEARCH CHALLE GES FOR EXT GE ERATIO

ETWORKS

The NGN networks should support a wide variety of traffic services, unconstrained user mobility
while guaranteeing the QoS of the users anywhere anytime. To realize these, several challenges
need to be overcome, including:
Application Traffic Types- The traffic types are diverse and present a formidable challenge
to the network engineer for providing a service that satisfies the users. Multimedia traffic
types can be classified into real time and non-real time. Audio and video are examples of real
time traffic types whereas file downloads are examples of non real time traffic type. Real
time traffic classes are highly delay sensitive, whereas non real time do not have stringent
delay requirements but cannot tolerate errors on the same level as the real time applications.
These different traffic types present problems in network conditioning as the network is to
effectively cater for all the classes and guarantee their QoS. A key requirement for next
generation networks is the ability to support a heterogeneous mix of services with varying
traffic characteristics such as diverse delay and bandwidth requirements, see Figure 1.3, or
diverse BER requirement, 10 −11 ≤ BER ≤ 10 −3 . However, with the varying types of traffic,
QoS provisioning in next generation networks is not a strait forward issue. The quest for
providing QoS in the network for the diverse traffic types is widely being attended to by
researchers and is one of the major focus areas of this research.
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Figure 1.3 Diverse Applications and their Requirements
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Traffic Characterization:-Traffic characterization deals with ways of describing traffic
flows mathematically in order to determine their impact on network performance. Traffic
characterization and data burst control is a source of concern for network engineers. Traffic
patterns in data networks (IP Networks) exhibit properties such as traffic burstiness. A bursty
application may lay dormant for a while and then send a burst of data, as in the case of email
and web browsing. They also exhibit correlation and self similarity, which necessitate special
attention in modelling the traffic and the development of more sophisticated traffic models.
Traditional circuit-switched approaches allocate more bandwidth to users than a statistically
multiplexed system would. Static allocation of bandwidth to data users does not use the
precious radio resource efficiently. Wireless packet data designers are motivated to produce
high data rates for packet data applications. The area of traffic modelling and characterization
is an important research area and has been thoroughly addressed in this research.

•

etwork Capacity:-The evolution of telecommunication networks was fuelled by the
demand for higher capacity. Next generation networks need to have a high capacity to sustain
the “bandwidth hungry” applications that are being developed. Figure 1.3 gives an indication
of the diversity of network traffic in terms of delay sensitivity and bandwidth requirements.
All these factors have to be considered in network dimensioning and provide a challenge for
network engineers. Furthermore the demand of high capacity and higher data transmission
rates requires the use of a larger frequency band and new transmission systems. This requires
the development of new circuit technology for communication hardware to understand radio
propagation in the bands. The technology of using the limited spectrum is also required.

•

Heterogeneous

etworks Compatibility- A true next generation network should be able to

work with any access network; the existing ones and the future ones. The NGN will require
new access networks to be deployed providing packet mode transport for multiple services at
their required bandwidths. The question to be addressed is; can the NGN accommodate
legacy networks with a large variety of access networks? Diverse networks present several
issues worth highlighting; problems of mobility management compatibility, compatibility in
diverse standards such as those for security and accounting; the issue of Interworking
/Security in terms of performing authentication functions with external networks; providing
end to end QoS guarantee on the diverse networks. Various research groups are addressing
the compatibility issues for the networks to work together [14].
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Protocol Specific: The NGN are centered around IP as the core network protocol. IP protocol
offers more scalability than ATM, however, it comes with its own problems. One of the main
problems is the QoS provision [24]. The IETF working group is addressing ways of providing
different QoS on IP. These include the differentiated services and integrated services. The
CDMA system entails complex synchronization, self-jamming is possible if users are not
perfectly synchronized. The near-far problem is also another issue on CDMA networks.
CDMA employs soft handoff, which is more complex than hard handoff used in FDMA and
TDMA schemes. CDMA has the most complex air-interface which is also not symmetrical
(unlike TDMA) i.e. the forward and reverse channels are different in many aspects [4].

•

Mobility Management: There is need for non-restricted mobility on the various
heterogeneous networks. The issues of global mobility in the core IP network is being solved
by the introduction of the Mobile IP protocol [11]. Mobile IP has some disadvantages too,
these include; triangular routing, too many unwanted duplicated fields in "IP within IP", a
fragile single home agent model and the unbearable frequent report to the home agent if the
mobile node moves frequently. The research community is working on a number of
variations to improve some of the impairments. The problem of IP address exhaustion has
been addressed and has led to the introduction of IPv6 which has a very large address space.
In mobility, the handovers from different cells should be properly handled to maintain the
desired QoS.

•

The Radio Impairments: The CDMA access network standard has several limitations. Due
to its multiple access capability, CDMA is interference limited. The radio links suffer from
fading, interference, high errors and low data rates. There are various ways of mitigating
these effects, for example, diversity reception, equalization, use of multiple antennas, forward
error correcting techniques which include using block and convolutional codes and ARQ.
CDMA suffers from graceful degradation as the number of users in the system increases. This
has led to a rise in a number of call admission control algorithms which are based on SIR to
limit the number of users in the system. They get complex with the multimedia traffic and in
this thesis a better CAC algorithm is one of the key contributions towards finding solutions in
this area.

•

Scalability-The first form of scalability is whether the networks can support an increase in
the number of users. The number of people who use telecommunication applications is ever
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increasing and NGN’s need to support the users simultaneously. This increase in number of
users brings its challenges like the multiple access interference on a CDMA network. Another
form of scalability is the protocol scalability. Can the protocols provide for QoS as the
networks expand in its capabilities? This is a major issue that is being addressed by the
telecommunication industry.
•

Costing-The NGN systems are to lower the telecommunications costs. However factors like
the use of a higher frequency band for a higher transmission rate reduces the cell sizes and
thus more base stations are needed. To mitigate this effect, means of expanding the cell sizes
like using higher performance radio transmission and circuit technology, improved
modulation techniques, adaptive antenna arrays and many others are required.

1.4

MOTIVATIO A D FOCUS OF THESIS

The quest for providing QoS in NGN is a daunting task given the challenges they face. However,
with good network design it can be realized. To guarantee QoS, this work focuses on the
following areas.
Due to CDMA’s soft capacity, call admission control (CAC) is employed as a provisioning
strategy to limit the number of connections into the networks. This is in order to reduce the
network congestion and call dropping. Call admission control on next generation networks that
employ a CDMA physical layer is addressed in this research. The different multimedia traffic
types are distinguished by a variety of parameters such as bit rate, delay requirement, and jitter. A
variety of call admission control algorithms have been developed for next generation networks
whose air interface is based on CDMA technology. The CDMA air interface is limited in capacity
by the amount of interference generated by other users. For this reason call admission algorithms
are mostly based on the access interference on the CDMA wireless network. Due to the nature of
the multimedia traffic more parameters need to be incorporated in the call admission control
scheme. A call admission control algorithm that depends on a variety of the user specified QoS
parameters to accept or reject a call is developed. The parameters chosen are the signal-tointerference ratio (SIR) and delay. These are the main distinguishing parameters for various traffic
types in next generation networks as in the UMTS traffic class specifications [8]. The CAC
scheme employs some scheduling strategies. Scheduling on CDMA is required in wireless
networks to support various QoS. However, unlike wired networks, CDMA has soft capacity and
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this has to be taken into account by schedulers. The scheduling also affects the whole teletraffic
model. The impact of scheduling on a teletraffic model as one of the effective ways of providing
for QoS on the NGN network is addressed in this thesis.

A teletraffic analysis of a NGN needs to be performed to extract information on how the network
performs under different conditions. A complete teletraffic model has quite a number of
limitations. The first one is characterizing the multimedia traffic or extracting important
parameters that represent the type of traffic. The second aspect is the behavior of the traffic. In
ATM networks the traffic is often constrained by a leaky bucket or it is described by the mean or
peak rate. This characterization makes it possible to analyze the behavior of the traffic easily.
However, on other networks, the traffic exhibits different behavior and can not be constrained as
in ATM networks. Most teletraffic analytical work is centered on Poisson models or the
Markovian models. The models are analytically tractable and have found wide use in the analysis
of the telecommunication networks. This work extends teletraffic analysis to non-Markovian
type of traffic, especially traffic with batch arrivals. This is a challenging task that requires a
balance between the parameters included and the tractability of the analytical model.
Modelling is a technical tool used by engineers to asses the performance of a network by
generating useful results. There are several types of models: a) the analytical model involves a
system of mathematical equations. They can be further classified into the explicit and numerical
analytical models. Explicit analytical models describe the evolution (probabilistic) of the system
that can be solved to yield explicit formulas for various teletraffic performance measures like
blocking probability, waiting time, all expressed in terms of the parameters of the system. The
numerical model uses the computer to get numerical solutions to the equations describing the
system evolution, when explicit formulas cannot be derived. This is very important due to the
limitation of mathematical formulas, especially in the field of queuing theory: b) the simulation
model involves a computer program that mimics the evolution of the real system so that statistics
can be gathered to estimate the teletraffic parameters without the expense and inconvenience of
experimenting with a real system. This is closely related to c) The emulation model which
considers the system as a black box with inputs and outputs. The input–output behavior intends to
reproduce the real system. The internal structure of the model is a software simulator that
reproduces the real system by processing the input parameters to give desired output(s). The
internal structure is normally not related to the internal structure of the real system. d) Finally we
have the approximate model. These can also be looked at as a subset of a) and b). This is a
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simpler model that is used to get approximate answers to questions concerning the system under
study, e.g., upper and lower bounds on traffic parameters. This model enables the reduction of an
analytically non-tractable system to one that is tractable or simplifies a complex simulation.
Research can only be declared successful if the results of one model, say the analytical, are
proven using a different model, say the simulation. In this thesis a complete teletraffic model of a
NGN is presented. The model has the following interesting features of NGN networks; call
admission control based on delay, SIR and a combined model; 4G features like CDMA soft
capacity. The teletraffic analysis for multiclass traffic is analyzed as both Markovian and nonMarkovian. Next several types of traffic models are compared to verify the results for the
developed model.

The lower layer protocols like ARQ and TCP affect the overall performance of the network. Most
network engineers consider only the session or the physical layer parameters and do not factor in
the effects of the intermediate protocols. The only factor that is usually taken into account is the
effect of SIR and the transmission bit rate. However, a good design should incorporate as many
factors as possible. Care should be taken as these can easily render the model analytically
intractable. This work investigates the effect of TCP on the teletraffic performance of the whole
network, including the wireless channel.

1.5

THESIS ORGA IZATIO

This section provides an overview of the structuring of the thesis and briefly discusses the main
points of each chapter. In Chapter 2, the analytical tools for our model are presented. The
methods of characterizing traffic are reviewed and the analytical model for non Poisson traffic
with batch arrivals is presented as Batch Markovian (BMAP). A summary of queuing based
analytical models is discussed. The versatile analytical tools like the quasi birth death and matrix
analytical tools are thoroughly discussed. The main focus is the introduction of the available
mathematical teletraffic analytical tools that may be used and highlight their modification for
modern network traffic and the models mentioned earlier.

Chapter 3 presents the Call Admission Control (CAC) scheme. The approaches to CAC scheme
applied in the literature are first presented. The merits and demerits of these traditional CAC
schemes are highlighted. The SIR based CAC on a CDMA network is discussed in detail after
which the delay based CAC, which has been traditionally used on ATM networks and rarely
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discussed on the wireless networks, is introduced. The performance of the two admission control
schemes with regard to QoS parameters of admission probability is compared. The combined
model of the expanded admission control parameters (SIR and delay) is presented. Thereafter, the
performance of the combined call admission control scheme is compared with the other CAC
schemes.

In Chapter 4, a teletraffic analysis of the call admission control scheme with Poisson traffic is
modeled as a quasi birth death process. The teletraffic analysis incorporates multiple traffic types
and handover traffic is viewed as just another traffic type. The CAC in the network introduces
level-dependency on the analytical tools presented earlier. Its performance is investigated in
terms of the QoS parameters of the blocking probability.

In Chapter 5, a teletraffic analysis of the call admission control scheme with non Poisson traffic,
modeled as a batch markovian type, is presented. As in Chapter 4, the teletraffic model
incorporates multiple traffic types and there is level dependency in the teletraffic analysis. The
performance is investigated in terms of the QoS parameters of the blocking probability.

Chapter 6 presents a teletraffic analysis of the network with the effects of the transport layer
protocols. The transport layer protocol widely used on modern networks, the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP), is mathematically modeled and thereafter, its impact on network
performance is presented. This is done on a wireless channel that is also modeled. TCP affects the
network by introducing latency and altering the transmission rate. We look at the extent to which
these factors affect the network.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by highlighting the main findings as well as the strengths and
weaknesses of the proposals made, based on the analysis of the results. Suggestions for future
work to develop further the methods studied in this thesis are also presented in this chapter.

1.6

CO TRIBUTIO OF THESIS

Tremendous research effort has been expended in analyzing telecommunication networks. The
following issues have been investigated: interference based CAC on CDMA networks, admission
control is centred on interference; Teletraffic modelling of telecommunication network where the
traffic arrivals are assumed to be Poisson. Queuing theory techniques have also been applied on
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modelling telecommunication networks. This work aims to advance what has been done and
make it applicable to NGN’s. A complete next generation network is modelled to further the
research by incorporating the following core components:
•

A NGN’s CAC algorithm is developed: The developed CAC algorithm uses an expanded set
of admission control parameters (SIR, delay, etc). The admission parameters can be
generalized as broadly as the design engineer might require for a particular traffic class
without rendering the analysis intractable. The developed CAC scheme is shown to perform
better than the conventional ones.

•

A teletraffic analytical model for a NGN is presented. The NGN features include; firstly,
NGN call admission control algorithm, with expanded admission control parameters;
secondly, multiple traffic types, with their diverse demands; thirdly, the NGN protocol issues
such as CDMA’s soft capacity and finally, scheduling on both the wired and wireless links.
The analysis shows that an NGN teletraffic model with more traffic parameters performs
better than a model with less traffic parameters.

•

A teletraffic analytical model with Batch Markovian Arrival (BMAP) is presented. These
extend the models that use the conventional Markovian type traffic to no-Markovian traffic.
Teletraffic analysis of homogeneous BMAP process is extended to non-homogeneous
processes in the teletraffic model. This is done while incorporating all the features of the
NGN network.

•

A teletraffic analysis of the network with the effects of the transport layer, physical layer,
network layer, call level and packet level issues is presented. The Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) is mathematically modeled and thereafter, its effects on the wireless network
performance are thoroughly presented.

It is hoped that this discussion will provide directions to the continuation of the work in this thesis
based on the lessons learned. In particular this thesis presents analytical models for CAC on a
NGN. Different traffic types and other CAC schemes should also be investigated. The thesis
opens up discussion on including more parameters in CAC algorithms for achieving the desired
QoS. The work done in the thesis resulted in several published papers [24] and others submitted
for review to be published in technical journals.
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CHAPTER 2
A ALYTICAL TELETRAFFIC MODELS FOR CELLULAR
WIRELESS ETWORKS

2.1

I TRODUCTIO

The growth of computer networks has far outstretched that of network measurement and
modelling tools. Accurate network traffic models are needed for planning and cost-effective
dimensioning of network resources, and are the basis of quality of service guarantees. The
methodologies to model the performance of communication networks may involve applied
mathematical analysis, computer simulation studies, empirical measurements, or combinations of
these techniques. Traffic models describe the statistical model that characterizes the behavior of
the traffic. They are essentially used for understanding the behavior of traffic and aid in network
planning and dimensioning. Analytical traffic models are mainly done as queues, and thus
queuing systems constitute a central tool in modelling and performance analysis of
telecommunication systems.

This thesis presents CAC in future networks. This chapter reviews the the traffic models that are
advanced and used in the analysis of CAC in later chapters. The chapter presents the arrival
processes used to characterize traffic and the queuing models that are used in latter chapters. The
modern analysis of traffic models by matrix analytic methods, whose fundamentals are based on
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Markov chains, is undertaken. The basic definitions, concepts, and solution methods for Markov
chains, especially the infinite Markov chains with repetitive structures are presented. Stochastic
processes most commonly associated with matrix-analytic methods are also described. It should
be clearly noted that the chapter only lays down the tools that are advanced and used in the later
chapters.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, the traditional and modern traffic arrival
characterization models and their analysis is discussed. These arrival processes are applied later
in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. In Section 2.3, the queuing based analytical models and their general
solutions are presented. These models are then applied in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 where they are
advanced further to model non-homogeneous traffic. The modern extended analytical tools for
the models are presented in Section 2.4, and are also used in later chapters to model nonhomogeneous traffic.

2.2

TRAFFIC ARRIVAL CHARACTERIZATIO

Traffic characterization deals with ways of describing traffic flows mathematically in order to
determine their impact on network performance. Traffic characterization is important since
different calls have their specific requirements that should be considered in network functions
like CAC, shaping, policing etc. The calls QoS guarantees depend on traffic characteristics. The
calls have to be discriminated based on these requirements to achieve several objectives like
statistical gain in bandwidth utilization. A good traffic model has the following characteristics; it
captures the statistical properties of traffic streams, enables the characterization of traffic through
parametric values, should be developed using trace from an existing network, requires knowledge
of the application and lastly it should blend in well with the teletraffic analytical tools.
Furthermore the traffic model should be analytically simple to evaluate. In this section, the
traditional traffic models and the new traffic models that will be used in the thesis are discussed.
Traffic models can be of the following categories; a) Descriptive i.e. the knowledge about the
incoming traffic pattern is already available, b) Measurement based, the information of the traffic
pattern can be obtained/measured from the traffic characteristics, and c) A mixture of the two
traffic models. The traffic models are presented in the sections that follow.
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Measurement Based Traffic Models

The measurement based traffic models [26] have the following basic characteristics; firstly, they
measure individual or multiplexed traffic stream and do not make (analytical) model-specific
assumptions. Secondly, they attempt to fit the stream into a parametric model or use real-time
buffer measurements of traffic performance. Traffic characterization is done by the network at the
engress point and not the application. The admission control is assumed to adapt to the actual
traffic. This traffic models assume that appropriate values for parameters will be learnt over a
period of time through real time measurements. Measurement based traffic models suffer from
several set backs. Firstly, they suffer from the fact that measurements based on existing traffic
may not reflect future behavior and thus there may be occasional packet losses or undesired
delays. Secondly, they lead to higher utilization of network resources and can offer soft QoS
guarantees. Lastly, they suffer from a setback of the latency and overhead of taking the
measurements. The models are appropriate when the traffic descriptors are simple e.g. peak rate,
and can be easily policed.
2.2.2

Deterministic Traffic Models

A deterministic traffic model is one if applied to a network system it elicits a particular system
performance for a particular value of traffic descriptors. If the input traffic descriptors are known,
some parameters of the network response are also known. The models generally consider the
worst-case behavior of a traffic stream for traffic modelling. They focus on computing the
systems QoS bound and mostly employ the worst case bound. They have poor resource utilization
and the traffic stream pattern needs to be known a priori. They include the mean rate, peak rate
and the token bucket parameter based models. The leaky bucket filter is illustrated in Figure 2.1
below.
r (token/sec)

Traffic
(Calls)

b (tokens)

Token

Traffic Flow

Figure 2.1 Parametric Model-Token bucket filter
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The leaky bucket filter (token bucket filter) works as follows. It has a bucket of depth b that is
replenished with tokens at a mean rate of r tokens per second. When traffic arrives at a router,
some tokens are subtracted from the bucket. A traffic source is said to conform to the parameters
of the token bucket filter if it sends packets at a rate less than or equal to r . The conforming
traffic never exceeds r (t ) + b for any increment of time t .
2.2.3

Statistical Traffic Models

A statistical model represents a traffic stream as an analytical model with the system response
different for the same set of traffic descriptors. The basic statistical traffic models have been
thoroughly discussed in [25] [27] [28], the results are summarized here. They can be broadly
classified into renewal, markov based models and their variants. This classification can be
misleading sometimes due to the interrelationship between the processes, e.g. a markov based
model can be a renewal process and vice versa.

The renewal traffic processes are described by a point process characterized by an independent,
identically distributed interarrival time which is generally distributed.

These processes are

relatively simpler but non-realistic in many cases because they are not able to capture the strong
correlation and hence bursty nature present in most of the actual data traffic. The Poisson traffic
model is renewal process whose interarrival times are exponentially distributed (Section A.1.5).
Poisson processes are very frequently used in teletraffic theory due to their simplicity and several
elegant properties. The voice call arrivals in telephony are typically modeled by Poisson
processes. When dealing with packet traffic, simple Poisson process modelling fails [29], since
Poisson processes cannot represent inherent correlation structures or effects like long range
dependence and have no ability to integrate batch arrivals. The phase-type renewal processes are
a special type of renewal processes having phase-type distributed interarrival times (Section
A.1.10). These models give rise to analytically tractable traffic models and any interarrival
distribution can be arbitrarily approximated by phase-type distributions. However, the
dimensionality of the phase-type distribution increases with the complexity of the particular
process being modeled.

The Markov-based models introduce dependence into the interarrival time. They capture traffic
burstiness, due to non-zero autocorrelations in their interarrival random sequences. They include
the memoryless Markov Renewal Processes, the Markov Arrival Processes (MAP) whose
interarrival times are phase-type. The MAP is still analytically usable and is a very versatile
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process for modelling purposes. They are extended to the Markov-modulated process where the
probability law of traffic arrivals is modulated by the current state. The modulating process can
also be much more complicated than a Markov process but such models are less tractable
analytically. The Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) is the most commonly used
Markov-modulated traffic model. In this model when the modulating Markov process is in a
particular state, the arrivals occur according to a Poisson process dependent on the state. The
simplest case of MMPP is the two-state MMPP model, the interrupted Poisson process (IPP) and
is the most popular source model for voice [25][30]. Note that an MMPP process can be obtained
by the superposition of several identical independent IPP sources. A more generalised MAP that
captures the bursty nature of modern traffic types is the batch Markovian arrival process
(BMAP). Since it is vital to the work done in the thesis it is discussed in detail.
2.2.3.1

The BMAP Traffic Model

The batch Markovian arrival process (BMAP) is a generalization of the Markovian arrival
process (MAP). The BMAP further extends the MAP by additionally associating rewards (i.e.,
batch sizes of arrivals) to the corresponding arrival times. Due to the additional rewards, the
BMAP provides a more comprehensive model for representing IP traffic than the MMPP or the
MAP, while still being analytically tractable. The BMAP is explained in detail in [31][32] and the
results are summarized here. The notation used in the texts is adopted for easy reference.
2.2.3.1.1

General Characterization of the BMAP Process

The basic definition and notation of the BMAP process is explained in detail in Lucantoni [31].
The BMAP process is such that the traffic arrivals in the interval (0, t ] , + (t ) , and the phase or
auxiliary state at the time t , J (t ) , form a 2-dimesional Markov process {+ (t ), J (t )} on the state
space {(i, j ) : i ≥ 0,1 ≤ j ≤ m} with an infinitesimal generator Q of the structure;
 DO


Q=




D1

D2

D3

DO

D1
DO

D2
D1
DO

L
L
L

L
O

(2.1)

where Dq , q ≥ 0 are m × m matrices, D0 has negative diagonal elements and nonnegative offdiagonal elements, Dq , q > 0 , are nonnegative and D is defined by,
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∞

D = ∑ Dq

(2.2)

q =0

is an irreducible infinitesimal generator matrix for all q . The trivial case D ≠ D0 is considered,
implying arrivals occur in case of an empty system. For the above process, the transitions from
state (i, j ) to state (i + q, l ), q ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, l ≤ q , corresponds to a batch arrival of size q . Batch sizes
can therefore depend on i and j . The D0 matrix is non-singular and the sojourn time in the set of
states

{(i, j ) : i ≥ 0,1 ≤

j ≤ m} is finite with a probability of 1. This implies that the arrival process

does not terminate. The matrix generating function of the BMAP is;
∞

D( z ) = ∑ D q z q for z ≥ 1

(2.3)

q =0

The stationary probability vector of the underlying Markov chain with generator D , denoted
by π , satisfies;

πD = 0,

πe = 1

(2.4)

where e is a column vector of 1' s . The component π j of π is the stationary probability that the
arrival process is in state j . The fundamental arrival rate for the BMAP process is thus given by;
∞

λ = π ∑ qDq e = πd

(2.5)

q =1

∞

where d = ∑ qDq e . The fundamental arrival rate, λ gives the expected number of arrivals per
q =1

unit time in the stationary version of the BMAP. The matrix D0 governs transitions with no
arrivals

and

Dj

governs

transitions

with

arrivals

of

batch

size j .

Let

Pij ( n, t ) = P{+ (t ) = n, J (t ) = j | J (0) = i} be the (i, j ) th element of a matrix P ( n, t ) ; that is P ( n, t )

represents the probability of n arrivals in (0, t ] plus the phase transition. Then the matrix
generating function P ∗ ( z , t ) defined by;
∞

P ∗ ( z , t ) = ∑ P(n, t )z n for z ≥ 1 ,

(2.6)

n =0

is given explicitly by;
P ∗ ( z , t ) = e D ( z )t

for z ≥ 1, t ≥ 0

(2.7)

where e D ( z )t is an exponential matrix.

More detail and results concerning this process can be found in [31].
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Special Cases of the BMAP process

The BMAP has become a de facto traffic modelling tool in modern communication networks.
This is because it is a generalization of several arrival processes. There are a number of familiar
arrival processes which can be obtained as special cases of the BMAP [31]. These include;

1. A Markovian Arrival Process (MAP) is a BMAP with arrivals consisting of batches of
size equal to 1. This process is defined by the matrices D j = 0, for j ≥ 2 . The following
are the examples in this category:
a) A Poisson process with D0 = −λ , D1 = λ which is seen to be an ordinary Poisson
process with rate λ .
b) A Phase renewal process (PH) with representation (α , T ) is a MAP with
D0 = T , D1 = −Teα . It contains the Erlang ( Ek ) and hyper-exponential ( H k ) arrival

processes. The Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) with infinitesimal
generator Q and arrival rate R = diag (λ1 ,......λm ) is a BMAP with D0 = Q − R, D1 = R .
c) Alternating PH-renewal process.
d) A sequence of PH inter-arrival times selected via a Markov chain.
e) A superposition of PH-renewal processes.
f) A superposition of independent MAPs.
2

A MAP with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) batch arrivals defined by the
matrix pair ( D0 , D1 ) with each arrival epoch corresponding to a batch arrival. If the
successive batches are independent and identical distributed with probability density
p j , j ≥ 1 , this process is a BMAP with D j = p j D1 , j ≥ 1 .

3

Batch Poisson processes with correlated batch arrivals, with batch size distributions of
successive batch arrivals chosen according to a Markov chain.

4

Neuts’ versatile Markovian point processes.

Due to the versatility of the BMAP, it is favorably chosen to model traffic arrivals in NGN’s.
2.2.3.1.3

Superposition of the BMAP Process

A superposition of BMAP processes is also a BMAP process, therefore, the arrival process to the
queuing system is characterized as a single BMAP arrival stream. That is, the superposition of n
independent BMAPs can be represented as another BMAP with an auxiliary phase state space
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equal to a combination of the n individual auxiliary phase state spaces. Let the i th component of
BMAP have an arrival rate λi and mi × mi matrices Diq , q ≥ 0 . The superposition of the BMAP is
characterized by the basic Kronecker sums ⊕ and products ⊗ . Consider n independent BMAP
processes characterized by the pairs ( +i (t ), J i (t ) ) (counting variable and phase variable) with
arrival

λi

rates

( ( + (t ) + ... + + (t ) ) , ( J (t ),..., J
1

n

mi × mi

and
1

n

matrices

Diq , q ≥ 0 ,

1≤ i ≤ n .

Clearly

the

pairs

(t ) ) ) determines the superposition of the BMAP with fundamental

arrival rate λ = λ1 + ... + λn and associated m × m matrices Dk where
n

m = ∏ mi , satisfying;
i =1

λDq = λ1 D1q ⊕ L ⊕ λ n Dnq ≡ ⊕ λi Diq ,
i =1

n

q≥0

(2.8)

and the matrix generating function given by;
1  n

λ 
λ 
D( z ) =  1  D1 ( z ) ⊕ ... ⊕  n  Dn ( z ) ≡   ⊕λi Di ( z )  
λ 
λ 

 λ  i =1

(2.9)

From this, the functions Di ( z ) can be viewed as a matrix generating function of the individual
contributing BMAPs multiplied by a scalar λi / λ . Using similar argument for the matrix Dik
multiplied by the scalar λi . The matrix generating function D ( z ) is given by;
∞

n

D( z ) = ∑ ∑ Diq z iq ,

z <1

(2.10)

q = 0 i =1

2.2.4

Modern Data Traffic Models

Modern data networks are different from the traditional voice networks, call arrivals have been
replaced by packet arrivals and channel holding times with service times, therefore traffic
modelling needs a significant change. Data networks are packet based instead of circuit switched;
individual connection durations and bandwidth requirements are variable; packets are buffered at
points during transmission and may be dropped; most network layer protocols contain end-to-end
congestion control mechanisms that introduce complex correlations [33]. Thus traffic models
have to be modified to accommodate the network metamorphosis unlike the traditional models
that rely on the exponential property.
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2.2.4.1

Long Range Dependence:

Network traffic has reported high variability and burstiness over a wide range of time scales [34].
Statistically, this high traffic variability can be well captured by long range dependence (LRD).
Long-range dependence and heavy-tailed marginal distributions, Section A.1.11, have been
established as important, fundamental characteristics of Internet traffic [35][29][37]. A stationary
process is long-range dependent if its autocorrelation function

r (s ) is nonsummable

(i.e., ∑ r (s ) = ∞ ) [36][25], the autocorrelation function that decays hyperbolically as the lag
s

increases. Thus, the definition of long-range dependence applies only to infinite time series. The
simplest models with long-range dependence are self-similar processes, which are characterized
by hyperbolically decaying autocorrelation functions. Self-similar and asymptotically self-similar
processes are particularly attractive models because the long-range dependence can be
characterized by a single parameter, the Hurst parameter H, which can be estimated using
Whittle’s

procedure

[29].

A

process

{X t }t =0,1, 2,L is

asymptotically

self-similar

if

r (s ) ~ s − (2 − 2 H ) L(s ) as s → ∞ , for Hurst parameter H satisfying 1 2 < H < 1 and L a slowlyvarying

function.

[

r (s ) = 1 2 (s + 1)

2H

The

− 2s 2 H + (s − 1)

process
2H

] .The

is

exactly

self-similar

if

[36]:

most widely-studied self-similar processes are

fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) and fractional ARIMA processes [25][35]. Associated with FGN
is fractional Brownian motion (FBM), which is simply the integrated version of FGN (that is, an
FBM process is simply the sum of FGN increments).
Self-similarity is a statistical property (of an infinite class of models). It forms a traffic model
since it arises from the presence of the heavy-tailed distributions in the system, Section A.1.11.
The Weibull and Pareto distributions are two heavy-tailed distributions which, when incorporated
into traffic models, produce self-similar behaviour. They can be used to model interarrival times
or connection durations (message lengths) or both. It has been shown [38] that the superposition
of many ON/OFF sources with strictly alternating ON- and OFF- periods, both of heavy tailed
distribution, produces aggregate network traffic that is self-similar; they present results showing
that it also closely matches Ethernet LAN traffic. Self similar processes however lead to complex
solutions which render the whole network model almost analytically intractable.
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Models for analyzing cellular networks can be broadly classified into non-queuing based models
like the effective bandwidth models [41] and the analytical queuing models. The queuing models
are the most widely applied and are the centre of focus of this work. The basic models have been
analyzed in the literature [42] [43]. The network models are characterized by the following
parameters; the traffic arrival distribution as explained in Section 2.2, the time the call/packet
spends in the system called the service time, the number of servers, the capacity of the system
measured in terms of waiting space and the offered load load ρ . The required distributions and
performance measures include; the steady state probability of n customers in the system, π n or
the expectation E [ + ] , the expectation of the waiting time of the traffic in the system E [W ] and
the probability that upon an arrival the system is busy Pq among others. A summary of the
traffic models properties, including their limitations and their analytical formulas are given in
Table 2.1.

In calculating the performance measures, for the models where Littles law applies the waiting
times and the number of traffic in the system is easily computed. Few of the models yield closed
form solutions and need to be solved by the embedded markov chain approach. The process can
be represented as Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) or Continuous Time Markov Chain
(CTMC) with their transition matrix and solved by the global balance equations [43]. Recursive
calculations could also be used to solve for some performance parameters [45]. The moment
generating function could be used to compute the stationary distributions. Neuts gives a set of
reasons why transform techniques are algorithmically unattractive [46] [47]. These models tend
to be complicated while solving for systems with bulk arrival distribution. Some of the models
can be represented as Birth Death type Markov Chain (BD type MC) and the tools for solving
Birth Death type Markov Chains applied. The most advanced tool for solving complex models is
the matrix analytical methods [48]. The two solutions, the Birth Death and Matrix analytical
methods are so versatile. They can be easily extended to non homogeneous cases as in the latter
chapters and are thus looked at next as extended solution to the processes in their homogeneous
cases.
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Table 2.1 Summary of Teletraffic Queue Models
Model
M/M/1

Parameters

Arrival- P(λ )

Service- Exp(µ )
Single Server
Infinite waiting space

ρ =λ µ
i −1

ρ i = ∏t = 0

Equilibrium distributions

πn =

ρi

∏t = 0 µ t
i

µ −λ
ρ
E [+ ] =
1− ρ
P(+ ≥ n ) = ρ n

∑ρ j
j =0

π n = (1 − ρ )ρ n

∑π

=1

n

P(W > t )

n=0

= ρe

i ≥1

M/M/1/K

Arrival- P(λ )

Service- Exp (µ )
Single Server
Finite waiting space (K)

ρ =λ µ
i −1

λ
ρ i = ∏t = 0 t

∏t = 0 µ t
i

,1 ≤ i ≤ K

M/M/m

Arrival- P(λ )

Service- Exp (µ )
Multiple servers
Infinite waiting space

ρ = λ mµ

πn =

K

∑ρ j
j =0

n

Remark
-Birth Death type
Markov Chain
(BD type MC)
- Littles Law applies
- Stable if ρ < 1
∞

∑ρ j

<∞

j =0

-BD type MC
- Littles Law applies

E [+ ] = ∑ iπ i
K

1− ρ
πn =
ρn
1 − ρ K +1

∑π

− ( µ − λ )t

Derived from the
equilibrium
distributions and
probability laws

ρi

∞

ρ

E [W ] =

∞

∞

λt

Performance
measures

i =0

E [W ] =

=1

E [+ ]

λ

n=0

π n = π 0ρ i

Derived from the
equilibrium
distributions and
probability laws


(mρ )n , n ≤ m
=
π
π
 n
0
n!

n
m
ρn
π = π
, n≤m
0
 n
n!

 m −1 (mρ )n

π 0 =  ∑
n =0

n!



- Littles Law applies
- Stable if ρ < 1

∞

Pq = ∑ π m =
n=m

−1

+

-BD type MC

-Erlang C formula

(mρ )m  π 0 (mρ )m
m!(1 − ρ )  m!(1 − ρ )
E [W ]
1
mµ − λ
P(W > t )

= Pq

= Pq e −(mµ −λ )t
M/M/s/K

Arrival- P(λ )

Service- Exp(µ )
Multiple servers
Finite waiting space

ρn
πn =
1+

ρ
1!

+

ρ2
2!

n!
+, L , +

ρ = λ sµ

ρn
n!

, n≥0

Derived from
Equilibrium
distribution and
probability laws

-BD type MC
- Lossy system,
Erlang B formula
when s = K
- Littles Law applies
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Arrival- P(λ )

Service- Exp(µ )
Infinite servers
Infinite waiting space
−

M/G/1

k

λ
 
λ
λ
−
−
µ
π k =   e µ , π0 = e µ ,
k!

λ
µ

ρ = (1 − e )
Arrival- P(λ )
Service-General , mean
rate µ
Single server
Infinite waiting space

Derived from
Equilibrium
distribution and
probability laws
E [W ] = 1 µ

No closed form solution:
- The embedded Markov chain
approach is used
- Matrix Geometric Techniques
used

λE [X 2 ]
E [W ] =
2(1 − ρ )
E [+ ] = ρ + λE [W ]

ρ = λ µ = λE [ X ]

-BD type MC
-Always stable
- Littles Law applies
- + does not
constitute a MC
- Not a BD type MC
- Stable if ρ < 1
- Littles Law applies

G/M/1

Arrival- General , mean
rate λ
Service- Exp (µ )
Single server
Infinite waiting space

No closed form solution:
- The embedded Markov chain
approach is used
- Matrix Geometric Techniques
used

E [W ] =

λE [X 2 ]
2(1 − ρ )

- + does not
constitute a MC
- Not a BD type MC
- Stable if ρ < 1

ρ = λ µ = λE [ X ]

- Littles Law applies

G/G/1

Arrival- General , mean
rate λ
Service-General , mean
rate µ
Single server
Infinite waiting space

No closed form solution:
- The embedded Markov chain
approach is used
- Matrix Geometric Techniques
used

No closed form
formula

λσ X2 − X (2 − ρ )
2(1 − ρ )

- + does not
constitute a MC
-Not a BD type MC

≤W ≤

λσ X2 − X (2 − ρ )
2(1 − ρ )

ρ = λ µ , ρ < 1 for
equilibrium

G/G/∞

Arrival- General , mean
rate λ
Service-General , mean
rate µ
Infinite servers
Infinite waiting space

No closed form solution:
- The embedded Markov chain
approach is used
- Matrix Geometric Techniques
used

No closed form
formula

- + does not
constitute a MC
-Not a BD type MC

π n -steady state probability of n customers in the system, ρ -offered load, utilization factor, λ -mean arrival rate, µ mean service rate, W -the waiting time, Pq -The probability that upon an arrival all servers are busy and the customer
has to wait, + -number of customers in the system. BD-Birth death. Arrival parameters see Appendix. This is for a
homogeneous case
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EXTE DED A ALYTICAL TOOLS FOR THE TELETRAFFIC MODELS

The most powerful modern analytical tools for cellular networks are the Quasi-Birth-Death
(QBD) and the matrix analytical techniques. Some of the processes with structured Markov
chains can be represented as QBD processes. The QBD processes can also be solved by matrix
analytical techniques. These processes and their solution techniques are discussed below, while
their applications will be evident in the later chapters extended to non homogeneous cases.

2.4.1

Quasi Birth Death Process

Definition [49][46]: A continuous time QBD process is a continuous time Markov process on the
countable state space S = {(i, j ); i ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ m} with block tri-diagonal infinitesimal generator

matrix

QQBD




=



Aˆ1
Aˆ

Â 0

0

0

L

L

L

A1

A0

0

0

L

L

0

A2

A1

A0

0

0

M

M

M

M

M

M

2

L
O








(2.11)

where A2 , A1 A0 Â2 and Â1 are (m + 1) × (m + 1) matrices. The row sums of Q are zero meaning

(Aˆ + Aˆ )e = 0
1

0

and

( A2 + A1 + A0 )e = 0 ,

where e is a column vector of 1 ’s with appropriate

length. The matrices A0 and A2 are nonnegative while the matrices Â1 and A1 have nonnegative
off diagonal elements and strictly negative diagonals. The first component, i of the state
descriptor vector denotes the level and its second component, j , the phase. The process can jump
down one level, stay in the same level or jump up one level and the rate that these transitions
occur are given by A2 , A1 and A0 respectively. The process is said to be skip free between levels.
For a homogeneous QBD the matrices A2 , A1 , A0 and Âi do not depend on the level. The QBD
process driven by QQBD is ergodic if and only if it satisfies the mean drift condition [46]
wA0 e < wA1e
where w = (w0 ,L, wm )

(2.12)

is the equilibrium distribution of the generator A2 + A1 + A0 . For an

ergodic process the steady state probability vector, π , exists and satisfies πQQBD = 0 and πe = 1 .
The steady state probability is best solved using the matrix geometric techniques which are
discussed in the next section.
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Matrix Analytical Techniques

The matrix-analytic approach pioneered by Neuts [32][46] for the M/G/1 and G/M/1 type
Markov chains is well recognized due to its algorithmic nature and better numerical stability
compared to the transform approach [47]. The matrix-analytic methods basically consist of
iterative algorithms to find the minimal nonnegative solution of certain nonlinear matrix
equations arising in such chains. The stationary probabilities of interest can then be found using
recursive computations. An additional advantage of these methods is the absence of transform
domain matrix manipulations and transform inversion requirement. However, the low linear
convergence rates of the iterative algorithms employed makes the use of this method impractical
for problems of large dimensionality, especially under heavy traffic load, a condition which also
increases storage requirements during recursive computation of the stationary probabilities. The
application of matrix analytical techniques in solving queue processes is now discussed below.

2.4.2.1

Matrix Geometric Techniques for M/G/1 Queue

Consider the various classes of infinite-state Markov chains with a repetitive structure [46],
whose state space is partitioned into the boundary states S (0 ) = {s1(0 ) , L , s m(0 ) } = {s (j0 ) } = {0, j} and the
set of states S (i ) = {s1(i ) , L , s m(i ) } = {i, j}, for i ≥ 1 , that corresponds to the repetitive portion of the
chain. For M/G/1-type Markov chains, infinitesimal generator of M/G/1 type Markov chain
QM / G / 1 is block partitioned into the upper block Hessenberg form:

QM / G / 1




=





Aˆ1

Aˆ 2

Aˆ 3

Aˆ 4

A0

A1

A2

A3

0

A0

A1

A2

0

0

A0

A1

M

M

M

M

L 

L 
L 

L 

O


(2.13)

The basic equation πQ M / G / 1 = 0 can be solved by matrix analytical methods. A fundamental
step in solving the M/G/1 type Markov chains is computing the stochastic matrix G that solves
the non linear matrix equation.
∞

∑ Ai G i

=0

(2.14)

i =0

The matrix G has an important probabilistic interpretation. The (r , c ) th element of G represents
the conditional probability of the process first entering level S (i −1) through state (i − 1, c ) , given
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that it starts from state (i, r ) of level S (i ) . Several algorithms exist for the computation of the
matrix G , however, the most efficient algorithm for the computation of G is the cyclic reduction
algorithm [50]. It is an algorithm that is relatively easier to implement, requires a low amount of
memory, converges quadratically and is numerically stable. The knowledge of G enables the
computation of the probability invariant vector π T = {π 0T , π 1T , L}, partitioned according to block
structure of equation (2.13) by means of a recursive formula (Ramaswami’s formula [51][52].





π i = (I − AiT )  BiT π 0 + ∑ AiT+1− j π j , j ≥ 1
j =1
−1

i −1



(2.15)



where
∞

∞

j =i

j =i

Ai = ∑ A j G j −i , Bi = ∑ B j G j −i , for i ≥ 1

(2.16)

the vector π 0 is the solution to the system
 BiT π 0 = π 0

−1
∞
∞
 T
T
T 
T
e + e  I − ∑ Ai  ∑ Bi π 0 = 1
i =1
 i =2



(2.17)

The formula is numerically stable because it entails only additions and multiplications. Several
efficient algorithms are being designed to improve the Ramaswami’s formula and even solving
the nonlinear equation (2.14) itself. It is important to note that non skip free chains can also be
reduced to the standard Hessenberg form and the same analysis applied [52].

2.4.2.2

Matrix Geometric Techniques for G/M/1 Queue

The G/M/1 type Markov processes has a structured infinitesimal generator QG / M / 1 with a lower
block Hessenberg form:

QG / M / 1





=





Aˆ1
Aˆ

Aˆ 0

0

0

0

L

A1

A0

0

0

L

Aˆ 3
Aˆ

A2

A1

A0

0

L

A3

A2

A1

A0

L

M

M

M

M

M

O

2

4











(2.18)

The equation for the repeating states of the process is given in block matrix form by
∞

∑ π i Ai

=0

(2.19)

i =0
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For the G/M/1 type Markov processes a matrix geometric relation [32][46] exists among the
stationary probability vectors π i of states in S (i ) as follows:

π i = π 1 ⋅ R i −1 , for i ≥ 1

(2.20)

where the matrix R is called the rate matrix and is the minimal non negative solution of the
matrix equation
∞

∑ R i Ai

=0

(2.21)

i =0

The matrix R , has an important probabilistic interpretation: the (r, c ) th element of R represents
the mean number of visits on level S (i ) through state (i, c ) , before first return to level S (i −1) , given
that it starts from the S (i −1) level state (i − 1, r ) . The knowledge of R enables the computation of
the probability invariant vector π T = {π 0T , π 1T , L}, partitioned according to block structure of
equation (2.18). Starting with the flow balance equations corresponding to the first two columns
of QG / M / 1 and substituting π i for i ≥ 2 from equation (2.20) and normalizing the result we obtain
the following system of linear equations
e

0
1
(π , π )
 (1 − R )−1 ⋅ e



Aˆ 1*
 ∞ j-1 ˆ 
R A j −1 
∑
 j=1




 = [1, 0]
∞
∑ R j-1 ⋅ A j 
j=1

Aˆ 0

*

(2.22)

where e is a column of 1’s, a matrix A* is a matrix A with its first column eliminated and the
row vector [1, 0] consists of a 1 followed by a suitable number of zero’s. A unique solution for

π 0 and π 1 is determined from equation (2.22). For i ≥ 2 , π i can be determined from equation
(2.20). With the knowledge of R , π 0 and π 1 , several performance measures can be computed for
example the expected number of customers in the queue is given by [53]
E [+ ] = π 1 (I − R ) ⋅ 1T
−2

(2.23)

where 1T is a column vector of ones of the appropriate dimension.

2.4.2.3

Matrix Geometric Techniques for QBD Queues

The infinitesimal generator for the QBD has a structure depicted in equation (2.11). QBD’s are an
intersection of G/M/1 and M/G/1 processes and can be solved using their respective algorithms.
However, they are more closely related to the G/M/1 process and thus solved using the processes
algorithm. The matrix geometric relation (equation 2.20) holds for the QBD and the linear matrix
equation (equation 2.21) reduces to
A0 + A1 R + A2 R 2 = 0

(2.24)
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For an ergodic process, in order to obtain the stationary distribution, one should thus determine
the rate matrix R. Several iterative procedures exist for solving (2.24). The methods include: the
Successive Substitution (SS) method [46]; the Logarithmic Reduction (LR) approach [54];
Naoumov's improved LR method (NA) [55]; the Invariant Subspace (IS) approach [56] and the
Spectral Expansion (SE) method [57]. For example, the modified SS method uses the following
scheme

(

)

R (i +1) = − A0 + R (i ) A2 A1−1 , i = 0,1, L
2

(2.25)

i +1
starting with R (0 ) a matrix of zero-entries only to get the R ( ) iteration. An overview of other

algorithms is given in [54]. Once R has been obtained analogous to equation (2.22), π 0 and

π 1 are obtained as a solution to the following system of linear equations [53]

(π

0

e
, π 1 )
 (1 − R )−1 ⋅ e


Aˆ1*
*
Aˆ
2


 = [1, 0]
A 1 + RA1 
Aˆ 0

(2.26)

From the distributions of π 0 and π 1 other measures of interest such as the average queue length
can be calculated.

QBD are powerful analytical tools since several processes like the M/G/1and G/M/1 can be
rewritten in terms of a suitable QBD process, with infinite and strongly structured block entries
and solved easily as a QBD process [52]. Several methods for solving QBD have been reviewed
in literature [58]. Starting with the matrix geometric method proposed by Neuts [46], several
algorithms like that of Latouche [54] and Naouomov [55] and other upcoming ones are an
improvement of the classical matrix geometric method. In [59] Ram Chakka introduces spectral
expansion methods which utilize eigenvectors and eigenvalues. In [60] the folding algorithm
method is introduced for solving QBD processes. In [61] a most recent method called ETAQA
has been proposed. However the classical solution is the most accepted of the methods and thus it
is used in this thesis.

2.4.2.4

Matrix Analytical Techniques for BMAP/G/1 Type Queues

For the BMAP/G/1 type processes, the arrivals to the system are according to a BMAP (See
Section 2.2.3.1) with m phases and coefficient matrices {Dq , q ≥ 0}. Let the service times be
i.i.d. and independent of the arrival process; let the service time have an arbitrary distribution
function H with Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST) h and n th moment α n . We assume that the
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mean α ≡ α 1 is finite. Let the traffic intensity , ρ = λα . In many points following the notation of
Ramaswami, Lucantoni, Neuts, and others (cf. references [31][46][62][63]), the embedded
Markov renewal process at departure epochs is defined as follows. Define X (t ) and J (t ) to be the
number of customers in the system (including in service, if any) and the phase of the arrival
process at time t , respectively. Let τ k be the epoch of the k th departure from the queue,

( X (τ k ), J (τ k ),τ k +1 − τ k ) is

with τ 0 = 0 .

Then

{(i, j ) : i ≥ 0,1 ≤

j ≤ m} . The semi-Markov process is positive recurrent when ρ ≤ 1 . The state

a semi-Markov process on the state space

transition probability matrix of the semi-Markov process is given by




PBMAP / G / 1 ( x ) = 





B̂ 0 (x ) B̂1 (x ) B̂ 2 (x )
Aˆ 0 (x ) Aˆ 1 (x ) Aˆ 2 (x )
0
Aˆ 0 (x ) Aˆ1 (x )
0
0
Aˆ (x )
0

M

M

M

B̂ 3 (x )
Aˆ (x )
3

Aˆ 2 (x )
Aˆ (x )
1

M

L 

L 

L ,

L 
O 


x≥0.

(2.27)

It is clear that the transition probability matrix has the ‘‘M / G /1-type’’ structure (equation 2.13).
The matrices Aˆ n (x ) and B̂ n (x ) , n ≥ 0 are stated as follows:

[Aˆ (x )]
n

ij

= Pr{Given a departure at time 0 , which left at least one customer in the system and

the arrival process in phase i , the next departure occurs no later than time x with
the arrival process in phase j , and during that service there were n arrivals},

[Bˆ (x )] = Pr{Given a departure at time 0 , which left at least one customer in the system and
n

ij

the arrival process in phase i , the next departure occurs no later than time x with
the arrival process in phase j , leaving n customers in the system}.
The matrices are determined as
x

Aˆ n ( x ) = ∫ P(n, t )dHˆ t

(2.28)

0

where P(n, t ) represents the probability of n arrivals in (0, t ] plus the phase transition as defined
in Section 2.2.3.1.1. The following matrices are defined
An = Aˆ n (∞ ) and Bn = Bˆ n (∞ )

(2.29)

The stationary vector of the Markov chain PBMAP / G / 1 = PBMAP / G / 1 (∞ ) . From equation (2.27) we have
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PBMAP / G / 1




=





B0

B1

B2

B3

A0

A1

A2

A3

0

A0

A1

A2

0

0

A0

A1

M

M

M

M

L 

L 
L 

L 
O 

(2.30)

Representing the stationary probability vector x of PBMAP / G /1 in partitioned form x = (x0 , x1 , L) ,
where xi , i ≥ 0 are m vectors, the system equations are xPBMAP / G / 1 = x . The basic algorithm for
solving the stationary probabilities and the waiting times for a homogeneous BMAP/G/1 queue is
presented below and the reader is referred to Ramaswami, Lucantoni, Neuts, and others (cf.
references [[31][46][62][63]]) for the proofs:

Step 1: Construct the BMAP description of the traffic source. If there are many different
traffic sources, each has to be modelled by individual BMAP, and aggregated together by
Kronecker operations (Section 2.2.3.1.3).

Step 2: Computation of matrices An and Bn of equation 2.30. The matrix An is given by
∞

An = ∑ γ j K n( j )

(2.31)

j =0

∞

where γ j = ∫ e−θ x
0

(θ x )

j

j!

dH% ( x ) , for j ≥ 0 , θ = max i {(− D0 )ii } and K n( j ) is defined recursively by

K n(0 ) = I , K 0( n ) = 0 , n ≥ 1 and

K 0( j +1) = K 0( j ) (I + θ −1 D0 )

(2.32)

K n( j +1) = θ −1 ∑ K i( j ) Dn −1 + K n( j ) (I + θ −1 D0 ) .
n −1
i =0

The matrix Bn is computed by
n

Bn = − D0−1 ∑ Dk +1 An − k

(2.33)

k =0

where the generator matrix D is defined earlier in equation 2.1 and Section 2.2.3.1.

Step 3: Computation of the matrix G . The computation of matrix G (also known as
fundamental matrix) is the most critical point in the solution of M/G/1 type Markov chains.
Define Gij[r ] (k , x ) as

Gij[r ] (k , x ) = P{T ((n + r , i ); (n, j )) ≤ x, V ((n + r , i ); (n, j )) = k }
for n ≥ 0, r ≥ 1, k ≥ 1, x ≥ 0
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where T ((n + r , i ); (n, j )) denotes the first passage time to state (n, j ) , when starting in state

( n + r , i ) and V ((n + r , i ); (n, j )) represents the number of transitions involved in the chain going
from state ( n + r , i ) to the first hitting state (n, j ) . The special case of r = 1 for the matrices

[

]

G k[r ] ( x ) = Gij[r ] (k , x )

(2.35)

determines the sequence {G1 ( x ), G 2 (x ), G3 ( x ), L}of component matrices. The fundamental matrix
G is obtained as
∞

∞

k =1

k =1

G = lim ∑ Gk ( x ) = ∑ Gk
x →∞

(2.36)

Ramaswami´s first algorithm for the computation of G has been proven in [64] to be numerically
stable and useful, but it required tremendous expenses in time and space. D. Lucantoni [31]
showed by probability theoretical argumentation that the matrix G allows an exponential
representation which prepared the ground for other and more efficient algorithms. He proposed
the computation of G by successive iteration of the following recursion,
∞

Gs +1 = ∑ γ n H n , s
n =0

[

H n +1, s = I + (θ

[ ]

) D[G ]]H
−1

s

(2.37)

n, s

∞

where D Gs = ∑ D j G j , H 0, s = I , the identity matrix, starting with G0 = 0 .
j =0

Step 4: Computation of queue length distribution at departures xi . This is computed from
the following formula
i −1


xi =  x0 Bi + ∑ x j Ai +1− j  (I − A1
j
1
=



∞

∞

i =v

i =v

)

−1

, i ≥1

(2.38)

where Av = ∑ Ai G i −v and Bv = ∑ Bi G i −v .
The vector x0 is obtained from

x0 =

s
,
s, µ

(2.38)

where s is the stationary distribution of the Markov chain defined by the matrix S , i.e it satisfies
sS = s and se = 1 and
S = −(D00 )

−1

∞

 j −1
 i =0




∑ D 0j  ∏ G j −i 
j =1

(2.40)

.,. denotes the inner product (dot product) of two vectors. The vector µ is obtained from
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−1

µ = − D0−1  D − D [G ] + dg   I − A + ( e − δ ) g  e

(2.41)

where δ = ρ e + ( A − I )( eπ + D ) d , d = ∑ iDi e and g is a solution of the equation gG = g and
−1

ge = 1 , e is a column vector of 1.

Step 5: Computation of queue length distribution at an arbitrary time y k . There are several
algorithms for computing the sequence

{y k , k ≥ 1} .

A simpler algorithm for recursively

computing the sequence is given by [65]
k −1
−1


y k =  y 0 Ak + ∑ y j Akj+1− j  (I − A1k )
j =1



(2.42)

where y 0 = −λ0′ x 0 (D00 ) . The i th component of y k is the stationary probability that the queue
−1

−1

length of the system is k and the phase of the arrival process is i at an arbitrary point in time.

Step 6: Computation of the waiting time. The Laplace Stieltjes Transform (LST) of the virtual
waiting time distribution is given by W ( s )e where;

[

]

sy sI + D00 + D10 H (s ) s > 0
W (s ) =  0
s=0
π

(2.43)

π is the stationary probability vector of the Markov process with generator D , H (s ) is the LST

~
of service time distribution H ( x ) . This is a matrix generalization of the Pollaczek-Khinchin
~
formula for the M/G/1 queue. The waiting time distribution Wa (.) seen by an arrival is given by;
~
−1 ~
Wa ( x ) = [πλ ] W ( x )λ

(2.44)

For a deterministic service time with mean Ts , the LST of the service time is

H ( s ) = E (e− sTs ) = e− sTs . The expectation of the waiting time is given by [30][31]
E (W ) =

[

1
−1
2 ρ + µ 2−1πλ − 2µ1−1 ( y 0 + µ1−1πD10 )(D 0 + eπ ) λ
2(1 − ρ )

]

(2.45)

with µ i−1 the i th moment of the service distribution and ρ the traffic intensity. For an exponential
distribution with parameter λ the LST of the service time is X (s ) =

λ
λ+s

. The distributions

have to be worked out by numerically inverting the transforms directly or by solving the
associated Volterra integral equations, a process which is not trivial.
measures can be derived from the above formulas.
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CO CLUSIO

Accurate network models are required to aid in network planning and dimensioning. In this
chapter, the various aspects of network teletraffic theory are widely explored. The
characterization of arrival traffic is reviewed. The analytical traffic arrival models used in
communication networks are discussed with a special focuss on the BMAP model. The queuing
based traffic models are presented in detail. The focus is on the analytical queuing models used
for teletraffic analysis of cellular networks, their definition, classification, and solution methods.
The work emphasised on the matrix analytical techniques which are fast becoming the de-facto
way of analyzing wireless networks. It must be noted that we looked at homogeneous systems.
Non homogeneous systems, multiple class traffic and QoS control issues are discussed in the next
chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
QUALITY OF SERVICE PROVISIO I G THROUGH
CALL ADMISSIO CO TROL I
EXT GE ERATIO
ETWORKS

3.1

I TRODUCTIO

Call Admission Control (CAC) schemes control the amount of traffic injected to the network so
that predefined performance objectives are met. In CDMA based CAC schemes, a new user can
be accepted as long as the interference level is below some threshold. Admitting a new call
always increases the interference level in the system. CAC thus plays a very important role in
CDMA systems because it directly controls the number of users in the system by determining
whether to admit or reject a call on its arrival. CAC must be designed to guarantee grade of
service (GOS) e.g. blocking rate, QoS and avoid the degradation in communication quality. The
diverse QoS requirements for multimedia applications and the presence of different wireless
access technologies (heterogeneous environments) pose significant challenges in designing
efficient CAC algorithms for NGN’s. Thus the CAC must take into account parameters of the
wide variety of traffic types and other attributes of NGN’s.

NGN’s have a wide range of traffic types. In [8], the UMTS architecture specifies four traffic
types; conversational class, streaming class, interactive class and background class. The

conversational traffic class aims at preserving time relation (variation) between information
entities of the stream. It has a conversational pattern based on human perception and is real time
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in nature. The main relevant QoS parameters are low jitter and low delay. Voice, voice over IP
and video conferencing types of traffic fall under this category. The streaming type of traffic also
aims at preserving time relation (variation) between information entities of the stream and is real
time. Its main QoS parameter is low jitter. The traffic types that fall under this category are
streaming video and real time video. The interactive traffic class is based on a request response
pattern. It needs a bounded response time and it preserves the payload content. The relevant QoS
parameters are the round trip delay time and low BER. Web browsing and database retrieval fall
under this traffic class. Lastly, there is the background traffic class. This traffic class aims at
preserving the payload content, however, the destination does not expect the data within a certain
time. Therefore its main QoS parameter is low BER. Email and file transfer are the traffic
sources that fall under this category.

From the various traffic classes, it is clear that the main distinguishing characteristics for the
traffic classes are the BER and the delay requirement. Therefore a comprehensive call admission
control algorithm should be based on these parameters for admitting various calls into the
network. A lot of work on admission control has been done in the literature. Most CAC schemes
consider only the SIR [66], which can translate into the BER. Other schemes use call admission
parameters e.g. power that can be linked to SIR thus indirectly using SIR. In [67], a number based
call admission control scheme is developed, however, the equivalent number of users is a
function of the SIR. Some work has been done on networks with a variety of traffic classes on the
CDMA network [68], however, there is no delay parameter in their call admission control
scheme. Infact on a CDMA network there has been very little work done on CAC that combines
both delay and SIR. In [69], a call admission control algorithm based on SIR and delay was
developed for a CDMA system with slotted ALOHA access system. The CAC algorithm is based
on restricting the maximum number of codes allocated to the two traffic types and has a fixed
maximum capacity which is not one of the merits of CDMA as it has a soft capacity. The delay is
computed in terms of the slots that elapse during the transmission of a packet. Delay based call
admission control schemes have commonly been used in ATM networks [70]. In most cases
admission control is based on the maximum delay bounds. Measurement based call admission
control has also been used in these networks [26]. These networks are predominantly circuit
switched with fixed capacity. Due to various traffic characteristics of multimedia traffic we need
to consider delay and BER parameters in our CAC algorithms.

The contributions made in this chapter are the development of a multiclass, multistage, extended
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parameter based call admission control scheme, the tuning and analysis of the developed CAC
scheme and the performance testing of the scheme. Section 3.2 reviews and classifies the
existing CAC schemes. The section then highlights the major issues of CAC on the networks. The
chapter proposes a comprehensive multistage CAC model based on SIR and delay in Section 3.3.
The simulation model for the new proposed CAC is presented in Section 3.4, after which it’s the
analytical equivalent, is presented in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 discusses the teletraffic model, this
is followed by the evaluation of the performance of the CAC models in Section 3.7. A network
system with the different CAC schemes is investigated both analytically and by simulation.

3.2

SURVEY OF CALL ADMISSIO CO TROL SCHEMES

3.2.1

Classification of Call Admission Schemes

Call admission control schemes under research can be classified depending on the time of load
estimates, the participation of cells in the network, the resource allocation in the network, the
mobility of users, user pricing and the QoS parameter.

3.2.1.1 Classification Depending on Parameter Estimation
Depending on how the parameters are estimated, the CAC scheme can be classified into
interactive and non-interactive schemes. Interactive CAC algorithms are based on the idea of
admitting the new call with a low power level, and then evaluating if a new power control
equilibrium can be reached [72], [73]. These schemes allow new connections to transmit for a
trial period during which it takes measurements to determine whether the connection can be
admitted. A new call is admitted if and only if the system can actually provide the required SIR
level to all calls. The interactive scheme requires exchanging global information on admission
margins. Unfortunately, their implementation in real systems presents some drawbacks. The
scheme is complex considering that during the trial period it must ensure the new call does not
affect the quality of the ongoing calls and, above all, they can actually work only with always
active connections and can not exploit discontinuous transmission, which is one of the most
important issues of UMTS. Moreover, taking measurements and making decisions with
interactive admission schemes can be very time consuming.

Non-Interactive CAC schemes are based on a maximum-interference threshold. The network load
is estimated by measuring a few system parameters. The decisions on call admission are based on
the estimates. The total interference of the system, both intra-cellular and inter-cellular
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interference is measured and thus the admission decision can be based on the interference
experienced in the serving base station as well as in the neighbouring cells. The measured values
are compared with a threshold and a call is only accepted if the threshold is not exceeded. The
acceptance thresholds are tuned to limit the dropping probability. They must be kept low in order
to tolerate the worst possible scenarios and to minimize dropping probability. As a result, the
acceptance probability will be much lower in non-interactive schemes than those of the near ideal
schemes. The reader is referred to [73][74] for examples of interactive CAC schemes.

The above CAC schemes can be further grouped into predictive [75] and non predictive schemes.
Non-predictive CAC schemes estimate the network load by measuring some parameters and take
an accept/reject decision based on the thresholds. The most common schemes are the number
based admission control schemes [67]. Predictive algorithms use measured values of congestion
parameters but also try to estimate how they change once the new call is accepted. Predictive
admission control schemes intrinsically discriminate among requests by mobile terminals with
different propagation conditions, so they can potentially accept more traffic than non-predictive
schemes.

3.2.1.2 Classification Depending on Cell Cooperation

Call admission control schemes can also be classified depending on the way the cells in the
system relate/consult each other when a call arrives. They can be classified into collaborative
approach based on estimation and non-collaborative approach based on prediction. Collaborative
approach is a distributed approach for call admission control. In this case, information is
exchanged among the neighbouring cells for resource reservation and admission control, while
the admission control decision is made locally [76]. In a pico-cellular wireless network with high
user mobility, exchanging information among the cells to make resource reservation and
admission control might incur significant control overhead. Therefore, CAC algorithms that are
designed based on local information (e.g., history of bandwidth usage) would be desirable. In
such a case, resource reservation is based only on local information in the home cell which is
used to predict the resource needed in the future. Two prediction techniques are popularly used;

Wiener filtering and time series analysis (e.g. autoregressive moving average model). In the
former case, the prediction can be done directly from the historic data, whereas in the later case,
the time series model needs to be constructed and the corresponding parameters need to be
estimated so that the prediction can be performed based on this model afterwards.
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3.2.1.3 Classification Depending on Resource Reservation
CAC algorithms can be classified according to the way the resources are shared into the Guard
Channel Approach and Partitioning and Sharing Approach. To prioritize some calls over others,
some channels, C g , (referred to as guard channels) are reserved for higher priority calls [77]. The
other channels C − C g are used by lower priority calls. A lower priority call is accepted if the
total number of channels in use is less than the threshold C g . A high priority call is always
accepted if there is an available channel. Great care should be taken in choosing the threshold to
minimize call dropping probability while admitting as many incoming calls as possible. In some
cases the threshold is varied with respect to the state of the network. In the Fractional Guard
channel policy [78], low priority calls are accepted with a certain probability that depends on the
current channel occupancy. This means that when the number of busy channels becomes larger,
the probability for accepting a new call becomes smaller and vice versa. The Partitioning and
Sharing Approach for reserving channels and admitting new calls is based on the concepts of

complete sharing and complete partitioning. In the case of complete sharing, the higher priority
calls and new calls can use all the available channels. In contrast, in the case of complete
partitioning, the channels reserved for higher priority and new calls are not shared between these
types of calls. A hybrid model for resource reservation and CAC was proposed in [76] in which
the channels are divided into three categories: channels dedicated for new calls, channels shared
among the new calls and handoff calls, and channels reserved for handoff calls. By combining
complete partitioning and complete sharing, resource reservation becomes flexible to control the
performance of the system. This type of hybrid resource reservation can handle calls with
different priority levels as well.

3.2.1.4 Other Types of Classification
There are other ways of classifying CAC schemes. The Mobility-Based Approach exploits the
user mobility information for efficient call admission control. The shadow clustering concept [80]
estimates the future resource requirements in a wireless network with microcellular architecture.
Every mobile terminal with an active wireless connection exerts an influence upon the cells in the
vicinity of its current location and along its direction of travel. In a cell, the amount of resources
reserved for handoff calls is based on the number of calls moving to that cell and the
corresponding probabilities. A pricing-based approach to call admission control was proposed in
[81], where the objective is to maximize the utility of the wireless resources. The utility is
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generally defined as the user’s level of satisfaction with perceived QoS. These types of admission
control schemes are common in core networks like IP and ATM. In the parameter based
admission control, the admission control method is named after the most important QoS metric.
As an example if the QoS parameter is delay, we then have Delay-Based Call admission control
(D-CAC), if the parameter is SIR, we then have SIR-Based Call admission control (S-CAC)[66].

3.2.2

Call Admission Control Issues on CDMA etworks

On the CDMA network there are traditionally two types of CAC schemes; number based CAC
scheme (NCAC) [83] and interference based CAC scheme (ICAC) [66]. The first scheme is based
on the number of users admitted in the system. NCAC can be subdivided further into infinite
capacity admission control and fixed capacity call admission control scheme. In the infinite
capacity admission control scheme there is no hard limit to the number of users that can
simultaneously transmit. The calls are not blocked and new calls are accepted at the expense of a
slight degradation in network performance. In the fixed capacity CAC scheme, calls are blocked
whenever the number of simultaneous users exceeds a certain number threshold. In the ICAC
scheme the BS monitors the interference on a call by call basis. A new call is admitted based on
whether the interference or the link’s SIR observed is less than a certain threshold value. ICAC is
the most widely used on CDMA as it uses the actual soft capacity of CDMA to block calls.

The existing CAC algorithms need to be modified to fit the NGN networks. The resource
reservation and call admission control for NGN are more complicated due to the presence of
heterogeneous wireless access environment in which the mobile terminals have the ability to
connect to different types of networks. Different types of calls with varying QoS requirements
have to be taken into account in the CAC algorithm. Packet-level performances must also be
taken into account unlike the traditional circuit switched networks since the NGN’s will operate
purely on packet-based data transfer. Not only call-level QoS but also packet-level QoS must be
considered for an effective CAC algorithm. Internetworking with the IP-based Internet and other
legacy networks should be considered by the CAC algorithm. The CAC algorithm should be
aware of the availability of the network resources at the wireless-Internet gate-way and in the
wired network so that wireless resources are not wasted due to dropping of packets at the wiredpart of the network. Traditional CAC schemes are mostly based on call level QoS measures only,
however, in a packet-switched wireless network, the QoS will need to be described in terms of
both call-level (call stage) e.g., call blocking and call dropping probabilities and packet-level
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(packet stage) performance metrics (e.g., packet transmission delay and packet dropping
probability). Therefore an effective CAC algorithm should consider all the stages and an
expanded admission parameter set at each stage. A new call should be admitted only if the quality
of all the calls can be maintained at call level and packet level or the various QoS stages in the
network.

3.3

DELAY A D SIR BASED CAC SCHEME

3.3.1

The Multistage CAC Model

This research introduces a multistage CAC module that is suitable for sharing resources on
NGN’s. The NGN networks have various stages that are interlinked for example the access and
core network stages. A good CAC algorithm must address the issues of every stage since each of
the stages has an effect on the overall traffic performance measures. The organization of the
entire network in stages is as follows:
•

Stage 1: The wireless part of the network: This can be viewed as the SIR part of the
network; the CAC needs to handle multiple classes and guarantee different types of services.
CAC in the wireless part must consider the nature of capacity of the systems (i.e., soft or
hard) so that the resource reservation and admission control can be performed optimally. It
has to take into account the wireless access strategy, in our case the properties of the CDMA
access technology. Both the call level and the packet level performance requirements need to
be satisfied in the wireless part. The call-level performance depends on the resource
reservation and the admission control strategy in the wireless part.

•

Stage 2: The wired part of the network. This can be viewed as the stage where scheduling is
done. Alternatively it can represent scheduling on the wireless link where packet-level QoS
performances can be maintained through adaptive bandwidth allocation and proper
scheduling mechanisms. The different traffic classes are grouped into various queues and
resource allocation carried out according to the traffic classes. If it is in the core network, it is
important to minimize the packet/call dropping probability and maintain the delay QoS
requirement.
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Stage n: Other stages in the network; this can be the core network, any subsequent nodes in
the network or the receiver’s side. The QoS on the receiver’s side also affects call dropping
probability. Both the call level and the packet level performance requirements need to be
satisfied at the stages through proper scheduling, resource reservation and other mechanisms.

The challenges of the multistage CAC scheme include the characterization of traffic entering the
subsequent stage after a previous stage. In most cases traffic bounds are used. An example of
characterization of packet traffic is by the use of the leaky bucket. However the required QoS
parameter of all the stages can be combined and the overall picture deduced for the system. For
performance analysis, design, and engineering of the system, the corresponding analytical models
are developed. Typical numerical results based on the analytical modelling are also presented.

3.3.2

The Call Admission Control System Model

The cellular system is composed of hexagonal cells with the Base Stations (BS) located at the
center of the cell, see Figure 3.1. The BS irradiates with omni directional antennas located at the
center of the cell. A mobile roams freely in the cellular network. As shown in Figure 3.1, the
mobile is currently communicating with BS m , the mobile should handover to the desired BS d .
Several BS’s are connected to the core network through a Packet Data Unit where scheduling is
done.

m

d

Figure 3.1 Cellular Structure
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The multistage CAC and scheduling model forms the CAC plane for two stages as shown in
Figure 3.2. Calls of different traffic types request admission from the BS. At stage 1, the calls SIR
capacity is tested, the calls delay capacity is tested at Stage 2. The admitted calls generate packets
that are queued in the network where scheduling is done. It should be noted that there is queuing
and scheduling at Stage 2 that can represent the wireless link or the packet core network.
Different scheduling techniques can be employed as shown in Figure 3.2 for the multistage CAC
model with stage one and two. Prioritization can further be introduced to the system depending on
which classes to test for capacity violations when a call arrives.

CAC
STAGE ONE

(rT 1 , bT 1 )

λ 1 (SIRT 1 )
λ
λ

2

(SIRT 2 )
3

STAGE TWO

SIR
CAC

(rT 2 , bT 2 )

.
.

DELAY

CAC

(rT 3 , bT 3 )

(SIRT 3 )

.
.

(rTM , bTM )

λ M (SIRTM )

WFQ
Priority
Queuing

Packet Queues

CAC plane
PSIR

Dropped calls

PD

Figure 3.2 CAC and Scheduling Model
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The Call Admission Control Algorithm

The call admission algorithm is run each time a call arrives and requests capacity. An arriving
call requests admission from the base station. To admit a new call, the following conditions must
be satisfied: Firstly, the guaranteed QoS (delay bound and SIR) for the particular call should be
provided and; secondly the QoS of the existing calls should not be severely affected by admitting
the call. Assuming the current network user configuration is ( + 1 , + 2 , L + M ), where + k is the
number of traffic class k , 1 ≤ k ≤ M , calls in the system. An incoming user i , 1 ≤ i ≤ + k , max , of
traffic class k sends an admission request to the nearest BS. The user specifies the target SIR for
the class, SIRTk , target delay bound d Tk or the leaky bucket parameters rTk and bTk (see Section
2.2.2). The following steps are taken to make an admission decision:

Step 1: The network user configuration is updated to + 1 , + 2 , L (+ k + 1), L + M
Step 2: Depending on the new network user configuration, the SIR capacity for each traffic class
(queue) is determined. SIR capacity implies that the systems SIR should be greater than the target

SIRTk for the required traffic classes, see equation 3.1.
Step 3: Using this information, the admission controller checks whether the SIR capacity
requirements of the required traffic classes (queues) can be satisfied at the same time with this
new network user configuration. If not so the incoming user is blocked and the previous network
user configuration is maintained. The call can reattempt at a later stage.

Step 4: Depending on the new network user configuration, the delay capacity for each traffic
class (queue) is determined. Delay capacity implies that the systems delay should be less than the
target delay d Tk for the required traffic classes, see equation 3.9.

Step 5: Using this information, the admission controller checks whether the delay capacity
requirements of the required traffic classes (queues) can be satisfied at the same time with this
new network user configuration. If so, the incoming user is admitted and the new network user
configuration is maintained; if not, the incoming user is blocked and the previous network user
configuration is maintained. The call can reattempt at a later stage. Note that the required traffic
classes can be all or some of them depending on the prioritization in the system. The CAC
algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.3.

The simulation model parameters for the CAC are presented in the section that follows. The
relevant analytical formulas for determining the capacity (SIR, delay) are presented later in
Section 3.5.
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Stage 1

SIR Capacity

k=0

for all queues of each class j
SIRij > SIRIT − − > Sim (Eqn 3.1)
Z ij < ϕiT − − > Ana (Eqn 3.24)

Class k
SIR
Capacity

k++

N

Y

Call Admission Control Algorithm
k=M

An arriving call requests admission
from the base station.

k=0

Calculate capacity based on SIR (
Eq. 3.1)
If there is no capacity
drop the call
else
{

N

Y

Calculate capacity based on
Delay (Eq. 3.9)
If there is a violation
drop the call
else
admit the call

k Delay
Capacity

N

k ++
}

k =M

N

Delay Capacity
for all queues of each class k
d k < dTt − − > Sim (Eqn 3.9)

Y

d qk < dTk − − > Ana (Eqn 3.51)

Stage 2

Admit New
Connection

Reject New
Connection

Figure 3.3 Call Admission Control Algorithm
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3.4 SIMULATIO MODEL FOR THE CAC SCHEME
3.4.1 SIR Based CAC Model
In admitting a call, the capacity based on SIR is determined for the required traffic classes. SIR
capacity is available if the following holds,

SIR > SIRTk } for all required calls .

(3.1)

The systems SIR is directly measured in the simulation. All calls in the system have a target SIR,
SIRT to be maintained. Alternatively, the receiver evaluates the SIR of the calls after despreading

as follows:
SIR = G

PR

(3.2)

I int ra + I int er + Pthermal

where G is the spreading factor, PR the desired signal received power, Pthermal the thermal noise
defined as the product of one-sided spectral noise density η o and the spread bandwidth W , I int ra
the intracell interference defined as the sum of signal powers due to other transmissions within
the cell of interest and I int er the intercell interference defined as the sum of signal powers
received due to transmissions from the other cells.

To measure SIR capacity, parameters used in the simulation need to be explained further. This is
presented below.

3.4.1.1 Cellular Structure
The cellular system is composed of 30 regular hexagonal cells arranged in a toroidal structure,
they lay on a wrap around domain to avoid border effects in the interference domain. Border
effects arise from the effect of replacing an ideal network consisting of a large number of cells
with fewer finite cells that can be simulated. A mobile close to the network boundary is normally
lost from the system. However with wrap around the cell is not lost from the system since the
network wraps around itself. The base stations are located at the center of the cell and irradiate
with omni directional antennas with unit gain. Figure 3.1 shows the cellular system considered.
Here, d is the desired base station and m is the BS the mobile is communicating with. Several
BS’s are connected to the Packet Data Unit where scheduling is done, this is indicated in Figure
3.2 shown earlier.
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3.4.1.2 Propagation Model
The relationship between the received power and the transmitted power follows the ETSI
guidelines [84]. Let PT denote the signal transmitted power and PR denote the signal received
power. Their relationship is given by

PR = PT Li S i Fi

(3.3)

where Li is the path loss factor, S i the shadow fading factor and Fi the fast fading factor.
Assume a power law model to calculate the distance loss between the mobile and the base station.
Let the mobile be located a distance r from the base station, the path loss factor is given by

Li = br −α

(3.4)

where b and α are constants. The path loss exponent α varies with antenna heights and is
typically in the range of three to four. The fact that the exponent is greater than the free space
exponent is a result of a multipath effect in the vertical plane.

Shadow fading represents the average signal power attenuation or path loss due to motion over
large areas. The statistics of large scale fading provide a way of computing an estimate of a
signal’s mean path loss and its variation about the mean. The shadow fading factor, S i is
assumed to be independent and lognormally distributed. The autocorrelation function of S i has
been experimentally observed by Gudmundson [85] to have the following form:

 vτ
R(τ ) = σ 2 exp −
 d
0







(3.5)

where σ is the standard deviation of the shadowing signal strength, v the speed of the mobile
and the constant d 0 is called the decay factor. The shadow fading factor, S i is generally
expressed in terms of its standard deviation specified in dB, i.e.
S i = C10 ξ

(3.6)

i

where C is a constant and the shadowing process ξ i is an independent, zero mean, stationary
Gaussian random variable with standard deviation σ = 8dB . The shadow fading process ξ i can
be represented as a first order autoregressive (AR) process by the following difference equation:
ξ i = Γ s ξ i −1 + wi

(3.7)

where w is a zero-mean, stationary white Gaussian noise process with variance σ w2 given by
i

 ds
 d0

σ w2 = σ 2 (1 − Γs2 ) , where Γs = exp


 and d s = vτ s with τ s the sampling interval.
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Fast fading Fi is another important propagation effect. Fast fading refers to the dramatic changes
in signal amplitude and phase that can be experienced as a result of small changes (as small as a
half-wavelength) in spatial separation between a receiver and transmitter. The fast fading is due
to the arrival of several replicas of the signal with varying time delays. The multipath reflections
of the original signals arrive at the receiver at different point in time, phase and Doppler
frequencies. When the received signal is made up of multiple reflective rays plus a significant line
of sight (dominant) component, the envelope amplitude due to small scale fading has a Rician
pdf. As the amplitude of the specular component approaches zero, the Rician pdf approaches a
Rayleigh pdf. The Rayleigh pdf represents the worst case of mean fading per mean received
power since it has no specular component of the signal. The fading is basically independent over
distances greater than half a carrier wavelength. A common assumption is that the propagation
path consists of two-dimensional isotropic scattering with a vertical monopole antenna at the
receiver [86]. The ideally generated in phase and quadrature Gaussian processes must be
independent with zero mean for a Rayleigh distribution. There are several ways of generating
Rayleigh processes. The generation part directly follows from the fact that the envelope of a
complex Gaussian random process (with independent real and imaginary parts) has a Rayleigh
distribution. The correlated Rayleigh variates are generated by filtering two zero-mean
independent white Gaussian processes and then adding the outputs in quadrature with filter
specifications [87].

3.4.1.3 Power Control Model
The capacity of a CDMA network is limited by the interference in the system. Power control
regulates the transmit power of the terminal and base station, which results in less interference
and allows more users. Power control provides protection against shadowing, fast-fading and
near-far problem, all of which cause variation in the received signal strength. The protection is
given by controlling the power of the users to be the minimum required to maintain a given
signal-to-noise ratio for the required level of performance. In this way, each user contributes to
the interference to the least extent possible. There exist two types of power control principles:
open loop and closed loop. The open loop power control measures the interference conditions
from the channel and adjusts the transmission power accordingly. However, since the fast fading
does not correlate between uplink and downlink, open loop power control will achieve the right
power target only on average. Therefore, closed loop power control is required. The closed loop
power control compensates for the rapid signal fluctuation at the receiver. The receiver measures
the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and sends commands to the transmitter on the other end to
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adjust the transmission power. In the simulation model the SIR-based power control is used since
SIR is more important than signal strength in determining channel characteristics. The receiver
compares the estimated received SIRest with a SIRtag target value and commands the transmitter
to adjust the previous transmitted power PTi −1 as follows
 PTi −1 + p step ,

PTi =  PTi −1 − p step ,

 PT max ,

SIRest < SIRtag
SIRest > SIRtag

(3.8)

P > PT max
i
T

where p step is the fixed power step size of 1dB and PT max is the maximum mobile power.

3.4.2 Delay Based CAC Model

The delay based admission control happens at Stage 2 as was shown in Figure 3.2. The class
k calls in the system and the one to be admitted specify the delay target, d Tk or the token bucket

parameters rTk and bTk . When a call arrives, the updated calls, + 1 , + 2 , L , ( + k + 1), L + M generate
packets shaped by the token bucket. The packets are queued in the respective traffic queues. Note
that the new + k includes the call to be admitted. The system delay d i is determined with the
assumption that the call to be will generate the maximum packets bTk to be added to the system.
In admitting a call, the capacity based on delay is determined for the required traffic classes.
Delay capacity exists if the following holds,
d i < d Tk } for all required calls .

(3.9)

The call can be admitted based on the instantaneous system delay or the calculated average delay.
The instantaneous system delay is easily determined since the number of packets in the queues,
the maximum packets the new call will add to the system and the service rate are known.
Instantaneous delay is more effective if the scheduling is on in the core network and not the
wireless link and the packet service rate is not very random. However, with several admission
parameter checks the instantaneous delay can still be used on a random serviced link. The average
delay is determined by calculation as shown in Section 3.5. Note that the required traffic classes
are determined by the prioritization in the system.
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3.4.3 Traffic Characteristics

3.4.3.1 Arrival Traffic Models
Simulation based traffic models are more important when you consider further characteristics of
data calls and non real time traffic IP streams. The traffic needs to be characterized at various
traffic-levels: session-level, connection-level, and packet-level. The session-level describes the
dial-up behaviour of the individual users, characterized by the session interarrival-time
distribution and the session data-volume distribution. The connection-level describes for each
individual application the corresponding distribution of connection interarrival-times within a
user-session as well as the distribution of connection data volume. The packet-level characterizes
the packet interarrival-time distribution and the packet length distribution within the application
specific connections. The basic model is the one outlined by the 3GPP ETSI [8][39] model. There
are other numerous models that are just a modification of this model. It is generalized as shown in
Figure 3.4.
Instants of packet arrival
(arrival rate and size)

Read time

Packet call

Packet Session
Figure 3.4 IP Traffic Model

Figure 3.5 Classification of non Real-time IP Traffic Streams [39]
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Different applications have different distributions for arrival of a packet session & number of
packet arrivals per session, reading time etc. These factors combine to give total arrival process.
Note that the packets can be further policed by any policing agent like the token bucket filter used
in this work. For all real time test services, calls should be generated according to a distribution,
most commonly Poisson process assuming mean call duration of typically 120 seconds for speech
and circuit switched data services. For speech, the traffic model should be an on-off model, with
activity and silent periods being generated by mostly an exponential distribution. For circuit
switched data services, the traffic model should be a constant bit rate model, with 100 % of
activity or an ON-OFF model. Typical traffic models for non real-time IP traffic streams are
shown in Figure 3.5.

3.4.3.2 Mobility Model
The movement pattern of users plays an important role in performance analysis of wireless
cellular networks. It is for this reason that ETSI designed a set of test scenarios for system
simulation for UMTS [88]. The document describes mobility models for three environments: an
indoor office, an outdoor pedestrian, and a vehicular environment. With these and other models in
literature [89] the mobility model is adapted with the following assumptions:
•

The geographical distribution of call origination position within the local area is uniform with
PDF
f R , A (r , α ) =

1
πd 2

(3.10)

where d is the radius of the circle fitting the cell and r and α are the users original point’s
distance from the center and angular position (Figure 3.6) respectively.

vi +1
Call originated at

vi

r, α

θi

r α

Next update

v, θ

Figure 3.6 Call mobility model
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The initial speed of the user is vi at an angle θ i . The direction of travel θ i is a uniformly
distributed random variable with the following pdf
 1
 ,
f Θ (θ i ) =  2π
0,

0 ≤ θ i ≤ 2π
(3.11)

otherwise

The speed vi follows a truncated Gausian distribution with mean µ v and standard deviation

σ v , limited to the range [ vmin , vmax ]. The distribution
 k
 − (vi − µ v )2

exp


f V (vi ) = σ v 2π
2σ v2


0
i






v min < vi < v max

(3.12)

otherwise

where k the normalization constant is given by

  v − µv
k = erf  max
  σ v
•

 v − µv

 − erf  min
 σv



 
 

−1

(3.13)

The user changes the speed to v i +1 and the angle to θ i +1 after an update time interval ∆T .
The update time interval ∆T is an exponentially distributed random variable. The new speed
and angle are correlated to their respective old values ( vi , θ i ). The new speed vi +1 is a
random variable that is uniformly distributed between (vi ± x v )

fV

i +1

 1
(vi +1 ) =  2 xv
0,


(vi − xv ) ≤ vi+1 ≤ (vi + xv )

(3.14)

otherwise

The new angle θ i +1 is a uniformly distributed random variable between (θ i ± xθ )

fΘ

i +1

 1
(θ i +1 ) =  2 xθ
0,


(θ i − xθ ) ≤ θ i +1 ≤ (θ i + xθ )
otherwise
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3.4.4 The Software Simulator
The developed simulation software is a discrete time event driven software simulator. An event
has the following characteristics: Event Generator, the event must be generated / triggered by an
external trigger (event) or it can be self triggered. Self triggering happens when the event
regenerates itself. The event can generate other events; Event #ame, to differentiate the event
from other events. It can be a name or a number. After differentiating then one can choose
specifically what to do for that event; Event Time, this determines the time when the event
actually occurs; Event Action, this determines the event itself. It constitutes the actions to be
taken when the event occurs. In software they can be subroutines that are called when the event
occurs. The initial events generated are stored in a buffer. The software shuffles through the
buffer and picks the next event to be executed. The flow chart of the event driven simulator is
shown in Figure 3.7. The events and their attributes are as shown in the Table 3.1 below.

Table 3.1 Simulation Events Attributes

Event

Generator

ext
Occurrence

New Call Arrival

New Call arrival

From a
distribution

Call Termination

New Call Arrival

Mobility Event
Slow Fading
Update
Fast fading
Update
Power Control

Mobility
management
Slow Fading
Update
Fast fading
Update
Power control

Packet Arrival

New Call Arrival

Wired service rate

Wired Service rate

From a
distribution
From a
distribution
From a
distribution
From a
distribution
From a
distribution
From a
distribution
From a
distribution
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Action
Calculate on/off
duration
Packet generation
Clean up everything
about the call
Change direction and
speed for mobiles
Change the slow fading
parameters
Change the fast fading
parameters
Adjust the mobiles
powers
Generate a packet and
store in the buffer
Remove the packets
from the buffer

Generated
Events
New Call Arrival
Call Termination
None
Mobility
management
Slow Fading
Update
Fast fading
Update
Power control
Packet Arrival
Wired service rate
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Start

Event Initialization

T

Termination
Condition

F
Search Next Event

T

Event 1
Actions

Triggered
Events -1

T

Event 2
Actions

Triggered
Events -2

T

Event 3
Actions

Triggered
Events -3

T

Event n
Actions

Triggered
Events -n

Event 1
F

Event 2
F

Event 3
F

Event n
F

Stop

Figure 3.7 Event Driven Simulator
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3.5 A ALYTICAL MODEL OF THE CAC ALGORITHM
The call to be admitted specifies the required connection parameters, SIR, delay bound and the
maximum power and sends a request to the BS to be admitted over one of the CDMA channels.
The analytical model for the CAC algorithm is basically determining the capacity based on SIR
and delay. The definition and derivation of the SIR capacity and Delay capacity is presented in
Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 as follows.

3.5.1

SIR Based Capacity on a CDMA Wireless Link

In determining capacity based on interference, let (Eb + o )ik (t ) be the SIR of user i of class k ,

{i = 1,2,..+

k , max

} and {k = 1, 2,...M }, at a time

t , Gik the processing gain, hik the path gain, pik

the transmitted power, α ik the source activity factor and W the bandwidth. The received signal
to noise ratio is given by

(Eb

+o )ik (t ) =

Gikhik (t ) pik (t )

(3.16)

(1+ f (t ))∑∑hjk (t )α jk (t ) pik +ηoW
k j ≠i

where the ratio between external interference and internal interference f (t ) is given by
f (t ) =

I ext , k
I int, k

where I ext , k = ∑ ∑ ∑ α l , k p l , k , hl , k , I int, k = ∑ ∑ α l , k p l , k , hl , k and c are the cells.
c ' ≠c k

l ≠i

k

l ≠i

As concluded in various papers [68][90][91] SIR based CAC is equivalent to power based call
admission control. The objective is minimizing the total transmitted power subject to the
condition that the require SIR, (Eb + o )req ,ik , for every user is satisfied
Minimize p i , k (t ) = ∑ ∑ α ik (t ) p ik
k

(3.17)

i

Subject to the constraints

Gik hik (t ) p ik (t )

(1 + f (t ))∑ ∑ h jk (t )α jk (t ) pik
k j ≠i

+ η oW

≥ (E b + o )req ,ik

(3.18)

0 < p ik (t ) < Pik , max
After some manipulations and including the effect of other cell interference and activity factor it
can be shown that the power control problem is feasible if equation (3.19) is satisfied. Note that
there is a power constraint.
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1 − ∆ (t )
∑ ∑ α ik (t )g ik ≤ (1 + fik(t ))
k
i

(3.19)

where g ik popularly referred to as the power index is given as below

g ik =

((E

(E b
b

+ o )req ,ik

)

(3.20)

+ o )req ,ik + Gik (t )

η oW

∆ ik (t ) =

(3.21)

min i ( p ik hik / g ik )

If the system is feasible it has a unique optimal solution given by
p ik (t ) =

α ik (t )g ik

η oW

hik

1 − (1 + f (t ))∑ ∑ α ik (t )g ik
k

(3.22)

i

After rearranging equation (3.19) we define a random variable Z as
Z = (C (t ) + ∆(t ) + f (t )C (t ))

(3.23)

where C (t ) = ∑∑ α ik (t )g ik . We then introduce a constant ϕ that can further be used to limit
k

i

capacity for different traffic classes in the system. The SIR CAC reduces to ensuring that
equation (3.24a) is satisfied. Assuming that Z is a lognormally distributed random variable, the
probability of accepting a call based on SIR is then given by equation (3.24b)
Z ≤ϕ

(3.24a)

P ( Z ≤ ϕ ), 0 < ϕ ≤ 1

(3.24b)

If equation (3.24) is satisfied, it is concluded that there is capacity based on SIR. Since Z is a
lognormal distributed random variable the mean and the variance of this variable can then be
calculated as follows:
E[Z ] = E [C (t )] + E [∆(t )] + E[ f (t )C (t )]

[ ]

(3.25)

Var [Z ] = E Z 2 − (E [Z ])
where

[ ] [

2

] [

(3.26)

] [

]

E Z 2 = E (C (t )) + E (∆(t )) + E ( f (t )C (t )) +
2

2

[

2

]

E [2C (t )∆(t )] + E 2 f (t )(C (t )) + E [2∆(t ) f (t )C (t )]
2

(3.27)

As in [92] f (t ), C (t ) and ∆(t ) are assumed to be independent of each other since the common
variable, α ik (t ) , is an independent Bernoulli distributed random variable with parameter α . The
whole expression is then evaluated with the derived formulas. Shadowing and received powers of
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different located mobiles are assumed to be mutually independent regardless of the traffic type.
The relevant terms are calculated in the sections below.

Computation of Mean Values of C (t )

3.5.1.1

The parameters for the random variable C (t ) = ∑ ∑ α ik (t )g ik can be evaluated as follows
k

i

E[α ik (t )] = α and Var [α ik (t )] = α (1 − α )


E [C (t )] = E ∑ ∑ α ik (t )g ik  = ∑ ∑ E [α ik (t )g ik ] = ∑ ∑ g ik E [α ik (t )] = ∑∑ g ik α
k
i
k
i
k
i

 k i


2
Var [C (t )] = Var ∑ ∑ α ik (t )g ik  = ∑ ∑ Var [α ik (t )g ik ] = ∑ ∑ ( g ik ) α (1 − α )
k
i
k i
 k i

3.5.1.2

Computation of Mean Values of f (t )

3.5.1.2.1

Intercel-Intracell Interference Ratio

(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)

Assuming that the intracell interference is independent of the intercell interference [93], the
following formulas can be derived.
 1 
E [ f (t )] = E [I ext ]E  
 I int 

(3.31)

 1 
2
2
− (E [ f (t )])
Var [ f (t )] = Var [I ext ] + (E [I ext ]) E 
2 
 (I int ) 

(

3.5.1.2.2

)

(3.32)

Intracell Interference

If we assume perfect power control a constant power S k for a call of class k is received at the
base station of interest. For the perfect power control case
I int = ∑∑ α j , k S k .
k

(3.33)

j ≠i

For imperfect power control, the power control inaccuracies are approximately lognormally
distributed.
I int = ∑∑ α j , k S k ε
k

where ε = 10 ζ

(3.34)

j ≠i

10

is a lognormally distributed random variable and ζ is a Gaussian random

variable with mean m and standard deviation σ , in dBs. Denote Y = 1 X , where
X = ∑ ∑ α j ,k S k ε . The Jensens inequality is used to derive the closed form expression of the
k

j ≠i
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distribution of this random variable. A function f ( x ) is said to be convex over an interval (a, b )
if for every x1 , x 2 ∈ (a, b ) and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 , i.e. f (λx1 + (1 − λ )x 2 ) ≤ λf ( x1 ) + (1 − λ ) f ( x 2 ) . If

f is a convex function and X is a random variable then E[ f ( X )] ≥ f (E [X ]) . This is the Jensens
inequality. The function f ( x ) = 1 x is a convex function and the Jensens bound holds.
1
1
E [Y ] = E   ≥
 X  E [X ]



1
1
1
≥
=
E [Y ] = E 
 ∑ ∑ α l ,k S k ε 

 

 k l ≠i
 E  ∑ ∑ α ik S k ε  ∑ ∑ E α jk S k ε 
 k j ≠i
  k j ≠i


[

]

 1 
1
E  ≥

 I int  
∑ C m,int ra 
∑
 k j ≠i

where C m ,int ra = S k αe

( βσ ) 2

2

e βm and β = ln (10) / 10 and similarly

 1    1 

E
≥  E
2 
 (I )  
(
)
I
 int    int  

3.5.1.2.3

(3.35)

2

(3.36)

Intercell Interference
M +k

We have I ext = ∑ ∑ α l , k pl , k , hl ,k . Where M is the number of traffic classes and + k is the
k =1 l =1

number of users in traffic class k . Following the work in [94] [83] the derivation proceeds as
follows: Consider the mobile station l of class k located at a distance rlkm from its cell site and
distance and rlko from the cell site of the desired user. Its received power p l , k hl , k = I lk (rlko , rlkm ) at
the cell site of the desired user is interference as far as the desired user is concerned. It is given
 rm
by I lk (r , r ) = S k  lko
 rlk
o
lk

The
I ext ,lk

m
lk

total

o

interference

 rm
= ∫∫ α lk S k  lko
R
 rlk
o

4

ξ −ξ

 10 10 , where S k is the received power at the home BS of class k user.

m

from

a

mobile

l of

class

k

users

is

given

by

4

ξ −ξ

 10 10 φlk ρ k drlko drlkm , where φ lk is an indicator function which determines

o

m

the base station the user is communicating with, Ro is the region outside the cell of interest and
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Ro is the region of the cell of interest, finally ρ k =

+k

Ad

, Ad is the cell area. The expectation of

the intercell interference is given by the following equations[94].
M +k

E [I ext ] = ∑∑ C m ,other

(3.37)

k =1 l =1

where C m ,other

 rm
= S k α ∫∫  lko
R  rlk
o

 rm
f  lko
 rlk

4

  rlkm  o m
 f  o  drlk drlk and
  rlk 

 χ 

 = E 10 10 φ lk  = e (σ ln 10 / 10 )




2


 40
 rlkm
 o
Q
−
log
1


2

 rlk
 2σ


ln 10  
 − 2σ 2

10  


The variance of the intercell interference is also given by the following equations.
Var [I ext ] = ∑∑ C v ,int er
k

where C v ,int er = ∫∫ (S k )

2

Ro

r
g  m
 ro
and Q( x ) =

(3.38)

l

 rlkm
 o
 rlk

8

   rlkm 
 αg  o  − α 2 f
   rlk 

 χ  2 

 = E 10 10 φ lk   = e ( χ ln 10 / 5 )
 


 

1
2π

∞

∫e

−

y2
2

2

2

 rlkm
 o
 rlk

 o m
 drlk drlk , g (⋅) is given by
 


 40
r 
 ln 10  
log o  − 2σ 2 
 
1 − Q 
2
 5  

 rm 
 2σ

dy .

x

3.5.1.3 Computation of Mean Values of Delta
 g
Delta ∆(t ) = η oW max i   ik
  p ik , max


 o u ξ
(rik ) 10



o
ik

10


 = η W max (( y )r u q ) = η W max ( X ) , where
o
i
i
i
i
o
i
I



g ik and pik ,max are constants, riko is a function of the systems coordinates while the shadowing is

independent of the systems coordinates. The variance and expectation are calculated as follows.

∆(t ) = η oW max i ( X 1 , X 2 .... X + )

η oW {X 1 Φ 1 + X 2 Φ 2 + ....X n Φ n }
X I > X J ....... X K

1,
where Φ i = 
0

otherwise

(3.39)

.

Assuming independence,
+

+

j =1

j =1

E[∆ ] = η 0 W ∑ E [X i Φ i ] = η 0 W ∑ E [X i ]E [Φ i ]

[ ]

E [X i ] = y i E ri u E [q i ]

(3.40)
(3.41)
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b

E riu = ∫ riu
a

[

1
1
dri =
b u +1 − a u +1
b−a
(u + 1)(b − a )

]

(3.42)

where the distance ri ( a ≤ ri ≤ b is a uniformly distributed random variable and ζ i , the decibel
attenuation due to shadowing is a Gaussian random variable with mean m ( zero )and variance
equal to σ 2 .
ζ i2

4σ 2

βζ
ζ
∞ e
e
E [q i ] = E 10 10  = E e βζ = ∫−∞
dζ i = e ( βσ ) 2 e βm


4πσ 2

[ ]

i

i

2

(3.43)

i

where β = ln 10 10
n

E [Φ i ] = P{Φ i = 1} = ∏ P( X i > X k )

(3.44)

k =1
≠i

In determining P( X i > X k ) the conditional probability below is used

P( X i > X k ri , rk ) = P ( y i riu q i > y k rku q k ri , rk )
   r u
= P  y ik  i  10 ζ

r
  k 
= P( A ri , rk )

since

ζi

and

are independent

ζk

ζi − ζk

i

−ζ k 10



> 1 ri , rk 





(3.45)

is a gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance

equal to 2σ 2 .

P( X i > X k ) = ∫ ∫ P( A / ri , rk )P(ri , rk )dri drk

(3.46)

i k

After some manipulation
 r
P y ik  i
  rk


u

 ζ
 10


i

−ζ k 10


 1

> 1 = P ζ i − ζ k > 10 log

 y ik









 rk

 ri

 10
 1 r
 k
= 1 − Q
log
 2σ 2
 y ik  ri







u

u











(3.47)

The derivation of E [∆2 ] and thus the variance is as follows:

[ ]

[

E ∆2 = (η 0W ) E [X 1Φ 1 + X 2 Φ 2 + ....X n Φ n ]
2

2

Since Φ j Φ k = 0 equation (3.48) simplifies to

[ ]

[
= (η W ) ∑ E[X ]E [Φ ]

E ∆2 = (η 0W ) E X 12 Φ 12 + X 22 Φ 22 + ...X 2n Φ n2
2

2

0

+

j =1

2
j

]

2
j

The terms evaluate to the following values:
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[ ]

E Φ n2 = P[Φ n = 1]

(3.49)

which is given by equation (3.47) .

[ ]

[ ]

2ξ
2
E X 2j = yi E ri 2u E 10 10 





and E 10


2ξ i

10

i

(3.50)

[ ]


( βσ )2
where β ' = ln 10 5 . E ri 2u can be evaluated as in equation (3.42).
 = e

The first and second moment of delta and the variance can readily be evaluated likewise.

3.5.2

Delay Based Capacity on the Scheduled Wireless link or Core etwork

In determining capacity based on delay consider admitting user i of class k with target class
delay bound d Tk . Let the system delay for class k be d qk and the delay bound distribution for
class k be PDmax, k (d ) . Delay based admission control algorithm ensures that condition (3.51a) is
satisfied for all users. The condition is satisfied by a probability PAD given by equation (3.51b).
This is the probability of admitting the user for all the admitted classes in the system.

{Admitt if

d qk < d Tk for all required classes

M

PAD = ∏ PD
k =1

max, k

(d qk < d Tk )

(3.51a)
(3.51b)

If by admitting the incoming user equation (3.51a) holds for required traffic classes then we can
conclude that there is capacity based on delay. The delay bound distribution for the various
classes (queues) and other necessary parameters for evaluating equation (3.51) are discussed in
the sections below.

3.5.2.1 Capacity of the Scheduled Link
As explained in the multistage section (Section 3.3.1), scheduling can be done in the core network
or on the CDMA wireless link. For the core network the scheduling capacity is mainly
determined by the routers and is easily determined. Therefore, the scheduling capacity employed
in calculating the delay bounds is normally fixed. For the wireless link, CDMA systems introduce
soft capacity and therefore the scheduling capacity is variable. For scheduling on a CDMA
system we employ a slotted time channel and assume that the channel conditions are fairly stable
in the time slot. One packet is transmitted in one time slot/one code. The capacity of a CDMA
system is power or interference limited. In getting the capacity we need to consider the power and
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interference requirement of the different classes of traffic. Hence the resources of a CDMA
system exhibit the two dimensional nature [96]. The capacity can be derived in terms of the chip
rate Rc which is modified by a variable factor representing the power requirement which is
referred to as the power element. The CDMA wireless system capacity is therefore represented by
the chip rate Rc and a power element 1 − ∆ ik , and is given by
C = Rc (1 − ∆ ik )

(3.52)

The capacity is variable due to ∆ ik , which reduces the capacity due to power availability. This can
be evaluated assuming that ∆ is a lognormally distributed random variable with PDF P∆ (x) and
CDF F∆ (x) . Its mean and variance have been calculated in Section 3.5.1.3.

3.5.2.2 Scheduling Discipline and Delay

The guaranteed traffic class is served with the weighted fair queuing discipline (WFQ) and
different classes of predictive traffic are served using priority queuing. WFQ a generalization of
GPS possesses the following attractive properties. From a network-wide point of view, GPS
efficiently utilizes the available resources as it facilitates statistical multiplexing. From a user
perspective, GPS guarantees to the sessions that: network resources are allocated irrespective of
the behaviour of the other sessions (which refers to the isolation property of the scheduler) and
whenever network resources become available (e.g., in underloaded scenarios), the extra
resources are distributed to active sessions (the fairness property of the scheduler).

According to [115], a GPS server operates at a fixed rate C and is work-conserving, i.e., the
server is not idle if there are backlogged packets to be transmitted. Each user/traffic class k is
characterized by a positive constant φ k , and the amount of service Rk (τ , t ) session k receives in
the interval (τ , t ] is proportional to φ k , provided that the session is continuously backlogged. If a
session k is continuously backlogged in (τ , t ] , then it holds:
Rk (τ , t ) φ k
≥
R j (τ , t ) φ j

(3.53)

for all sessions j that have also received some service in this time interval. It follows that in the
worst case, the minimum guaranteed rate g k given to session k is rk = Cφ k

M −1

∑ j =0 φ j , where

M

is the maximum number of sessions that could be active in the system. Therefore, a lower bound
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for the amount of service that session k is guaranteed is: Rk (τ , t ) = (τ − t ) Cφ k

∑ j =0 φ j . If session
M

k is (σ k , ρ k ) leaky bucket constrained, and the minimum guaranteed rate is such that rk ≥ ρ k ,
then the maximum delay is d kmax ≤ ρ k rk .
Adapting the scheduling to CDMA [96], Rk (τ , t ) is defined in a two-dimensional space as the
amount of resources allocated to session k during the interval (τ , t ] . The resources are expressed
as the service time in chips assigned to session k within (τ , t ] , multiplied by the sessions k ’s
power index, Rk (τ , t ) = Rkc (τ , t ).g k . Rkc (τ , t ) denotes the number of chips served from session
k during the interval (τ , t ] . Each transmitted bit is represented by G k chips. wk (t ) , the
instantaneous share of session k from the capacity C can be expressed in terms of the minimum
guaranteed rate (service bit rate) as wk (t ) = rk (t ) ⋅ Gk ⋅ g k from which we find that
rk (t ) =

R (1 − ∆ )
φk
⋅ c
∑ j φ j Gk g k

(3.54)

For our model the capacities of the traffic Class 1, C µ 1 and traffic Class 2, C µ 2 are given by
Cµ =

Rc (1 − ∆ )
= C1 (1 − ∆ )
φ1 + φ 2 G k g k

(3.55)

Cµ =

Rc (1 − ∆ )
= C 2 (1 − ∆ ) ,
φ1 + φ 2 G P g P

(3.56)

1

φ1

and
2

φ2

where φ1 and φ 2 are the overall weighting factors of traffic Class 1 and traffic Class 2
respectively and should be selected carefully. Their respective pdf’s, Pµ ( x ) and Pµ ( x ) can be
1

2

derived from ∆ . They are given by
Pµ ( x) =
1


x 
1

P∆ 1 −
C1
 C1 

(3.57)

and

x 
1

P∆ 1 −
(3.58)
C2
 C2 
For the predictive service a strict non pre-emptive priority scheme is used. The waiting factors
Pµ ( x) =
2

are normally chosen to meet the delay requirements. The traffic of class k , token limited by
( rk , bk ) is arranged in queues depending on the delay. The delay bound of level j is smaller than
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the delay bound of level k for j < k . Using the results of [26] and the references therein, the
worst-case delay Dmax,k can be easily evaluated.

3.5.2.3 Capacity Based on Delay

Consider admitting user i of class (queue) k of the guaranteed traffic class with parameters rik
and bik , class parameters rk , bk . The delay for this particular user in Class 1 traffic queue is
k

Dmax,ik =

∑ bs
s =1

+ bik

k

C µ1 − ∑ rs + rik

=

C3
C µ1 − Rk

(3.59)

s =1

and the delay probability is evaluated as follows
PD

max, ik

(d ) =

C

Pµ  3 + Rk 
d



C3
d

2

(3.60)

1

Consider admitting user i of class (queue) k of the predictive traffic class with parameters rik
and bik . The delay bound for this particular user and the probability in the traffic queue are
k

Dmax,ik =

∑ bs
s =1

+ bik
k −1

k

=

C − C µ 1 − ∑ rs + rik
s =1

PD

max, ik

(d ) =

C4
d

2

∑ bs
s =1

+ bik

k −1

C µ 2 − ∑ rs + rik

=

C4
C µ 2 − C5

(3.61)

s =1

C

Pµ  4 + C 5  .
 d


(3.62)

2

where C , C µ 1 and C µ 2 are defined in equations (3.52), (3.55) and (3.56) respectively. The
best effort queue is treated as the lowest priority predictive service queue. The formulas are only
applicable subject to the following constraints: the selection of the maximum rate

∑ rˆk

≤ Rc (1 − ∆ ik ) and the selection of adequate weighting factors

∑ φˆk

≤ 1 over all queues and

k

k

traffic classes. Note that the weighting factors determine the share of bandwidth for a particular
traffic class and should be selected carefully.

3.6

THE A ALYTICAL TRAFFIC MODEL

For the analytical model the following variables are defined; pikc , the probability of admitting a
call in a system employing the combined admission control algorithm, piks the probability of
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admitting a call based on SIR CAC algorithm (equation 3.24), p ikd the probability of admitting a
call for the stage employing delay based CAC algorithm (equation 3.51). The probability pikc is
determined by
p ikc = p ikd . p iks .

(3.63)

The call admission probability is determined from the equilibrium distribution of a markov chain
as

ψ ia = ∑ P a (S , i ).π s .

(3.64)

s∈S

P a (S , i ) is the probability of admitting a call in state S and is simply pikc , piks or p ikd depending
on the CAC algorithm employed. π s is the stationary probability of state S . The stationary
probabilities are calculated from flow balance equations as explained in Chapter 2.

3.7

PERFORMA CE

OF

THE

CALL

ADMISSIO

CO TROL

ALGORITHMS

The CAC schemes were investigated under the following conditions. The call arrivals were
assumed to be Poisson distributed. The call service times were assumed to be exponentially
distributed with a mean service time of 120 seconds. The traffic was shaped such that the
aggregate token (packet) rate was 10 tokens per second with a bucket depth of 5 packets. A
CDMA link with a chip rate of 1.25MHz, processing gain of 128 was used. The AWGN of 10-18
W/Hz was used. Several issues are investigated for the CAC algorithms.

Firstly the grounds for comparison of the different CAC algorithms are established. The CAC
parameters of SIR and delay have no relationship with each other and hence the need for the basis
of comparison. The admission schemes are independently investigated and the comparisons are
done with respective parameters at the same admission probability. Figure 3.8 below shows the
performance of the SIR based call admission control model. The performance is measured in
terms of the admission probability versus the SIR thresholds which serve as traffic class
differentiators in later chapters. The system is run at different systems offered loads (OL). From
the results the following deductions can be made. Firstly, the call admission probability reduces
with an increase in the SNR thresholds. This is as expected since the lower the target SNR the
higher the probability of admitting the call. Secondly the admission probabilities reduce as the
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offered load increases. Finally it can be seen from the results that even though slightly higher, the
simulation and analytical models tally well.
ANA-OL=X represents analytical model at X offered load.
SIM-OL=X represents simulation model at X offered load.
ANA_OL=1

ANA_OL=2

ANA_OL=6

ANA_OL=10

ANA_OL=15

SIM_OL=1

SIM_OL=2

SIM_OL=6

SIM_OL=10

SIM_OL=15

1

Admission Probability

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

SNR_Thresholds

Figure 3.8 Performance of SIR CAC vs SIR Threshold
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Figure 3.9 below shows the performance of the Delay based call admission control model. The
performance is measured in terms of the admission probability versus the delay thresholds. The
system is run at various system loads. From the results it is evident that the call admission
probability increases with an increase in the delay thresholds. This is as expected since the higher
the target delay threshold the higher the probability of admitting the call. Secondly the admission
probabilities reduce as the offered load increases. Finally it can be seen from the results that even
though slightly higher, the simulation and analytical models tally well.
ANA-OL=X represents analytical model at X offered load.
SIM-OL=X represents simulation model at X offered load.

ANA_OL=1

ANA_OL=2

ANA_OL=6

ANA_OL=10

ANA_OL=15

SIM_OL=1

SIM_OL=2

SIM_OL=6

SIM_OL=10

SIM_OL=15

1

0.9

0.8

Admission Probability

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

0.14

Delay Threshold

Figure 3.9 Performance of Delay CAC vs Delay Threshold
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Table 3.2 below shows values extrapolated from the SIR based admission control (Figure 3.8)
and Delay based admission control (Figure 3.9). The table tries to relate the SIR threshold that
achieves the same system performance, in terms of admission probability, as the delay threshold.
This is done at different offered loads and forms the basis of comparing the call admission control
schemes with different performance metrics. Notably sets one and two are chosen for comparison
purposes. Figure 3.10 shows the performance of the system in terms of the call admission
probability versus the offered load. The results are done for the three call admission control
schemes. The parameters are selected as SET 1 and SET 2 of Table 3.2. Both the SIR and Delay
based CAC schemes achieve the desired admission probabilities as indicated in the table. The
Combined CAC algorithm achieves relatively higher admission probabilities for the same
parameters. Thus the results serve to confirm that the Combined CAC algorithm performs better
than both the SIR and Delay based CAC algorithm.

Table 3.2 SIR and Delay thresholds comparison

ρ1

Admission
probability

ρ2

ρ6

ρ 10

ρ 15

SIRT

DT

SIRT

DT

SIRT

DT

SIRT

DT

SIRT

DT

1

0.5

0.15

0.5

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.5

0.7

0.8
SET1
0.6

11

0.09

8

0.12

6

0.15

4.5

0.18

4

0.2

14

0.075

11.5

0.085

8.5

0.095

6.5

0.12

5.7

0.15

20

0.054

16

0.064

11.5

0.073

8.5

0.085

7.5

0.1

40

0.02

30

0.03

16

0.04

12.5

0.055

10

0.075

0.4
SET2
0.2
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XXX-YYY-SX ------- XXX ANA-Analytical model, SIM-simulation
YYY COMB-Combined model, SIR-SIR model, DE-Delay model
SX

S1-parameter set 1, S2- parameter set 2

ANA-COMB-S1
ANA-COMBS2
SIM-COMB-S1
SIM-COMB-S2
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Figure 3.10 Performances of the Admission Control Algorithms
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Figure 3.11 shows the system performance in terms of the outage probability for all the call
admission control algorithms. Outage is measured as the ratio of calls that do not satisfy QoS
parameter.

The results indicate that the outage probabilities are slightly lower for all the

admission algorithms. However, the combined CAC model achieves the lowest outage
probabilities, further asserting its superiority.

Combined CAC-SET

Delay CAC-SET1

SIRCAC-SET1

Combined CAC-SET2

Delay CAC-SET2

SIRCAC- SET2

Outage Probability

0.1

0.01

0.001
0

2

4

6

8

10

Offered Load

Figure 3.11. Outage probability vs. Offered Load
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Figure 3.12 shows the system performance in terms of the average delay for the call admission
control schemes. The combined CAC scheme still performs better than all the other schemes but
not by a larger margin. The delay based scheme performs better than the SIR based scheme. The
system for all the set parameters is tuned for the same outage probabilities. However, set one
achieves a better delay than set 2.

Combined SET1

Delay SET1

SIR SET1

Combined SET2

Delay SET2

SIR SET2

1
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Figure 3.12 Average Delay vs. Offered Load
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Figure 3.13 shows the system load in terms of the accepted traffic versus the offered load. The
accepted traffic increases with offered load until the values reach the cells maximum carrying
capacity. The maximum carrying capacity is higher for the combined CAC scheme than the other
call admission control schemes.
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Accepted Traffic(erl)
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Combined-CAC
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Figure 3.13 Systems Accepted Traffic Load vs the Offered Load
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CO CLUSIO

Next Generation Networks need to guarantee diverse QoS requirements in the network. The
chapter presents CAC control issues on network and summarizes the ways the issues have been
addressed and their limitations. To address some of the limitations, a CAC scheme for a NGN has
been presented to limit the number of users to achieve a desired QoS in the network. The main
contribution of the chapter is the development of a CAC scheme that uses extended parameter set
for admission. It discriminates between several traffic classes based on their SIR and delay
requirements. These are the most important factors identified for NGN traffic. The developed
CAC algorithm is such that extra parameters can still be included in tandem with the two
parameters used to discriminate traffic. The analysis of the CAC model is thoroughly done. A
simulation model to validate the analysis has also been presented. The CAC scheme used
different QoS parameters (SIR and Delay). The parameters are not related in any way except that
they affect the same network. The equilibrium points that form the basis of comparison of the
parameters are presented. The network performance with the various CAC schemes is then
performed. The results for the network performance indicate that an effective CAC scheme needs
to consider all parameters for admission. The combined CAC scheme has been shown to perform
better than the other CAC schemes.
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CHAPTER 4
TELETRAFFIC A ALYSIS OF A MULTICLASS CDMA
ETWORK WITH QOS

4.1

I TRODUCTIO

In Chapter 2, analytical queuing models used for teletraffic analysis of cellular networks were
discussed. Matrix analytical techniques for analyzing wireless networks were also presented.
However, the techniques focused on homogeneous systems whose analysis is relatively simple.
Such networks rarely occur in today telecommunication systems which require assured QoS. In
Chapter 3, an expanded parameter set CAC algorithm for next generation wireless networks was
presented. A call was admitted depending on whether it satisfied both the SIR requirements and
the delay requirements. These factors are directly dependent on the number of calls already in the
system. This has to be taken into account when looking at the overall traffic analysis.

This chapter combines the previous two chapters. A teletraffic analysis of a cellular network with
QoS is discussed. The QoS is provided through the CAC algorithm. The admission probability is
dependent on the number of users in the system. This translates directly to a level of complexity
in the mathematical analysis of the system. This leads to the problem of analyzing a non
homogeneous system. The analysis of a homogeneous system is not a trivial task [31], worse, that
of a non homogeneous system as it introduces more complexity in the model. With the addition
of different traffic classes it becomes a daunting task and is addressed in this chapter. The
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analysis is done with Poisson traffic in the system as a QBD model due to the limitations of the
flow balance equations. The QBD model is a powerful tool for solving single-class single-server
models with infinite capacities such as M / PH / 1 / ∞ ,

PH / M / n / ∞ ,

PH / PH / 1 / ∞ ,

MAP / PH / 1 / ∞ and MAP / PH / n / ∞ . The models commonly arise from the modelling of

telecommunication and computer networks, e.g. buffers in a packet switch, or manufacturing
systems. The QBD is extended to multiclass traffic in this thesis.

The main contribution of the chapter is the teletraffic analysis of the developed CAC algorithm of
Chapter 2. A review of the relevant traffic models for cellular networks with or without QoS
currently available in literature is presented in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the analytical teletraffic
model for the non-homogeneous network used is presented and evaluated. The performance
results for the analysis and the simulation models are discussed in Section 4.4.

4.2

TELETRAFFIC MODELS FOR CDMA CELLULAR ETWORKS

The teletraffic behaviour of CDMA cellular networks has been addressed by a number of
researchers. The commonly used models are briefly discussed below:
•

The M / G / M / M fixed Models are discussed in [41][94]: The capacity of the number of
mobiles in each cell subject to the QoS constraint is calculated. A call is blocked once the
capacity is reached. The cell is modelled as an independent loss system for which exact
blocking probability can be obtained using the Erlang B formula. This approach to resource
allocation is similar to fixed channel assignment in conventional channelized systems and
does not take the inherent flexibility of CDMA networks. At times, when neighbouring cells
are lightly loaded, a cell may be able to hold more users and the possible gains from a more
flexible call admission control are to be investigated. Furthermore, the above approach
appears to have limited scope for extensions to multiservice networks which will be an
integral part of future wireless systems. The effective bandwidth based models [41] fall under
this category

•

The M / M / ∞ model [41][83]: The authors assume that no new calls are dropped or
terminated prematurely and an M / M / ∞ is employed for each cell. The number of users in
each cell becomes a random variable with a Poisson distribution having a mean equal to the
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cell offered traffic. The papers differ on some of the assumptions made regarding the innercell and outer-cell interference, propagation modelling, and power control. They differ in the
possible sources of randomness in the interference model including location, shadowing and
voice activity. The performance measures are also a source of disparity. Some models
concentrate on the forward link while other focus on the limiting reverse link. The models
have not generally been expanded to multiservice networks.
•

The M / G / ∞ model [41][83][97]: The authors assume that no new calls are dropped and an
M / G / ∞ is employed for each cell. The number of users in each cell becomes a random
variable with a Poisson distribution having a mean equal to the cell offered traffic. Just like in
the M / M / ∞ case the papers differ on some of the assumptions regarding the way they
model the inner-cell and outer-cell interference, propagation modelling, power control and
the performance measures of interest. In [83] the Gaussian approximation and chernoff bound
are obtained for the outage probability (the probability that the mobile achieves an
insufficient SIR) and compared to simulation results. In [97][83], the distribution function for
the interference random variable is obtained (considering only distance losses). In [98], the
theoretical bounds and approximations for the capacity of systems employing CDMA is
obtained. The work employs the use of asymptotic expansions and large deviations theory,
considering only distance losses. The bounds and approximations are obtained using
numerical integrations. In [97], it is assumed that the number of users in each cell is uniform.
The users in every outer cell produce a combined interference equivalent to a fraction of the
interference produced by the users in the inner cell. The M / G / ∞ models in most papers
assume an exponential service time and collapse to the M / M / ∞ .

•

Other Models: The other models investigate the effect of other factors on teletraffic analysis.
As an example, in [99], [100] and the references there in, the effect of channel holding time,
the time a call spends in a cell, on the teletraffic capacity is investigated. A mobility model
that captures the characteristics of the channel holding time is developed.

Despite the good work done by the existing models, there are several shortcomings. These
shortcomings are as follows:

•

Most of the analytical models are often based on steady state analysis of Markov chains,
queuing networks or Petri nets [101]. The last two are usually re-mapped on Markov chains.
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The drawbacks of these approaches often include unrealistic assumptions on the observed
traffic and the often observed explosion of the Markov chain state space. There are several
ways for reducing the state space of large Markov chains, for example by reducing the model
complexity, analyzing the structure of the Markov chain generator matrix [102] or
aggregating closely related states into one macro-state [103]. An exact and approximate
analysis by the decoupling of states has been done in [104]. Depending on whether the
Markov chain is exactly, ordinarily, or nearly lumpable, these aggregation techniques will
yield exact solutions or only approximations. In [105] they exploit the multi-class domination
property, the size of the state space is reduced drastically.

•

Multiclass property: Several works in literature [67][82][106] have attempted a teletraffic
analysis of a CDMA network. However the papers do not address diverse traffic types in their
analysis. This can be partly attributed to the complexity in modelling and analyzing multiple
traffic types in cellular networks. Those that have attempted to model multiple traffic types
[41], have done it by reducing other parameters that go hand in hand with traffic types and
thus the complexity. Some work [107] has reduced the multiple classes teletraffic problem
into the allocation of multiple codes on a CDMA system.

•

Admission control: Some papers have included admission control in determining the network
performance measures in their teletraffic analysis. The advanced papers on CDMA networks
have considered the SIR as a measure of admitting or not admitting a call. NGN traffic types
need more parameters to guarantee the QoS. On a CDMA network, unlike ATM, few papers
have combined several parameters in their call admission control algorithm.

•

Scheduling on CDMA: A combination of scheduling and call admission control has not been
addressed on CDMA cellular networks.

•

Hierarchical Network: A teletraffic analysis of hierarchical networks with a combined call
admission control has not been addressed in literature.

As a result of the limitations of most of the existing traffic models, a new teletraffic analysis of a
multiclass CDMA network that addresses the deficiencies is presented.
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4.3

THE A ALYTICAL TELETRAFFIC MODEL

4.3.1

Model Description

Consider a wireless mobile CDMA network where several base stations are connected to a core
node. This can be the wireless IP gateway in the mobile IP protocol. The multiple access mode
used is the CDMA technology. Each base station can support different types of traffic; delay
sensitive traffic class, the delay insensitive traffic type that can tolerate some occasional delay
variations and the traffic class that offers predictive service with a probability, the lowest priority
predictive class. The different QoS of various traffic types are embedded in the call admission
control and scheduling algorithms. Handoff traffic is assumed to be just another traffic type. The
area of interest is divided into two regions, namely the desired cell and the surrounding cells.

In the network, call arrivals in each cell occur according to a Poisson distribution and their
durations can be from any general distribution, independent of the arrival processes and other
holding times. The CDMA wireless protocol has quasi-orthogonal codes available enough to
assign to users so that a new call blocking probability is negligible for moderate offered traffic.
The admitted calls remain in the network for full call duration for there are no blocked or dropped
calls after admission. The calls that do not meet the admission criteria are dropped from the
system.

λ1 (SIRT 1 , d T 1 , rT 1 , bT 1 )
λ 2 (SIRT 2 , d T 2 , rT 2 , bT 2 )

.
.

CAC

λ 3 (SIRT 3 , d T 3 , rT 3 , bT 3 )
.
.

.
.

λ M (SIRTM , d TM , rTM , bTM )
Dropped calls

Admitted Call
Queues

Calls in System
Plane
CAC Plane Ch.3
P( SIR , D )
Figure 4.1 CDMA Network Model
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The call admission control model of Chapter 3 is applied and forms the CAC plane. The cellular
CDMA network is modelled as a collection of dependent prioritised queues as illustrated by
Figure 4.1. A particular call i of class k has an arrival rate λ k , required SIR threshold SIRTk ,
delay threshold d Tk and token bucket parameters rTk and bTk respectively. The admitted calls go
through the CAC after which they are queued in the system queues shown in Figure 4.1.

4.3.2

4.3.2.1

Analytical Evaluation of Traffic Model

Assumptions and Traffic Characteristics

Considering multiple traffic classess of service in the system. The system state S = {n1 , n 2 L n M }
where, n k be the number of admitted class k calls communicating with the base station. This is a
multidimensional markov chain where the effect of the time-varying capacity of the link and the
delay bound are incorporated into the arrival process. The different admission priorities are
incorporated in the admission control algorithms. The system capacity can be determined in
terms of the number of calls of each class that does not cause an outage. Considering the state of
the network as a stochastic process, the following assumptions hold for the network:

•

A homogeneous system in statistical equilibrium is assumed and therefore only one cell under
the influence of other cells is analyzed.

•

A new call of class k , {k = 1,...M } arrive at the cell according to a Poisson process with rate

λk
•

The service time of a class k call is exponentially distributed with mean µ k

•

The calls are modeled as ON-OFF with exponentially distributed ON and OFF periods of
durations ν k , wk respectively.

•

The packet traffic generated by user i of class k when it is ON is characterized by a token
bucket filter with parameters ( rTk , bTk ).

•

The user specifies the QoS parameters as the delay bound d Tk and the desired BER that
translates into the desired SIR threshold SIRTk .

4.3.2.2

Evaluation with Flow Balance Equations

Assuming three traffic classes, the system state S = {n1 , n 2 , n3 } , 0 ≤ ni ≤ + k , max , represents the
number of calls in the system communicating with the base station. This is the state of the queues
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of Figure 4.1. The state transistions are caused by the arrival of a new call and the termination of
an ongoing call. Let the transition rate due to the arrival of a class k call in state S be τ a (S , k )
and let the transition due to a departure of a class k call in state S be τ d (S , k ) . The transitions
are shown in the state transition diagram of Figure 4.2 where n + represents an arrival and n − a
departure of a particular class and S − , S + are two subsequent states.

S, n1−

S, n1+
τ d (S ,1)

S, n 2−

τ (S ,2 )

τ a (S ,1)

S

τ a (S ,2 )

d

τ d (S ,3)

S, n2+

τ a (S ,3)

S, n3−

S, n3+
Figure 4.2a State Transitions Diagram

τ a (S − , k )

τ a (S , k )

S, k

S−,k

τ d (S , k )

S+,k

τ d (S + , k )

Figure 4.2b Full State Transition Diagram
Let the probability of admitting a call of a class k in state S be P a (S , k ) . Then τ a (S , k ) and

τ d (S , k ) are given by
τ a (S , k ) = P a (S , k )λ k
τ d (S , k ) = µ k

(4.1)
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Stationary Probabilities

Let π (s ) be the stationary probability of state s. The stationary probabilities should satisfy the
following balance equation as evident from Figure 4.2b above.

π (s )∑ ∑ τ a (S , k ) + τ d (S , k ) = π (s + )∑ ∑ τ d (S + , k ) + π (s − )∑ ∑ τ a (S − , k )
k

i

k

i

k

(4.2)

i

∑ π (s ) = 1
s∈S

4.3.2.3 The Quasi Birth Death Analytical Model

4.3.2.3.1

The Quasi Birth Model

As indicated in Chapter 2, the QBD model is a versatile model that serves as a useful modelling
tool in performance evaluation and system analysis, since it can be used to obtain solutions for
several applied queuing models. It is not limited in application and is less complex than solving
the system with direct flow balance equations. A well-known method for finding the stationary
distribution of QBD processes is the matrix-geometric method. With a lot of work on improving
the computation efficiency of the matrix geometric methods the QBD system could be extended
to solving higher dimensional Markov processes. The detailed analysis for a non homogeneous
system with multiple traffic types is presented below and is closely related to the model in [107].

{

}

For our system model the state space: S = n = (n1 , n 2 , n3 , n 4 L n M ) | 0 ≤ n k ≤ + k , max ,0 < k ≤ M ,
+ k , max is the maximum number of class k calls of the M traffic classes. The state space can be

{

}

represented as S ≡ n = (ni , n A ) where ni is the level and n A = (n1 , n 2 , n3 , n 4 L nl | l < M ) the
combination of the other traffic classes is the phase of the QBD process. The process is a
continuous time two-dimensional Markov process, level and phase. The phase for QBD’s is
normally not bounded while the level is bounded. This ensures the model is bounded on one side
and unbounded on the other side and thus the application of the matrix analytical techniques.
Generally the equilibrium distribution for a finite state space level independent QBD’s does not
have a simple analytical form. However matrix analytical techniques have been extended to a
finite state space [108]. The stationary distribution for the finite process π q = {π 1 , π 2 ,..., π q } is a
truncated version of the stationary distribution of the infinite process π = {π 1 , π 2 ,..., π ∞ } and
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πq ≤ π + , 0 ≤ q ≤

. The choice of the truncation level + should be carefully done, a suitable

algorithm is given in [108]. At the truncation level + , the LDQBD becomes level independent.
The states at the level + are referred to as the boundary states and this result in a LDQBD with
boundary states whose solution can be computed.

A four dimensional system is chosen to clearly illustrate the analysis. Anchoring the system on
the last traffic type, for a four dimensional system let Pn ,n be the steady state probability that the
4

A

Pq is the steady state probability that n 4 = q . Let also

system is in state ( n4 , n A ) and

M q = (n1 + 1)(n 2 + 1)(n3 + 1) with n 4 = q , Pq is an M q element row vector with q the level and

n A the phase of the state (q, n A ) . The steady state transitional vector π = {π 1 , π 2 ,..., π q } is a level
dependent QBD process with a truncated infinitesimal generator matrix of block partitioned form
Q
 A00
 1
 A−1
Q =  ...

 0
 0


A10

0

1
0

1
1

...

A
...

A
...

...
...

...

+ 4 −1
−1

+ 4 −1
0

A

...

0

A

A−+1

4

0 

0 
... 

A1+ −1 
+
A 0 

(4.3)

4

4

The infinitesimal generator Q satisfies the equations below

π .Q = 0

(4.4)

π .e = 1
with e is a column vector of ones. In Q , A1q ,0 ≤ q ≤ + 4 , A−q1 ,0 ≤ q ≤ + 4 and A0q ,0 ≤ q ≤ + 4 are
matrices of order M q × M q +1 , M q × M q −1 and M q × M q and give the rates of going up one level,
staying in the same level or going down one level respectively. We say the process is skip free in
the levels. The level dependency of the infinitesimal generator matrix arises from the fact that the
CAC is dependent on the number of calls in the system and hence the level q and phase. The
matrices are derived below.

+4

The last term for the augmented truncated rate matrix A 0

has to be computed such that the

probabilities lost above the level is minimal [109]. Several truncation methods have been adopted
for the matrix and are shown below.
+4

A 0 = A0+ + A1+
4

(4.5)

4
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In this case the transition from phase i at level M to phase j at level M + 1 is redirected to phase
j of level M , i.e. there is only a phase change. The other truncation technique assumes that the

transition rate from phase i at level M to phase j at level M + 1 is set to zero i.e. there is no
level or phase change. The truncation is given by
+4

A 0 = A0+ + diag( A1+ e)
4

(4.6)

4

However, as observed by several researchers [109], not all approximations to the equilibrium
distribution yield the stationary vector when the states tend to infinity. A more “exact” truncation
used by Bright and Taylor [108] is
+4

A 0 = A0+ + R + A−+1 −1
4

(4.7)

4

4

where R+ , the rate matrix is explained is Section 4.3.3.3.1.
4

The A1q matrix is a non negative matrix that denotes the arrival rates of class 4 calls. The matrix
is given by

[

A1q = diag A1q 0 , A1q1 ,..., A1q+

]

1`

(4.8)

where

[

]

A1qj = diag A1qj 0 , A1qj 1 ,... A1qj + ,
1

1

[

1

1

2

A1qj j = diag A1qj j (0), A1qj j (1),... A1qj j ( + 3 )
1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

]

and

[

A1qj j ( j 3 ) = A1qj j
1 2

1 2

](

j3 , j3 )

= λ 4 p 4 (q, n A )

The term λ4 denotes the arrival rate of class four traffic, while p 4 (q, n A ) denotes the probability
of admitting the class four call in the state (q, n A ) and thus the level dependency.

The A−q1 matrix is a non negative matrix that denotes the departure rates of class four calls. The
matrix is given by:

[

A−q1 = diag A−q10 , A−q11 ,..., A−q+1

1`

]

(4.9)

where

[

]

A−qj1 = diag A−qj1 0 , A−qj1 1 ,... A−qj1 + ,
1

1

1

[

1

2

A−qj1 j = diag A−qj1 j (0), A−qj1 j (1),... A−qj1 j ( + 3 )
1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

and
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[

A−qj1 j ( j 3 ) = A−qj1 j
1 2

1 2

](

= µ 4 (q, n A ) .

j3 , j3 )

The term µ 4 (q, n A ) denotes the probability of servicing the class four call in the state (q, n A ) .
This clearly indicates that the model can be used for level dependent service systems.

The matrix A0q is a tri-diagonal, stochastic matrix, the elements in any one row sum to zero. The
matrix is given by:

 B0q 0
 q1
 B−1
q
A0 =  ...

 0
 0


B1q 0
B0q1
...
...
...

0

...

q1
1

...

B
...
B



0 
... 
q ( + −1) 
B1

B0q+ 
0

...

q ( + 1 −1 )
−1

0

q ( + 1 −1 )
0
q+1
−1

B
B

(4.10)

1

1

The submatrix B1qj denotes the arrival rates of class one calls in the state (q, n A ) and is given by
1

[

]

B1qj = diag B1qj 0 , B1qj 1 ,..., B1qj + ,
1

1

1

1

2`

(4.11)

with

[

]

B1qj j = diag B1qj j (0 ), B1qj j (1),..., B1qj j ( + 3 )
1 2

1 2

1 2`

1 2

and

[

B1qj j ( j 3 ) = B1qj j
1 2

1 2

](

j3 , j3 )

= λ1 p1 (q, n A ) .

The term λ1 denotes the arrival rate of class one traffic, while p1 (q, n A ) denotes the probability
of admitting the class one call in the state (q, n A ) and thus the level dependency.
The submatix B−qj1 denotes the departure rate of class one calls in the state (q, n A ) and is given by
1

[

B−qj1 = diag B−qj1 0 , B−qj1 1 ,..., B−qj1 +
1

1

1

1

2`

]

(4.12)

with

[

]

B−qj1 j = diag B−qj1 j (0 ), B−qj1 j (1),..., B−qj1 j ( + 3 )
1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2`

and

[

B−qj1 j ( j 3 ) = B−qj1 j
1 2

1 2

](

j3 , j 3 )

= j1 µ1 (q, n A )

The term µ 1 (q, n A ) denotes the probability of servicing the class one call in the state (q, n A ) .

The submatrices B0qj are tridiagonal matrices and the elements in any one row sum to zero. They
1

are given by:
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C 0qj 0
 qj 1
C −1
=  ...

 0
 0


C1qj 0
C 0qj 1
...
...
...

1

1

B

qj1
0

1

0

1

qj1 1
1

...
...

C
...
C

...

qj1 ( + 21 −1)
−1

0

qj1 ( + 2 −1)
0
qj1 + 2
−1

C
C




... 

C1qj ( + −1) 
C 0qj + 
0
0

1

(4.13)

2

1

2

where

[

]

C1qj j = diag C1qj j (0 ), C1qj j (1),..., C1qj j ( + 3 )
1 2

1 2

[

C1qj j ( j 3 ) = C1qj j
1 2

1 2

1 2`

1 2

](

j3 , j3 )

= λ 2 p 2 (q, n A )

and

[

]

C −qj1 j = diag C −qj1 j (0 ), C −qj1 j (1),..., C −qj1 j ( + 3 )
1 2

1 2

[

C −qj1 j ( j 3 ) = C −qj1 j
1 2

1 2

1 2`

1 2

](

j3 , j3 )

= j 2 µ 2 (q, n A ) .

The terms term λ 2 denotes the arrival rate of class two traffic, p 2 (q, n A ) and µ 2 (q, n A ) denote
the probabilities of accepting and servicing a class two call in state (q, n A ) respectively.

The matrices C 0qj j are tri-diagonal matrices with nonnegative off-diagonal elements and negative
1 2

diagonal elements and are given by

 D0qj j 0
 qj j 1
 D−1
=  ...

 0
 0


D1qj j 0
D0qj j 1
...
...
...

1 2

1 2

C

qj1 j2
0

0

1 2

...
...

qj1 j 2 1
1

D

1 2

...

D

qj1 j2 ( + 3 −1)
−1

0

...
qj1 j 2 ( + 3 −1 )
0
qj1 j2 + 3
−1

D
D





...
qj j ( + −1) 
D1

D0qj j + 
0
0

1 2

1 2

(4.14)

3

3

where

D−qj1 j

[
= [D

[D

](

D1qj j

1 2 j3

1 2 j3

= D1qj j

1 2 j3

qj1 j2 j3
−1

](
](

j3 , j3 +1)

= λ3 p3 (q, n A )

j3 , j3 −1)

= j 3 µ 3 (q, n A )

and
qj1 j 2 j3
0

j3 , j 3 )

3

 4
= − ∑ λi p i (n 4 , n A ) + ∑ j i µ i (n 4 , n A ) + qµ 4 (n 4 , n A )
i =1

 i =1

where n 4 = q , the number of class four calls. The term λ3 denotes the arrival rate of class three
traffic, p 3 (q, n A ) and µ 3 (q, n A ) denote the probabilities of accepting and servicing a class three
call in state (q, n A ) respectively.
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The probabilities of admitting a call of class k p k (n 4 , n A ) given the state, the number of calls of
the different traffic types in the system is as in the call admission algorithm of Chapter 3.

4.3.2.3.2

The Stationary Distribution of the Quasi Birth Death

The process is positive recurrent if and only if πA1q e < πA−q1e . For a positive recurrent process, it
has been shown that the equilibrium distribution π = {π 1 , π 2 ,..., π q } for a LDQBD is given by
[110]
q −1

π q = π 0 ∏ Rl ,

0≤q≤

π q = π + R +q − + ,

q > +4

4

4

(4.15)

4

l =o

4

with the level + 4 is looked at as the boundary state of the LDQBD model and is solved by the
method of LDQBD models with a large number of boundary states [108]. The steady state
distribution π = {π 1 , π 2 ,..., π q } satisfies the following conditions: The initial condition

π 0 (A00 + R0 A00 ) = 0

(4.16)

and the normalization condition

+

q −1

+



m =0



π 0  ∑ ∏ Rm + ∏ Rm (I − R + )−1  e = 0
q =0 m=0

To calculate the equilibrium distribution for a LDQBD, the rate matrices

(4.17)

{R , q ≥ 0}
q

are

computed (Next section). The level zero stationary distribution π 0 is calculated from equations
4.16 and 4.17. The necessary distributions are then computed using equation (4.15).
4.3.2.3.2.1

Computing the Rate Matrix Rq

[ ]

The elements of the matrix Rq

i, j

is the expected sojourn time in the state (q + 1, j ) , in units of

the mean sojourn time in the state (q, i ) , before returning to level q , given the process starts in
the state (q, i ) . The family of matrices {Rq , q ≥ 0}are the minimal non-negative solutions to the
following equation,

[

]

A1q + Rq A0q +1 + Rq Rq +1 A−q1+ 2 = 0,

q≥0

(4.18)

using the fact that Rq = R + , for q ≥ + the equation reduces to the level independent case.
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A1+ + R + A0+ + R +2 A−+1 = 0,

q≥+

(4.19)

From these equations the value of R + is derived. The value is computed using the famous
logarithmic reduction algorithm of [54], Figure 4.3.

A = A0q , B = A1q , C = A−q1
T0 = (I − A) B, T2 = (I − A) C
−1

−1

k = 0, S = T2 , Π = T0
Do
{
k = k +1
Ti = (I − T0 T2 − T2T0 ) (Ti ) i = 0,2
−1

2

S = S + ΠT0
Π = ΠT0

}while (|| e − Se || ∞ ≥ ε )

G = S , U = A + BS , R = B(I − U )

−1

Figure 4.3 The Logarithmic Reduction Algorithm
After computing R + the family of matrices {Rq ,0 ≤ q < + }is computed recursively from the
following equation
Rq = (− A1q ) ⋅ ( A0q +1 + Rq +1 A−q1+ 2 ) ,
−1

(4.20)

provided the inverse of the matrix exists and does not contain negative elements.

4.3.2.4

4.3.2.4.1

Performance Measures and Admission Probabilities for the Models

Call Admission Probabilities

Let pik be the probability of admitting a call i of class k , piks the probability of admitting a call
determined by stage 1, SIR capacity (equation 3.24), pikd the probability of admitting a call
determined by stage 2, delay capacity (equation 3.51). The other term, piko is any other admission
probability for later stages of the network.

p ik = p ikd ⊗ piks ⊗ p iko

(4.21)
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This clearly indicates an adaptable model that can incorporate any network constraint at any
stage. Two stages are considered in this work. The admission probability of a class k call is in
state S , P a (S , k ) , is simply

P a (S , k ) = p ik

(4.22)

Note that the probability pik is dependent on the number of calls in the system as shown in
Chapter 3.

4.3.2.4.2

Call Blocking Probabilities

Let ψ k be the blocking probability of a class k call. It is given by the formula below

ψ k = ∑ {1 − P a (S , k )}.π s

(4.23)

s∈S

where P a (S , k ) = p ik , described by equation 4.22 and π s be the stationary probability of state S .
The stationary probability is calculated in Section 4.3.2.2 with flow balance equations or Section
4.3.2.3 as a QBD process.

4.3.2.4.3

Average Waiting Time

Generally the average waiting time of an admitted call of class k , E [Wk ] can be approximated by
applying Little’s law as follows:
E [Wk ] =

E [n k ]

(4.24)

λeffk

where E [n k ] , λeff
are the average number and the effective arrival rate of class k calls under the
k
equilibrium system conditions respectively. The effective arrival rate must consider the fraction
of time the call is active for on off sources. The computation of the average number of calls in the
system is tricky for the QBD model and is as follows:
+k

E [n k ] = ∑ l. π l .e

(4.24)

l =0

where + k is the maximum number of the last traffic type k in the formulation of the state space,

{

}

S ≡ n = (n k , n A ) . It should be noted that the intended traffic class must be made to represent the
level (last traffic type) of the state space while the other traffic types must represent the phase.
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The state space is defined anchoring on this traffic type and thus the matrix (equation 4.3) needs
to be rearranged for every traffic type in question.

Table 4.1 Analytical and simulation parameters

Parameter

Value

Simulation time

10000 s

Call duration

200 s

Mean on time

0.5 s

Mean off time

1s

Packet rate

20 pkts/s

Bucket depth

5 pkts

Processing gain

128

Chip rate

1.25 MHZ

AWGN

10-18

Max Power

1W

SNR

(Class 1, 2 &3)

13, 8, 5

Delay

(Class 1, 2 &3)

0.1, 0.3, 0.5

4.4

PERFORMA CE RESULTS FOR THE TELETRAFFIC MODELS

(dB)
(s)

The parameters for the analysis and simulation of the teletraffic model are shown in Table 4.1.
For the simulation model, the event driven software simulator was used. Although there are
several software packages that can still be used to simulate the network such as TELPACK [47].
The performance evaluation is done for a multiclass network with three traffic classes. The three
traffic classes are differentiated based on the target signal to noise ratio and the target delay. Class
1 has the strictest parameters while Class 3 has the least strict. One of the performance measures
is the call blocking probability. This is as explained in Section 4.3.2.4. For the simulation, the
blocking probability is defined as the ratio of the blocked calls to the generated calls for a system
in equilibrium, i.e. simulation run for a long time. The other performance measure is the waiting
time and is discussed in Section 4.3.2.4.
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Figure 4.4 Teletraffic Performance of SIR Based CAC NGN

The first case of investigation is the teletraffic analysis of the network with SIR based CAC
scheme. The results are shown in Figure 4.4. From the results, the following observations can be
made: Firstly, the call blocking probabilities increases with an increase in the offered load. This is
obviously due to the fact that more calls have to be blocked to maintain the QoS in the system.
Secondly, the traffic classes receive differentiated blocking probabilities, guaranteed service (C1)
less, followed by predictive service (C2) and best effort (C3) the highest. Although Class 1 has
the most stringent parameters, it achieves the highest performance due to the networks
differentiation towards different QoS. The analytical and simulation results tally relatively well.
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Figure 4.5 Teletraffic Performance of Delay Based CAC NGN

The second case of investigation is the teletraffic analysis of the network with Delay based CAC
scheme. The results are shown in Figure 4.5. From the results it can be deduced that the blocking
probability still increases with the offered load. The three traffic classes are differentiated in
performance by the network. The simulation model closely compares with the analytical model.
When compared to the results of the first case, it can be observed that the call blocking
probabilities of the second case are relatively higher. This could be due to the fact that the
network is too responsive to delay or the equilibrium point for comparing the two parameters,
SIR and Delay, was not well adjusted.
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Figure 4.6 Teletraffic Performance of Combined CAC NGN

The third case of investigation is the teletraffic analysis of the network for the combined CAC
scheme. Both SIR and delay are considered in admission. The results are shown in Figure 4.6.
Similar to the first two cases, the blocking probability increases with an increase in the offered
load and the three classes are differentiated in performance. However, it can be observed that the
blocking probabilities are slightly lower than in the previous two cases. This serves to confirm
that the combined model performs better than the individual parameter based admission control
algorithms.
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Figure 4.7 Waiting Time for the Multiclass Network

The next investigation case is the waiting times for the calls once admitted to the system. The
results for our system are shown in Figure 4.7. As previously deduced the results indicate that the
traffic is differentiated in terms of transmission delays with traffic Class 1 receiving the least
delay and traffic Class 3 receiving the most. At the beginning the delay bounds of the traffic
classes are not violated. The bounds are violated when the offered load increases significantly.
The results further confirm that the simulation and analytical results closely agree. It can however
be observed that the simulation model has slightly smaller delays than the analytical model. The
reason for this can be deduced from the previous graphs since the simulation models block more
traffic, the delays would be less.
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CO CLUSIO

A teletraffic analysis of different CAC schemes for NGN has been presented to limit the number
of users to achieve a desired QoS in the network. The CAC scheme used include the SIR based
CAC scheme, the delay based CAC scheme and the extended parameter set CAC scheme. The
results indicate that the call blocking probability increases with the offered load. The increase is
such that at a higher offered load the call blocking is significantly high. The network loading
should therefore be regulated to achieve the desired QoS in the network. The results further
reiterate the fact that an effective CAC scheme needs to consider many parameters for admission.
The analytical results closely relate to the simulation results. The model depicts that the waiting
time of the calls in the system is proportional to the offered load. As the offered load increases, so
does the waiting time. The teletraffic analysis conducted uses Poisson traffic and is evaluated as
a multiclass QBD process. A teletraffic analysis with non Poisson traffic is the subject of the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
TELETRAFFIC A ALYSIS OF A MULTICLASS CDMA
ETWORK WITH QOS - O POISSO TRAFFIC

5.1

I TRODUCTIO

Chapter 4 presented a teletraffic analysis of a cellular network with QoS for a non homogeneous
system with Poisson arrival traffic statistics. This was done as a QBD model since important
single-class single-server models with infinite capacities are typical QBD processes. This chapter
presents a teletraffic analysis of the same cellular network test bed. However, the call arrivals are
assumed to have a BMAP type of distribution. The importance of BMAPs lies in their ability to
represent more effective and powerful traffic models than the simple Poisson process or the batch
Poisson process, as they can effectively capture dependence and correlation, salient
characteristics of the arrival process in Internet-related systems. As discussed in Chapter 2, the
BMAP is equivalent to the versatile Markovian point process or Neuts (N) process. It generalizes
the Markovian arrival process (MAP) by allowing batch arrivals. The MAP includes the Markovmodulated Poisson process (MMPP), the phase-type renewal process (PH) and independent
superposition of these as special cases. The BMAP is a generalization of a wide variety of traffic
types. The BMAP traffic arrival model is one of the most complex network traffic model. A
combination of BMAP arrivals and multi-class traffic on a network is not analytically trivial, a
task that is undertaken in this chapter.
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The main contribution of the chapter is the teletraffic analysis of the developed CAC algorithm of
Chapter 2 with multiclass BMAP traffic. This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.2, the
analytical model is presented. There after the evaluation of the analytical traffic model is
discussed.

The exact analytical model for the network is then presented followed by the

approximate analysis. Finally, the performance results for the teletraffic models are presented for
the analytical and the simulation models

5.2

ETWORK MODEL WITH DIFFERE T TRAFFIC CLASSES

The analytical teletraffic model used in Chapter 4 is used. A wireless mobile CDMA network
with several base stations connected to a core node is considered. The multiple access protocol
used is the CDMA technology with enough quasi orthogonal codes for all calls. The network
supports different types of traffic with different QoS embedded in the call admission control and
scheduling algorithms. All admitted calls remain in the network for the full call duration as there
are no blocked or dropped calls after admission. The calls that do not meet the admission criteria
are dropped from the system. The network is modelled as a collection of dependent prioritised
queues illustrated in Figure 5.1. A particular call i of class k arrives according to a BMAPk
distribution requires SIR threshold SIRTk , delay threshold d Tk and the token bucket parameters
rTk and bTk respectively. The admitted calls go through the CAC after which they are queued in

the system queues shown in Figure 5.1 below.

BMAP T1 (SIRT 1 , d T 1 , rT 1 , bT 1 )
.
.

BMAPT 2 (SIRT 2 , d T 2 , rT 2 , bT 2 )
BMAP T3 (SIRT 3 , d T 3 , rT 3 , bT 3 )

CAC
System Call
service rate

.
.

.
.

BMAP TM (SIRTM , d TM , rTM , bM )

Admitted Call
Queues

Dropped calls
Calls in System
Plane

Figure 5.1 Call Admission Model
CAC Plane Ch.3
P( SIR , D )
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The call arrivals in each cell are according to a BMAP distribution. The BMAP can be further
represented by other constituent models like the MAP, MMPP etc. The service time for the calls
is not necessarily exponentially distributed and can be represented by many other distributions.

5.2.1

Analytical Evaluation of the Traffic Model

The most attractive analytical model for analyzing any NGN network with CDMA as the air
interface would be the G [K ] / G[K ] / ∞ . The traffic arrival is generally distributed with different
parameters for the different K classes. The network service rate is also generally distributed with
different parameters for the different K classes. The number of servers should preferably be
infinite, especially for a CDMA system where there is graceful degradation and no call is
completely refused entry to the system. The system could also consider batch arrivals and become

G [ X ] [K ] / G[K ] / ∞ . Although some progress was made towards the analysis of the queuing
behaviour of this superposed traffic model [31] etc, simple conclusive results are still lacking. In
[111] the + / G / 1 queue is analyzed. The results are far from a closed form solution. The
expressions that where achieved are too complex and render the analysis of a system with call
admission control scheme almost intractable. The performance analysis of parallel and distributed
systems leads in a natural way to multidimensional queuing models. Generalization of the singlequeue solution methods to multidimensional queuing models is straightforward only in rare
instances and adaptation of the queuing network results to parallel and distributed systems is
usually only possible by making gross simplifications. Solutions to these systems include [112]:
Product-form solutions, some methods from complex function theory, a number of analyticalgorithmic methods, heavy and light traffic approximations, the large deviation technique, and
state recursions. The choice of the methods above, e.g., aggregation and decomposition methods
is undoubtedly influenced by different research interests. Product-form solutions are required for
an analytically tractable model. However, the modelling of parallel and distributed systems only
seldom leads to product form solution. It is for this reason that we embark on the analysis and
make reasonable assumptions to make the model tractable. The G / G / ∞ is approximated by a
G / G / + queue. If the service time of all the customers is assumed to be identically distributed,

we can reasonably represent the G / G / + system with a single server G / G / 1 queue with a
service rate multiplied by a factor of the number of servers in the system. The assumptions make
it possible to apply the limited knowledge of queuing theory to telecommunication networks.
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The Arrival and Service Processes of the Model

The arrival is according to a BMAP process. However, unlike the BMAP explained in Section
2.2.3.1 or Lucantoni [31], the call admission control renders the effective BMAP arrival to the
system considering state evolution non homogeneous. The process is a 2-dimesional time non
homogeneous level dependent Markov process

{(i, j ) : i ≥ 0,1 ≤
 D00


Qk = 





{+ (t ), J (t ) : t ≥ 0}
l

l

on the state space

j ≤ m} for each {l > 0} with an infinitesimal generator Q l of the structure;
D10
D01

D20
D11
D02

D30
D01
D02
D03

L

L
L

L
O

(5.1)

where the properties of the elements of the non-homogenous infinitesimal generator are
analogous to those of the homogeneous case of Section 2.2.3.1. The transitional probabilities of
the Markov process {+ l (t ), J l (t ) : t ≥ 0} are as follows;

p nl ,ij (t ) = P{+ l (t ) = n, J l (t ) = j | + l (0) = 0, J l (0) = i}

(5.2)

Pnl (t ) = ( p nl ,ij (t ))i , j =1,L, m
The transitional probability matrices satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation and the
backward differential equation [113]. We assume that the service time has an arbitrary
~
distribution function H with Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST), H and finite mean µ1 .

5.2.2.1

MMPP Representation of the Arrival Process

Consider the BMAP h as a superposition of s h identical Markov Modulated Poisson Processes
(MMPP’s). Each MMPP alternates between two states; State 0 and State 1. The transition rate
from state i to state j is denoted by rij , i, j = 0,1 . When the process is in state i it produces
Poisson arrivals with rate λ i , i = 0,1 . The number of MMPP’s that are in state 1 can characterize
the auxiliary phase in the overall BMAP. This number is initially supposed to be equal to 0, i.e.
all MMPP’s are in state 0. The overall BMAP input process is an m ( m = s h + 1 ) state MMPP
with the elements of the generator matrix given by the matrices D0h and D1h ( Dlh = 0 for l ≥ 2 )
of dimension m × m . The non-zero matrices D0h and D1h for 0 ≤ i ≤ s h are,
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D1h (i, i ) = (s h − i )λ 0 Pah0 + iλ1 Pah1

(5.3)

D0h (i, i + 1) = (s h − i )r01 , for 0 ≤ i < s h

(5.4)

D0h (i, i − 1) = ir10 , for1 ≤ i ≤ s h

[

]

D0h (i, i ) = − D0h (i, i − 1) + D0h (i, i + 1) + D1h (i, i )

where Pah0 and Pah1 are the admission probabilities in the various states. The fundamental arrival
rate for the arrival process is then given by


r10
r01 
λ = s h λ 0
+ λ1

r01 + r10 
 r01 + r10

(5.5)

The superposition of several processes is evaluated as in Section 2.2.3.1.3.

5.2.3

Full Markovian etwork Model Analysis (Exact Model)

Several call sources with the same parameters can be grouped into a traffic class. Each of the
traffic classes is separated into queues. A BMAP source i of traffic class k is fed into queue k .
A superposition of several class k sources constitutes a BMAPk arrival into the queue. A case for
two traffic types is shown in the Figure 5.2 below.

BMAP 11
BMAP 21

BMAP n1
BMAP 1

BMAP 21

Call service
rate µ c

BMAP 22
Admitted call
queues

BMAP n2
BMAP 2

Figure 5.2 Exact Analytical Model for Two Traffic Classes
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5.2.3.1

Stationary Queue Lengths at Departures

In the analysis of the traffic intensity of the queues, following the theory of BMAP processes
presented in Chapter 2, let {h = 0,1} indicate a high priority or low priority queue and ψ h the
stationary probability vector of the Markov process with generator D h . ψ h satisfies ψ h D h = 0
and ψ h e = 1 , where e is as a column vector of all ones. The fundamental arrival rate for the
∞

arrival process is given by λ h = ψ h ∑ iDih e .
i =1

Denote the following variables as follows:



{τ



X nh as the number of customers in the system



J nh as the phase of the MMPP at τ nh

h
n

: n ≥ 0} as the n th departure epoch of cells from different queues with {τ 0h = 0}.

The stochastic behavior of the system is completely described by the five-variate Markov chain

{X

0
n

, X n1 , J n0 , J n1 , τ&&nh }, where τ&&nh = τ nh+1 − τ nh . Denote S the state space of the Markov chain and S q

a subset of S with q the queue length of the high priority class [114]. The transitional
probability matrix arranged in a lexicographic order is given by

 A00
 1
 A−1


P=







A10

A20

1
0

1
1

A

2
−1

A

. ..
1
2

A

A

2
0

... A 0+
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. ..

2
1
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2
2

... A

... A 2+

A

A

A

. ..

...

A−31

A03

A13

A23

. ..

.

.
.

.
.

.

1
+

.
.
.

... A 3+

...
.

.
.

.
.

.

.
.

.






 (5.6)







These block matrices can be further partitioned corresponding to the decomposition of
S k , q = 0, 1, ... + , with + the maximum queue length,
∞

S q = U S q, j

(5.7)

j =0

where S q , j , the set of states with high priority queue length q and low priority queue length j .
The matrices in equation (5.6) can then be expanded below.
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The Initial Boundary Matrix Aq0

5.2.3.1.1

The boundary matrix Aq0 , q = 0, 1,...

, is given by

Bq00
. .. ... ... B 0qM
Bq10
Bq20
 1
1
1
1
1
Bq, −1 Bq 0 Bq1 Bq2 . .. ... ... B qM

Bq2, −1 Bq20 Bq21 Bq22 . .. ... ... B 2qM

Aq0 = 
Bq3,−1 Bq30 Bq31 Bq32 . .. ... ... B3qM

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.


.
.
.
.
.


.
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The block matrices in (5.8) are defined as follows;

•

The diagonal matrices B qj0 , represent the transition from the states S 0 j to those in S qj . Let

{B (x )}
j
q0

cd
ab

= P{ Given a departure at a time 0 , which left the HP queue empty and the LP

queue with j customers, the arrival processes being in phase ab , the next departure occurs
no later than time x with the arrival process in phase cd , leaving the HP queue with q
customers and j customers in the LP queue}.

The following two event(s) can occur:

i)

For j > 0 -LP customer departure: a LP customer arrived, a LP customer was served
and q HP customers arrived.

ii)

For j = 0



HP customer departure: q + 1 HP customers arrived, one was served and no LP
customer arrived.



LP customer departure: a LP customer arrived, a LP customer was served and q
HP customers arrived.
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The departure matrix B qj,−1 represents the transition from the states in S 0 j to those in S q , j −1 .
Let {Bqj, −1 ( x )}ab = P{ Given a departure at a time 0 , which left the HP queue empty and the
cd

LP queue with j , j > 0 customers, the arrival processes being in phase ab , the next departure
occurs no later than time x with the arrival process in phase cd , leaving the HP queue with
q customers and j − 1 customers in the LP queue}.

The following event has to occur:-LP customer departure: q HP customers arrive, no LP
customer arrives and a LP customer was served.

•

The arrival matrices Bqj,l , l = 1, 2, ... M , represent the transition from the states S 0 j to those
in S q , j +l . Let {Bqj,l ( x )}ab = P{ Given a departure at a time 0 , which left the HP queue empty
cd

and the LP queue with j customers, the arrival processes being in phase ab , the next
departure occurs no later than time x with the arrival process in phase cd , leaving the HP
with q customers and j + l customers in the LP queue}.

The following two event(s) can occur:
For j > 0 -LP customer departure: l + 1 LP customers arrived, a LP customer was

i)

served and q HP customers arrived.
For j = 0

ii)



HP customer departure: q + 1 HP customers arrived, one was served and l LP
customers arrived.



LP customer departure: l + 1 LP customers arrived, a LP customer was served and
q HP customers arrived.

5.2.3.1.2

The Departure Matrix A−q1

The departure matrix A−q1 represents the transition from the states in S q to those in S q −1 . The
matrix is given by:
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Cq00




q
A-1 = 






Cq10
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q1
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C
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2
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... C0qM
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.
.
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.
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.

.
.

.

.
.

.
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The block matrices in (5.9) are defined as follows:

•

The diagonal matrices C q0j , represent the transition from the states S qj to those in S q −1, j .
Let {C q0j ( x )}ab = P{ Given a departure at a time 0 , which left the HP queue with q
cd

customers and the LP queue with j customers, the arrival processes being in phase ab , the
next departure occurs no later than time x with the arrival process in phase cd , leaving the
HP queue empty and j customers in the LP queue}.

The following event occurs: HP customer departure: No LP customer arrives, no HP customer
arrives and a HP customer was served.

•

The arrival matrices C qjl , l = 1, 2, ... M , represent the transition from the states S qj to those
in S q −1, j + l . Let {C qjl ( x )}ab = P{ Given a departure at a time 0 , which left the HP with q
cd

customers and the LP queue with j customers, the arrival processes being in phase ab , the
next departure occurs no later than time x with the arrival process in phase cd , leaving the
HP queue with q − 1 customers and j + l customers in the LP queue}.

The following event occurs: HP customer departure: no HP customer arrived, a HP customer
was served and l LP customers arrived.
5.2.3.1.3

The Arrival Matrices Aql

The matrices Aql , q = 0, 1, 2, ... + , l = 0, 1,2,.... , represent the transition from the states S l to those
in S l + q . The matrices have the partition
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Eq10
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The block matrices in (5.10) are defined as follows:

•

The diagonal matrices E qj0 , represent the transition from the states S lj , l > 0 , to those in

S l + q , j . Let {E qj0 ( x )}ab = P{ Given a departure at a time 0 , which left the HP queue with
cd

l customers and the LP queue with j customers, the arrival processes being in phase ab , the

next departure occurs no later than time x with the arrival process in phase cd , leaving the
HP queue with l + q customers and j customers in the LP queue}.

The following event occurs: No LP customer arrives, q + 1 HP customer arrives and a HP
customer was served.

•

The arrival matrices E qfj , l = 0, 1, 2, ... M , represent the transition from the states S lj to
those in S l + q , j + f . Let {E qfj ( x )}ab = P{ Given a departure at a time 0 , which left the HP with
cd

l customers and the LP queue with j customers, the arrival processes being in phase ab ,

the next departure occurs no later than time x with the arrival process in phase cd , leaving
l + q customers in the HP queue and j + f customers in the LP queue}.

The following event occurs: f LP customers arrive, q + 1 HP customer arrives and a HP
customer was served.

ote: Due to priorities, whether preemptive or non preemptive, the

lower priority queue cannot be served when there is a high priority class in the system, i.e
when l > 0 .
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5.2.3.2

Calculation of the Event Probabilities of the Matrices

Let P(n, t ) denote the probability of n arrivals within a time t . It is clear from the BMAP arrival
statistics that the event probabilities can be computed numerically by integrating over the service
periods as follows:

En =

∞

~

∫ P(n, t )dH (t )

(5.11)

0

where E n is the probability of the event that n calls arrive during the service time of another call.
A combination of several events is computed by observing the laws of probabilities. The
probability P(n, t ) is a function of the D matrices. They are computed as in Section 2.4.2.4 for
the homogeneous case and later in Section 5.2.4.1.2 for the homogeneous case. The D matrices
incorporate the admission probabilities as shown in Section 5.2.2.1 and they are analogous to the
BMAP case in definition.

5.2.3.3

The Steady State Distribution and Blocking Probabilities of the Queues

The unique stationary distribution for the matrix π exists for the transition matrix P such that,

πP = π and πe = 1 . The stationary distribution π corresponds to the arrangement of the
transition matrix. Corresponding to the particular arrangement the stationary distribution matrix
can also be partitioned into π = {π 0 , π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , L , π q , L}. The term π q indicates the stationary
probabilities of the states in S q . Further decomposition of (5.6) of S q partitions the distribution

π q as π q = {π 0 q , π 1q , π 2 q , π 3q , L , π jq , L}, where π jq indicates the stationary probabilities of the
states in S jq . Note that the decomposition can be done on the low priority queue as well, i.e. S
the state space of the Markov chain and S l a subset of S with l the queue length of the low
priority class.
The performance measure of interest is the blocking probabilities. Let ψ k be the blocking
probability of call i of class k . The blocking probabilities are given by

ψ k = ∑ {1 − P a (S , i )}.π s

(5.12)

s∈S

where P a (S , i ) = pik , described by the call admission control algorithms.
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Approximate Model Analysis

The main drawback of the exact model is the explosion on the matrix state space. The model is
not applicable to a complex network with a large number of traffic classes. Because of this
limitation, a more scalable model is required for analyzing telecommunication networks with
diverse traffic types. This involves decomposition of the queues with several approximations that
are checked numerically. Considering three traffic classes, Class 1 the highest priority and Class 3
the lowest. The arrival of traffic class i is governed by a BMAPi , which is itself a combination of
several processes from the sources that constitute the traffic class (see Section 2.2.3.1.3). The
model can be decomposed into two independent queues at different stages as follows.

Stage 1

Stage 2

BMAP HP1

BMAP HP2
C1

C2

BMAP LP1

BMAP G1

BMAP LP2

BMAP G2

C1

C

Figure 5.3 Approximate Analytical Model
For Stage 1, the traffic arrival into the high priority queue is a BMAP given
as BMAPHP1 = BMAP1 ⊕ BMAP2 . This is a combination of the arrivals of the two highest traffic
classes BMAP1 and BMAP2 , using the fact that a combination of a BMAP process with another
BMAP results in another BMAP. The traffic arrival into the low priority queue is simply the
lowest priority traffic class, BMAPLP1 = BMAP3 . The low priority traffic does not differentiate
between the two traffic types of higher priority. The total arrival into the system is governed by
BMAPG1 and is given by BMAPG1 = BMAP1 ⊕ BMAP2 ⊕ BMAP3 . Let the total number of calls in the
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system be T1 , the total number of class one calls be X , the total number of class two calls be
Y and the total number of class three calls be Z . The average number of calls at stage one can be

represented by the equation below.

E [T1 ] = E [Z ] + E [X + Y ]

(5.13)

The expected number of calls in the high priority queue E[ X + Y ] is calculated directly as a level
dependent BMAP / G / 1 queue. The higher priority traffic sees the whole system capacity. The
expected number of calls in the whole system E [T1 ] is also calculated directly as a level
dependent BMAP / G / 1 . The expected number of low priority calls E[Z ] can be approximated by
equation (5.13).

For Stage 2, the traffic arrival into the high priority queue BMAPHP 2 is simply BMAP1 . The traffic
arrival into the low priority stage two queue BMAPLP 2 is simply BMAP2 . Considering that these
traffic classes see the whole capacity as far as the lowest priority traffic is concerned, the total
arrival into the system is governed by BMAPG 2 and is given by BMAPG 2 = BMAP1 ⊕ BMAP2 . Let the
total number of Class 1 and Class 2 calls in the system be T2 . The following expression holds for
the expected number of calls at Stage 2

E [T2 ] = E [ X ] + E [Y ]

(5.14)

The expected number of calls in the high priority queue E [ X ] is calculated directly as a level
dependent BMAP / G / 1 queue, bearing in mind that the traffic sees the whole system capacity.
The expected number of calls in the whole system E [T2 ] is also calculated directly as a level
dependent BMAP / G / 1 . The expected number of low priority calls E [Y ] can thus be deduced
from equation (5.14). It should be noted that for the accuracy of the model E[T2 ] ≈ E [ X + Y ] . This
is numerically tested and the results normalized for the second stage. Furthermore, the low class
calls from Stage 1, Z, are used in the CAC and limiting capacity at this stage. The model can be
extended to several stages as an approximate model for evaluating higher order multiple class
telecommunication systems.
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Analytical Evaluation of the Level Dependent BMAP / G / 1 Queue

5.2.4.1
5.2.4.1.1

Stationary Queue Lengths at Departures

The BMAP / G / 1 queuing system with level dependent arrivals is described by a stochastic
process {X (t ), J (t ) : t ≥ 0}, where X (t ) and J (t ) are defined as the number of customers in the
system (including in service, if any) referred to as the level and the phase of the arrival process at
time t , respectively. Let τ υ be the epoch of the υ th departure from the queue, with τ 0 = 0 . Then

( X (τ υ ), J (τ υ ),τ υ +1 − τ υ )

is a semi-Markov process on the state space

{(i, j ) : i ≥ 0,1 ≤

j ≤ m} . The

state transition probability matrix of the semi-Markov process is given by

 Bˆ 0 (x )
 ˆ1
 A0 (x )
PˆBMAP / G / 1 ( x ) =  ⋅

 .
 .


Bˆ 1 (x )
Aˆ 11 (x )
Aˆ 02 (x )
.
.

Bˆ 2 (x )
Aˆ 21 (x )
Aˆ 12 (x )
Aˆ 03 (x )
.

Bˆ 3 (x )
Aˆ 31 (x )
Aˆ 22 (x )
Aˆ 13 (x )
O

L

L
L ,

L
O 

x≥0

(5.15)

It is clear that the transition probability matrix has the ‘‘M/G/1-type’’ structure like the
homogeneous case. The matrices Aˆ nk (x ) hold the same definition as the homogeneous case,
Section 2.4.2.4 and are given as

[Aˆ (x)] = P{X
[Bˆ (x)] = P{X
q
n

ij

n

ij

q

(τ υ +1 ) = n, J q (τ υ +1 ) = j | X (τ υ ) = q, J (τ υ +1 ) = i,τ υ +1 − τ υ ≤ x}

(5.16)

0

(τ υ +1 ) = n, J 0 (τ υ +1 ) =

j | X (τ υ ) = 0, J (τ υ +1 ) = i,τ υ +1 − τ υ ≤ x}

(5.17)

Defining the following matrices An = Aˆ n (∞ ) and Bn = Bˆ n (∞ ) , the stationary vector of the Markov
chain PBMAP / G / 1 = PBMAP / G / 1 (∞ ) . The steady state transitional probability matrix is now given by

PBMAP / G / 1




=




B0
1
0

A
⋅
.
.

B1
A11
A02
.
.

B2
A21
A12
A03
.

B3
A31
A22
A13
O

L
L 
L

L
O 

The steps for deriving the steady state distribution are as shown below:
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Step 1: Computation of the Matrices Anq

5.2.4.1.2

The matrices Anq can be computed numerically with help of the following formulas.

Anq =

∞

~
q
∫ P (n, t )dH (t )

(5.19)

0

~
where H (t ) is the service time distribution with a LST H (t ) and P q (n, t ) [31] is defined as

 ∞ −θt (θ q t ) j ( j )
Kn ,
∑ e
P q (n, t ) =  j = 0
j!
 −D t
e ,

n ≥1

q
0

with

(5.20)

n=0

θ q = max i {(D0q )ii } and the value of K n( j ) determined recursively from the following

expressions

K 0( j +1) = K 0( j ) (I + θ −1 D0q )

(5.21)

K n( j +1) = θ −1 ∑ K i( j ) Dnq−i + K n( j ) (I + θ −1 D0q )
n −1
i =0

K n( j +1) = θ −1 K n( −j 1−1) D1q + K n( j ) (I + θ −1 D0q )
starting with K 0(0 ) = I and K n(0 ) = 0 and n ≥ 1 . Using several iterations of the formulae above, we
observed that K n( j ) reduced by induction to,
0

K nj =  j
 Cn

(( I + θ

−1

D0q )

the binomial coefficients

j

j −n

(θ

Cn =

−1

)

q n
1

D

K 00

)

if n > j
otherwise

,

(5.22)

j!
. It should be noted that the admission control
( j − n )!n!

probabilities are incorporated in the D arrival matrices as in Section 5.2.2.

The matrices Bn are computed either directly or indirectly from Anj by the following formulae
[31][113],

Bn = −(D00 )

−1

n +1

∑ Dl0 Anl +1−l

(5.23)

l =1

Representing the BMAP with several MMPP sources, equations (5.19) and (5.23) simplify to the
following equations
Bn = −(D00 ) D10 Ann

(5.24)

Anq = ∑ γ qj (K q )n

(5.25)

−1

∞

j

j =0
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The equations require the computation of γ qj , which is given by
∞

γ nq = ∫ e −θ

(θ x )

n

q

q

x

~
dH ( x )

n!

0

(5.26)

The term is computed either recursively or numerically integrated for different types of
distributions. Several cases are outlined below:
~
1) When H (⋅) is deterministic with probability mass a , then the terms are given as below

 e −θ a ,
n=0

q
(5.27)
γ n = θ qa q
γ n −1 , n > 0

 n
~
2) When H (⋅) is of phase type with representation (α , A) , it has been shown that γ nq has
q

(β , B ) ,

discrete phase density with representation
B = θ q (θ q I − A) .
−1

The

relationship

below

where

holds

β = θ qα (θ q I − A)

−1

and

β m +1 = α m +1 + α (θ q I − A) A 0 ,
−1

B 0 = (θ q I − A) A 0 . The probabilities are then computed recursively by [31]
−1

α + η (1) A 0 , n = 0
γ n =  m +1
,
0
 η (n + 1)A , n > 0

(5.28)

where η (0 ) = (θ q ) α and η (n + 1) = η (n )B .
−1

3) When H (⋅) is geometric, i.e
[x]
~
H ( x ) = ∑ (1 − p ) p n −1 , nl ≤ x < (n + 1)l , n = 1, 2,...

(5.29)

n =1

where [x ] is the integer part of x , then γ nq may be computed recursively by
 (1 − p )e −θ t
,

 1 − pe −θ t
q
γn =
p
 (1 − p )ξ n +
1 − pe −θ t 1 − pe −θ
q

n=0

q

q

(5.30)

n

q

t

∑ ξ s γ nq− s ,

n>0

s =1

where the sequence {ξ n } is given by ξ 0 = e −θ l , ξ n = (θ q l / n )ξ n −1 , n = 1, 2,... . Note that the
q

reader is referred to [28] for the notation and proof of the result.
~
4) When H (⋅) is exponentially distributed with mean λ , the integral can be evaluated
numerically by
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γ nq =

λθ q

∞

n!

0

5.2.4.1.3

∫e

(

) x n dx

− θ q +λ x

(5.31)

Step 2: Computation of the Fundamental Matrix G

The fundamental matrix G plays a key role in computing the steady state distributions. The
fundamental matrix is the first passage time from level q to level q − 1 in the discrete Markov
chain ( X (τ υ ), J (τ υ ),υ ∈ Ν ) . Unlike in the level independent case, the fundamental matrix in the
level dependent case depends on the starting level q . The elements of the fundamental matrix are
defined as follows:
 X (τ υ + l ) = k , J (τ υ +l ) = j | X (τ υ ) = q + 1, J (τ υ +1 ) = i,
= P

∀r1, L , l − 1 : X (τ υ + r ) ≠ q, τ υ +l − τ υ ≤ x 


[G (x )]
q
l

[G (x )]
q
l

ij

(5.32)

= Pr{the first passage time to state (q, j ) when starting in state (q + 1, i ) occurs in

ij

exactly l transitions and the first hitting state at level q is (q, j ) and this happens at a time not
later than x }

Analogous to the level independent case [31], the relevant functional equations for the G q
matrices and the transforms can be derived. The matrices are then computed by the following
formulas
∞

G sq+1 = ∑ γ nq H nq, s

(5.33)

n =0

with

[

]

H nq+1, s = I + (θ q ) (D0q + D1q G sq ) H nq, s ,
−1

(5.34)

starting at H 0q, s = I and G0q = 0 . The stationary probability vector g q is then computed by
standard means from the equations
g qG q = g q , g q e = 1

(5.35)
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Step 3: Computation of the Matrix µ

5.2.4.1.4

The vector µ denotes the phase dependent mean number of service completions during a busy
period. The vector is derived from c q the mean number of service completions (transitions)
during a fundamental period starting in phase i of level q . The vector c q is determined by first
solving a system of linear equations below for u q ,

[I − A + (e − g )β ]u
q

q

q

q

=e.

(5.36)

and then performing the multiplication of the following equation.
c q = (I − G q + eg q )u q ,

(5.37)

The vector β q whose j th component is the conditional number of arrivals during a service
which starts with the arrival process in phase j is given by [31]

β q = ρe + (A q − I )(eπ q + D q ) d q .
−1

(5.38)

The equations above require the computation of several constituent terms. The vector d q is
determined from the arrival statistics as d q = ∑ iDiq e . The arrival level traffic intensity ρ q is
given by ρ q = µ1′ λ1′ with the fundamental level arrival rate calculated as (λ1′ ) = π q d q . The
−1

steady state arrival process π q is calculated from π q D q = 0 and π q e = 1 , µ1′ is the mean service
time. The equation also require the computation of the A q , the matrix is given by
A q = ∑ ∑ γ qj (K q )n
∞

∞

j

(5.39)

n=0 j =0

where γ qj is determined from equation (5.26) and its simplifications as applicable. After the
series of calculations the phase dependent mean number of service completions during a busy
period is given by

µ = −(D00 )

−1

∞

j −1

 l −1
l =0  i =0




∑ D 0j ∑  ∏ G j −i c j −l
j =1

(5.40)

This is derived from the fact that the mean visits between two consecutive visits to level 0 is the
mean idle time plus the mean number of service completions during the busy period times and the
mean service time[113]. The above equation clearly simplifies to the equation below for a process
with MMPP arrivals

µ = −(D00 ) D10 G 1c 1
−1

(5.41)
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5.2.4.1.5

Step 4: Computation of the Queue Length Distribution at Departures: Vectors
x0 and x q

The element of the vector x0 , [x0 ] represents the mean recurrence time of the state (0, j ) of the
−1

Markov chain PBMAP / G /1 . Several authors [111, 31] have derived the general solution for the
vectors based on positive recurrent semi Markov processes. The solution holds for the level
dependent case as well. The vector x0 is given by
x0 =

s
,
s, µ

(5.42)

where s is the stationary distribution of the Markov chain defined by the matrix S , i.e. it
satisfies sS = s and se = 1 , the computation is done using standard means. An element of the
stochastic matrix S , [S ]ij represents the probability that starting in a state (0, i ) the next visited
state in level 0 is (0, j ) . the matrix is given by the following equation .
S = −(D00 )

−1

∞

 j −1
 i =0




∑ D 0j  ∏ G j −i 
j =1

(5.43)

.,. denotes the inner product (dot product) of two vectors.

The element of the vector x q represents the distributions of queue length at departures of the
Markov process PBMAP / G / 1 . The vectors are calculated by the following equation
q −1


x q =  x 0 B q + ∑ x j Aqj+1− j  I − A1q
j =1



(

)

−1

(5.44)

with the matrices Anq and Bn for the level dependent case defined as
∞

v − n −1

v =n

j =0

Anq = ∑ Avq

∏ G q +v −1− j

(5.45)

and
∞

v − n −1

v=n

j =0

Bn = ∑ Bv

∏ G v− j

(5.46)

respectively.
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5.2.4.1.6

Step 5: Computation of the Queue length distribution at an Arbitrary time y 0
and y q

The stationary vector

yq

represent the steady state distribution of the Markov

process ( X (t ), J (t ), t ≥ 0) . The distributions are derived like in the level dependent case and are
given by
1
−1

x 0 (D00 )
q=0
 − −1
0 −1
µ − x 0 (D0 ) e

yq = 
∞
q
1
0 −1
0

(
)
−
x
x
D
D
Pql−l (t )(1 − H (t ))dt
∑
0
0
l
l
∫
0 −1
−1
 µ − x 0 (D0 ) e l =1
0

(

)

(5.47)
q>0

where µ −1 is the mean service time. However, a slightly simpler yet numerically stable recursion
to compute y q for q > 0 has been derived in [65]. This has been adapted to the non-homogeneous
case and the vectors y q are computed recursively by
q −1


y q =  y 0 Aq0 + ∑ y j Aqj+1− j  I − A1q
j =1



(

)

−1

(5.48)

with the value of A jq is given in equation (5.45). The i th component of y q is the stationary
probability the queue length of the system is q and the phase of the process being in phase i at an
arbitrary point in time. We know that π l is the stationary probability vector of the auxiliary
Markov chain with infinitesimal generator D . π lj is stationary probability that the arrival process
is in phase j . The probability that the system has q customers Yq , is given by

Yq = ∑ y q π iq

(5.49)

i

5.2.4.1.7

Performance Measures

Like in the previous models, once the steady state probability of the number in the system is
computed the performance measure can easily be derived. One of the performance measures of
interest is the blocking probabilities. Let ψ k be the blocking probability of call i of class k . The
blocking probabilities are given by

ψ k = ∑ {1 − P a (S , i )}.π s

(5.50)

s∈S

where P a (S , i ) = pik is described by equations (3.24) and (3.51) of the CAC algorithm.
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The waiting times are an interesting performance parameter in queuing systems. The derivation of
the virtual waiting time distribution is based on the key renewal theorem for Markov renewal
process and applies to the level dependent case as well. This is as presented in Section 2.4.2.4
step 6. As indicated earlier, the distributions have to be worked out by numerically inverting the
transforms directly or by solving the associated Volterra integral equations, a process which is not
trivial. The waiting times are thus approximated using the Little’s formula.The expectation of the
number of customers in the queue is given by

E ( + ) = ∑ xπ x

(5.51)

x

where x is the value representing the queue length distribution. The average waiting time of an
admitted call E [W ] is approximated by applying Little’s law as follows:
E [W ] =

E [+ ]

(5.52)

λeff

where λeff is the effective arrival rate of the calls under the equilibrium system conditions
respectively. The effective arrival rate is defined in Section 5.2.2.1 for an MMPP and Section
2.2.3.1.1 for general BMAP.

5.3

PERFORMA CE RESULTS FOR THE TELETRAFFIC MODELS

For the numerical results the BMAP considered is a superposition of several identical MMPPs
alternating between two states as discussed in Section 5.2.2.1. The values are chosen as follows:

λ1 = 2λ0 , λ 0 is varied in the results to vary the offered load. The value of r01 and r10 used are
0.01 and 0.04, respectively. The other values for the teletraffic model, wireless model and delay
model are as previously used in the earlier chapters. Generally all the results are comparable to
those of Chapter 4, but are slightly higher. This might be attributed to the effect of batch arrivals
unlike the smooth Poisson process arrivals.
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Figure 5.4 Comparisons of Different Traffic Models
Figure 5.4 presents the analytical and simulation results for the exact and approximate models
teletraffic analysis. The results are relatively similar and depict the increase in blocking
probability with an increase in offered load as expected. However, it is clearly depicted that the
approximate model achieves lower packet dropping probabilities than the exact model. The
approximate model can be used as a bound for the exact model during the analysis and thus
simplifying the whole analysis of a network with batch arrivals. The simulation model follows the
pattern of both models. The higher priority traffic class achieves better network performance than
the lower priority traffic class.
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Figure 5.5 Teletraffic Analysis of Different Traffic Classes

The results for Figure 5.5 show the teletraffic performance of the guaranteed traffic class (class
one-C1), the predictive traffic class (class two-C2) and the lowest priority traffic class (class
three-C3) for all the CAC schemes. It is clearly seen that network gives differentiated service to
the three traffic classes. Traffic Class 1 performs better than traffic Class 2 which in turn
performs better than traffic Class 3. The QoS algorithms give preferential traffic treatment and
thus different QoS can be achieved on the network. The combined model (SIR and delay) has
lower blocking probabilities and hence the best performance.
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Figure 5.6 Mean Waiting Time for Different Traffic Classes
In Figure 5.6, the mean waiting time for the three traffic classes is examined. Traffic Class 1
performs better than traffic Class 2, which in turn performs better than traffic Class 3. This is for
all cases of different traffic arrival parameters ρ 1 = 5 and ρ 2 = 10 . The QoS algorithms give
preferential traffic treatment and thus different QoS can be achieved on the network. The results
indicate that the waiting time distributions start increasing drastically at an offered load of 10 in
all cases. It is further shown that the waiting time for all the traffic classes increases with an
increase in the traffic shaping parameter ρ .
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CO CLUSIO

Simple analytical teletraffic models for telecommunication networks have been widely deployed.
However, most of them use Poisson traffic modelling. In this chapter a teletraffic model featuring
non Poisson traffic arrivals has been presented. The calls arrive according to a Batch Markovian
type process. Two teletraffic models have been discussed, the fully markovian type model (exact
model) and the approximate model. The developed model incorporates parameters of modern
telecommunication networks like CAC. Various CAC schemes are used, these include; SIR based
CAC scheme, delay based CAC scheme and the extended parameter set CAC scheme. The
analytical model is also presented for multiclass traffic. All these aspects introduce level
dependency in the analysis of BMAP processes and increase the complexity of achieving results.
The famous BMAP analytical model of Lucatoni [31] is extended to apply to level dependent
models as a result of admission control. Some formulas in this work are reduced in simplicity.
The network model is then tested for some results. The developed results show that developed
models are close to the simulated models and can be used in network evaluations. The
approximate model can be used to extend the analysis to more traffic types. The models lead us
to deduce that an effective CAC scheme needs to consider all parameters for admission. The
teletraffic performance of a network is affected by the CAC scheme used and the scheme that
uses more parameters is the one to be deployed for achieving the desired QoS.
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CHAPTER 6
TELETRAFFIC A ALYSIS OF A G
ETWORK WITH
TRA SPORT A D LOWER LAYER PROTOCOL
FACTORS

6.1

I TRODUCTIO

A teletraffic analysis for an NGN network must include various QoS factors in the CAC scheme.
This has resulted into an expanded parameters set CAC scheme where SIR and delay are used.
The SIR is on the CDMA wireless link while the delay can be due to scheduling on the wireless
link or in the core network. In a realistic network delay is a result of the effects of the numerous
factors[122]. Access network delays and core network delays that arise due to transmission,
scheduling and routing protocols have been widely explored in the literature as compared to other
protocol induced delays. The exploration in literature is mostly independent of teletraffic analysis.
Some network protocols that need to be explored include; TCP, the transport layer protocol,
ARQ, the link layer protocol, several MAC protocols like CDMA. CDMA and ARQ protocol
induced delays have received sufficient attention unlike the TCP induced delays. A teletraffic
analysis of an NGN network with TCP protocol induced delay is investigated in this work. TCP is
one of the de facto transport protocols on the internet today. TCP was ideally designed for wired
networks where the losses are not so great. However, for an anything anytime anywhere network,
TCP will operate on wireless networks with higher packet losses than expected. This leads to a
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degradation of the TCP’s performance as it was not meant to perform on very lossy links. TCP
affects the whole network in the following ways; firstly, during congestion it reduces the sending
rate on the network and secondly, when a packet is lost it resends the packet. These factors
introduce latency in the whole network. They cause delays and greatly impact teletraffic
performance of the network. This chapter investigates the impact of TCP induced delays on the
network. The main contribution of the chapter is the development of the TCP protocol and
wireless channel models followed by performing a teletraffic analysis of a complete network.

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 6.2, the wireless channel model is presented. The
two most common wireless channels, the two state and multiple state Markov processes are
discussed. They are further modified to suit a more typical wireless channel. The TCP algorithms
used in the network are presented in Section 6.3. This is followed by the presentation of various
TCP analytical and numerical models in Section 6.4. There after a new analytical model
addressing several limitations of others is developed. The complete teletraffic analysis of the
developed model is evaluated in Section 6.5 followed by a discussion of performance results in
Section 6.6.

6.2

WIRELESS CHA

EL MODELS

The average signal strength varies with respect to time and the receiver or transmitter
displacement. Depending on the level of variation, radio propagation channels can be divided into
large-scale fading (shadow fading) and small scale fading (fast fading). The first order Markov
process is popularly used to model channels where fading is assumed to be slow and the process
is very correlated. Slow fading occurs when the normalized Doppler bandwidth f d T << 1 , where
T is the packet duration and f d is the normalized Doppler frequency. For high values of

normalized Doppler bandwidth, the channel samples are almost independent. For high data rates
the fading process is slow and the dependence between consecutive blocks of data can be
neglected. In this case an independent and identically distributed (iid) model can be used to model
the relationship between blocks of data. However, the fading is assumed to be slow such that it
can be considered constant within a block of data. A number of papers have shown that first order
Markovian processes are not adequate for modelling the wireless channel. In [116] they propose
the use of more states instead of two states of the Markov process. In [117] they present results
indicating that the first order Markov chains are not suitable for very slow fading channels.
However, they are suitable for very slowly fading applications, which require analysis over a
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short duration of time. Most wireless channels rarely factor in the influence of other users on the
channel. Since the wireless channel is being shared by several users it would be appropriate to
include the impact of other users on the desired user channel model. This is done in our model by
the use of the SIR instead of the SNR. Furthermore, the models are based on Rayleigh fading, and
with the inclusion of additional parameters the Rayleigh fading model becomes ineffective. The
commonly used wireless channels are thus modified to use SIR in this work. The wireless
channels and their modification are presented in the next section.
6.2.1

The Two State Markov Chain (TSMC) Model

The TSMC channel model is one of the simplest channel models. Here the channel is assumed to
be in a good state, State 0 of Figure 6.1, where the probability of error is small or in a bad state,
State 1 of Figure 6.1, where the probability of error is significantly larger.

p 01

0

1

p 00

p11
p10
Figure 6.1 TSMC Channel Model

The TSMC channel is modeled by a simple two state Markov chain with transition matrix M c
given by

 p 00
M c = 
 p10

p 01 

p11 

(6.1)

with state transition probabilities pij representing the transition from state i to j . This can be
defined as the conditional probability that a successful transmission( i = 0) or failed transmission
( i = 1 ) occurs in a slot given that a failure ( i = 1 ) or success( i = 0) occurred in the previous slot.

The commonly used TSMC model is called the Gilbert Elliott (GE) channel. The GE channel can
be matched to a Rayleigh fading channel by choosing a level for the SNR where the channel is
supposed to change state, and then match the average duration the fading amplitude is below this
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level to the average number of time units the GE channel is in bad state [118]. It can also be
matched by comparing the level crossing rate. The average probabilities of packet loss and the
steady state probability of the channel being in bad state depend on the physical characteristic of
the channel. The characteristics are expressed in terms of the fading margin and the normalized
Doppler bandwidth. These simplistic models are not very sensitive to the SIR, a modified version
sensitive to SIR is thus developed.
Bad

P(Z)

Good

ϕ

ϕ′

Threshold

Figure 6.2 Modified TSMC Channel Model
To incorporate SIR and other factors in the model, the wireless channel has to be modified. The
wireless channel is based on the admission parameter Z as discussed in Section 3.5 equation 3.24.
This parameter is related to SIR ( Z = Gg SIR ), where g is the power index and G the
processing gain. The channel is assumed to be in a good state if the following equation holds
Z ≤ϕ′ ,

(6.2)

and ϕ ′ > ϕ , the admission threshold for a soft admission decision. The channel is in a bad state
otherwise. This is shown in Figure 6.2. The probability of a good state is therefore given by
ϕ′

p g = ∫ P(Z )dz

(6.3)

0
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The probability of a channel being in a bad state is found as p b = 1 − p g .

6.2.2

Finite State Markov Chain (FSMC) Model

In cases when the channel quality varies dramatically, modelling a radio channel as a TSMC
channel is not adequate. The finite state Markov model solves the problem for such wireless
channels, like the Rayleigh fading channels, by representing the channel with multiple states with
each state corresponding to a transmission mode [116]. In the FSMC the range of the received
SNR is partitioned into a finite number of intervals. Let (Ψ0 = 0) < Ψ0 < Ψ1 L < (ΨL = ∞ ) be the
thresholds of the received SNR. Then the channel is in state S l , l = 0,1, L , L − 1 , if the received
SNR is in the interval [ΨL , ΨL +1 ) .

p 01

p12

0

1

p10

p 00

p11

p L − 2 , L −1

2

p 21

p 22

L-1

…….

p L −1, L − 2

p LL

Figure 6.3 K-State FSMC Channel Model
The characteristics and steady state probabilities of the FSMC can be described and evaluated in
two ways as follows:

•

Stable state distribution π ≡ [π 0 , π 1 , L , π L −1 ] where π i is the probability that the underlying
Markov chain is in state i given the chain is stable, and L is the number of states. In a typical
multipath propagation environment, the received signal envelope has a Rayleigh distribution.
With additive Gaussian noise, the received instantaneous SNR γ is distributed exponentially
with probability density function (PDF)[116]

p(γ ) =

 1
exp −
γ0
 γ0
1


,


γ ≥0

(6.4)

where γ 0 is the average SNR. In this case, the steady-state probabilities of the channel states
are given by
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Ψ
l = 0,1, L , L − 1
 p(γ )dγ ,
π l =  Ψ∫
exp(− Ψ γ ) + exp(− Ψ γ )
l
0
l +1
0

l +1

(6.5)

l

while satisfying
L

∑π l

=1

(6.6)

l =1

•

The steady state probabilities can be found from the transition probability matrix P ≡ {pij },
where pij is the Markov chain’s transition probability from state i to state j . In this FSMC
model, transitions are only allowed from a given state to its two adjacent states only. The
transition probabilities are determined as follows:
p l ,l +1 =

p l ,l −1 =

+ (Ψl +1 )t s

πl
+ (Ψl )t s

πl

,

,

l = 0,1, L , L − 2

(6.7)

l = 0,1, L , L − 1

where t s is the time duration of a slot and + (⋅) is the level crossing function of the Rayleigh
fading envelope at Ψ .
The output vector γ i ≡ π i represents the probability that the SNR lies within a certain level. A

Z(SIR) PDF

midpoint of the interval is taken as the representative value of each state, i.e. γ i = mid [ΨL , ΨL +1 )

Γ0

Γ1

Γ2

Γ3

Z(SIR) Amplitude

Figure 6.4 SIR Based FSMC Wireless Model
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To adapt the wireless model to incorporate SIR and other parameters, we define the FSMC model
in terms of the admission parameter Z , Section 3.5 equation 3.24. The range of the admission
parameter

Z(SIR)

is

partitioned

into

a

finite

number

of

intervals.

Let

(Γ0 = 0) < Γ0 < Γ1 L < (ΓL = ∞ ) be the thresholds of the received Z(SNR). Then the channel is in
state S l , l = 0,1, L , L − 1 , if the received value of Z (SIR) is in the interval [ΓL , ΓL +1 ) . This is as
shown in Figure 6.4. Let π i be the steady state probability that the system is in state i . The
steady state probability is given by
Γi

π i = ∫ f z (z )dz

(6.8)

Γi −1

where f z ( z ) is the pdf function of Z whose mean and variances are calculated in Section 3.5.

6.2.3

The Packet Loss Model in a State

For most TSMC models, a packet succeeds with a probability of one while in good state and is
lost with a probability of one while in the bad state. The packet loss probability in a slot, Pl ,
simply depends on the condition of the channel and is given by
Pl = p b

(6.9)

A general model would be one where a packet succeeds with a certain probability in the good
state and is lost with a certain probability in the bad state.

The packet error probability is a function of a given modulation scheme and a forward error
correction (FEC) code. Let pei be the channel bit error probability in the i -th state. The BER
performance of uncoded BPSK scheme is given by,

( )


 gG
p ei = Q Γi = Q i i 
Z
i 


(6.10)

where Γi represents the average value of SIR of a BPSK in the i -th state and Q (⋅) is the
Gaussian cumulative distribution function, g i the power index and Gi the processing gain, see
Section 3.5. Assuming ri is the service bit rate and taking into account that the transmission time
of each packet is specified to Tt . The number of bits per frame Fn is given by Fn = Tt ⋅ ri . The
packet loss probability per state pli is obtained as

pli = 1 − (1 − p ei )

Fn

(6.11)
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The packet loss probability in a slot is given by
+

Pl = ∑ p li π i

(6.12)

i =0

Considering a transmission scheme where a packet is transmitted per slot and assuming there is
no state transition within a slot, the probability of x packets transmitted successfully in n slots is

n
x
n− x
Tn ( x ) =  (1 − Pl ) (Pl )
x
 

6.3

(6.13)

THE ALGORITHMS FOR VARIOUS TCP PROTOCOLS

A complete TCP Protocol is described in [24] and the references there in and a similar approach
is used in this work. However, we give the basic algorithms necessary for the performance
analysis of TCP. The TCP Protocol has both the sending and receiving side maintaining windows.
The receiver, which has a finite resequencing buffer, accepts out of sequence packets and delivers
them in sequence. It advertises a maximum window size at connection set up of which the
transmitter window cannot grow beyond. The receiver returns an ACK for every good packet it
receives. An ACK packet that acknowledges the first receipt of an error-free-in-sequence packet
is called the first ACK. The ACK’s are cumulative; hence they carry the next expected packet
number. The TCP sender maintains the TCP window. It also maintains several variables at all
time t for each connection and they are presented as below.

•

It maintains a lower window edge A(t ) below which all packets have been acknowledged.
A(t ) is non-decreasing. The receipt of an ACK with sequence number n > A(t ) causes A(t )

to jump to n .

•

It maintains the congestion window W (t ) . The transmitter can send packets with sequence
numbers n , such that A(t ) ≤ n < A(t ) + W (t ) . It should be noted that W (t ) ≤ Wmax .

•

It maintains the slow start threshold Wth (t ) . This controls the increments in W (t ) as
explained below.

For the basic TCP window adaptation algorithm the normal window evolution is triggered by the
first ACK’s and timeouts as follows:

•

During slow start, when W (t ) < Wth (t ) , each first ACK causes W (t ) to be incremented by
one.
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During congestion avoidance, when W (t ) ≥ Wth (t ) , each first ACK causes W (t ) to be
incremented by 1 / W (t ) . Therefore the window increases by one if all the ACK’s of the
window have been received.

•

If timeout occurs at time t , and t + is a short time after a timeout has occurred, W (t + ) is set to
1, Wth (t + ) is set to W (t ) / 2 , and retransmission begins from A(t ) .

The transmitter performs several tasks, some of them are outlined below:

•

The transmitter runs the basic window adaptation algorithm described above.

•

The transmitter runs the loss detection mechanism. This is a mechanism by which the
transmitter concludes (correctly or incorrectly) that a packet was lost. A packet loss is
detected by a timeout or the reception of a certain number of duplicate ACK’s, a process
called first retransmit.

•

The transmitter runs the loss recovery. This is a mechanism which allows the protocol to
recover lost packets through retransmissions.

•

The transmitter runs the window adaptation algorithm during loss recovery.

Different TCP versions differ in the way they detect and recover from losses. Some of the
versions of TCP are discussed below.

•

For Old Tahoe loss detection and recovery are performed only through timeout and
retransmission where the transmitter waits for a timeout to recover from a packet loss.
Window adaptation during loss recovery follows the basic algorithm.

•

Tahoe uses both timeout and fast retransmit for loss detection after which it behaves as if a
timeout has occurred.

•

Reno uses fast retransmit for loss detection. It employs fast but conservative recovery where
it remains in the congestion avoidance phase after a packet loss. It can recover effectively one
lost packet per window.

•

New Reno uses fast retransmit to detect losses and the fast recovery to recover from packet
losses. The protocol sends a lost packet with the receipt of the first ACK unlike Reno, which
needs a certain threshold of packets to send the next lost packet. It actually recovers one lost
packet per retransmission timeout interval.
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The selective acknowledgement (SACK) is an extension of New Reno. However, each ACK
received by the sender contains information about any non-contiguous set of data that has
been received and queued at the receiver, hence the sender infers different packet loses and
can send multiple lost packets per round trip time. The most recent method of interest is the
Duplicate SACK extension to TCP. This allows the data receiver to report the receipt of
duplicate segments. Hence the sender can infer whether or not the retransmission was
necessary. Relevant action is taken after that. One of the proposed actions can be for the
sender to undo the halving of the congestion window and setting the values to the old ones.

•

The previous TCP versions estimate the available bandwidth in the network based on the
packet losses, after which they adjust their transmission windows. This congestion avoidance
mechanism causes periodic oscillations in the window size due to constant update of window
size. This results in larger delay jitter and inefficient use of the available bandwidth. A
different version of TCP called TCP Vegas has been developed. It uses a different bandwidth
estimation scheme. It uses the difference between the expected and actual flow rates to
estimate the available bandwidth and adjusts its window accordingly.

6.4

TCP A ALYTICAL A D UMERICAL MODELS

TCP models can be classified based on the following factors:

•

The interaction between TCP flows and queue management mechanisms; The performance of
these models is strongly affected by the connection establishment and slow start phases, with
segment losses mostly being timeout (TO) losses.

•

The way TCP dynamics are characterized, i.e. by parameters such as loss, average drop
probability p, and average round trip time RTT

•

The way they differentiate between length of the TCP transfer, i.e. short-lived transfers and

long-lived. The performance of this model captures the steady-state performance of TCP
dominated by the congestion avoidance phase.

•

The performance parameter based group. Some models look at the throughput while others
focus on the latency

All the classification can be summarised into those that offer simple closed form solutions, the
stochastic models and the packet train models. These models are discussed below.
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The Basic Throughput Based Models

The throughput of TCP depends mainly on the round trip time t Rtt , the retransmission timeout
value t Rto , the segment size s and the packet loss rate p . The basic model that approximates TCP
throughput T is given by equation (6.17) [119]. This model is a simplification and does not take
into account TCP timeouts. It is only effective when the loss rate p << 1 .

T (t Rtt , s, p ) =

c.s

(6.14)

t Rtt . p

where c is the window size. In [120] the authors predict steady-state throughput by considering
triple duplicate Ack’s and timeout losses during congestion avoidance. They use rounds (round
duration=RTT) and assume a bursty loss model. The average sending rate is given by





 W
1
T ( p ) ≈ min m ,


 RTT
2bp
2bp 
o
2 

RTT
p(1 + 32 p ) 
+ t Rto min 1,3



3
8 




(6.15)

where b is the number of TCP segments sent back-to-back and for which only one cumulative
o
ACK is generated , Wm is the maximum window size and t Rto
is the initial value of t Rto . The

model has been improved to take into account timeouts, equation (6.18). Both the models work
for TCP Reno only [120].

1 − p W ( p)

+
+ Q( p, W ( p ))

p
2

if W ( p ) < Wm
 t (W ( p ) + 1) + Q( p, W ( p ))G ( p )t Rto
 Rtt
1− p

T (t Rtt , t Rto , s, p ) = 
1 − p Wm

+
+ Q( p, Wm )
p
2

otherwise
 
 t Rtt  Wm + 1 − p + 2  + Q( p, Wm )G ( p )t Rto

  4
pWm
1− p

where

(6.16)

W ( p ) is the expected congestion window value when RTOs occur, Q ( p, w) is the

probability that a sender in congestion control will detect a packet loss with re-transmission timeouts and G ( p ) is the function of loss rate. These parameters are given by
W ( p) =

2
4(1 − p) 4
+
+
3
3p
9

(6.17)
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(

)(
(

)(
)

 1 − (1 − p )3 1 + (1 − p )3 1 − (1 − p )w−3
Q( p, w) = min1,
w
1 − (1 − p )


)



G ( p ) = 1 + p + 2 p 2 + 4 p 3 + 8 p 4 + 16 p 5 + 32 p 6
The model however, only handles transfers of a few segments, because complexity grows
exponentially. Other models derive the TCP utilization ρ c for TCP Reno given the packet rate

µ , and buffering at the bottleneck node, b . In its most simplified form the equation is given by
ρc =

λc
µ

(6.18)

where λc is given below
 3µ (b + tµ )2

λc =  4 b 2 + btµ + (tµ )2
µ


(

)

if b < µt

(6.19)

otherwise

Altman, et al., [121] proposed a model for the throughput of long-lived TCP transfers, subjected
to a stationary ergodic loss process. The throughput T is computed as the time average of the
process X (t ) . The process X (t ) is the number of packets in the network (window size) divided
by RTT at time t . It is the instantaneous transmission rate. The instants Yn when loss events occur
are modeled by a stationary ergodic point process {Yn }n = −∞ . The inter-loss duration S n is equal to
+∞

Yn +1 − Yn when loss is duplicate ACK, and Yn +1 − Yn − E [t Rto ] when loss is TO, where E [t Rto ] is the

average duration of the timeout period.
T=

1
RTT bp

(

(1 − λTO E[t Rto ]) ×

1+υ
1
1
∞
+ Cˆ (0 ) + ∑k =0 k Cˆ (k )
2(1 − υ ) 2
2

(6.20)

)

2
2
where Cˆ (k ) = E [S n S n + k ] − E [S n ] E [S n ] is the normalized covariance, υ is the factor used to

reduce congestion window when loss occurs, and λTO is the number of TO losses per unit time.

The expression for the asymptotic throughput for the desired source behavior as a function of
RTT and the state transition probabilities of the end-to-end path model has been expressed as
T=

1
4 ⋅ RTT



 3 + 25 + 24 1 − ω  

 π − ω  


(6.21)

where π is the the total probability of packet loss and ω the probability of packet loss due to
wireless link errors.
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The Simple Latency Based Models

In [122], the model for transfers of arbitrary length is derived. The earlier models are extended to
include connection establishment with a three way handshake and slow start. The expected
connection establishment latency E [LCE ] for the three way handshake is predicted as


1− p f
o  1 − pr
+
− 2
E [LCE ] = RTT + t Rto
1− 2 p 1− 2 p

r
f



(6.22)

where p f is the segment loss rate in the forward path from the server to the client, and p r is the
loss rate in the reverse path. The expected data transfer latency E[L] required to complete a
transfer of size + segments is computed as the sum of four components:
E [L ] = E [Lss ] + E [Lloss ] + E [Lca ] + E [Lsdelack ]

(6.23)

where Lss is the latency of the initial slow start, Lloss is latency due to TO losses or fast recovery
that occurs at the end of the initial slow start, Lca is the time required to transfer the remaining
segments,and Lsdelack is the latency of the first delayed ACK if the initial congestion window is 1.
In [123], a TCP model for Short-Lived Transfers is derived. The average latency L is computed
by exhaustively enumerating all loss scenarios. The connection establishment latency is
calculated using equation.6.23. The latency is computed using Lwm , the average time spent to
successfully send m segments with an initial cwnd of w . These values are derived recursively as
a function of loss probability, timeout value and round trip time as shown in [124]

The derived models, both throughput and latency based, make some common assumptions: They
don’t employ any specific topology or queue management and assume the network has greedy
sources. They have the following common features; the use of rounds, bursty loss model, threeway handshake latency. They produce closed-form solutions where the average latency is directly
(inversely) proportional to round trip time, loss rate, timeout value. The stochastic model
developed is presented next.

6.4.3

The Stochastic Models

It is known that TCP shows a dynamic cyclic evolution of its congestion window in the event of
packet losses and that the cycles form a renewal process. The joint evolution of the window
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parameters and the channel state can be tracked by a random process. TCP window dynamics
require a much expanded state space. Some models [125] track the joint “TCP/channel” evolution
precisely

by

a

Markov

random

process

with

an

expanded

state

space

C (t ) = {S (t ), W (t ), Wth (t ), ∆(t ), Γ(t )} , where {S (t )} is the wireless channel and is modeled by a
continuous time, two state alternating process, W (t ) represents the congestion window size,
Wth (t ) is the slow start phase threshold, ∆(t ) is the current timeout value and Γ(t ) denotes the
“age” of the round (i.e., the time elapsed since the beginning of the current round). The states of
the Markov chain describing a TCP connection can also be represented as vectors with three
variables: C (t ) = {W (t ), Wth (t ), l} where l is an indication that a loss occurred but was not yet
detected. A better and simpler analytical model is the loss window model. Let Wi be the
congestion window size at which the first packet loss occurs in the k th cycle. This window Wi is
called the loss window. The process {Wi } is modelled as a single dimensional semi-Markov
chain over the state space {1,2, LWm } , where Wm is the maximum congestion window size. For
the Markov chain, the transition probability from state i to state j , pij , depends on the TCP
behavior. Stochastic models differ in the way they define the states, the way they reduce the state
space and the assumptions made during the process of defining and reducing the states. To
develop a good model, a reasonable number of states is required. However, a large state space
renders the approach impractical to analyze.

6.5

A ALYTICAL TELETRAFFIC MODEL OF TCP OVER WIRELESS

The network model to be evaluated is shown in Figure 6.5. Each call starts its own TCP session.
The TCP sessions introduce latency which represents the delay distribution part in the call
admission control algorithm. TCP operates with independent sessions for each source. The
different sessions affect each other by increasing interference on the wireless link. The wired link
has a relatively high capacity and thus congestion on the link can be assumed negligible or the
delay on the link can be modelled as a constant delay.

A call is admitted if equation (3.51) holds, i.e. the system delay for a user of class k, d qk is less
than the class target delay bound d Tk . This is now a characteristic of the TCP protocol. d Tk can be
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translated into a minimum packets to be transmitted per RTT n kRtt . This directly translates to the
TCP’s window size. A call will satisfy admission criteria if the number of packets transmitted per
RTT is above n kRtt . Therefore the delay bound of a particular traffic can be estimated from the
average window size. The delay based probability of admitting a user of class k is given by
PAD, k =

Wm

∑π w

(6.24)

w = n kRtt

where π w is the probability of a TCP window size of w , 0 ≤ w ≤ Wm . For the TCP model the loss
window characterizes the maximum throughput of a TCP session. Together with the round trip
time, this determines the least delay that can be guaranteed for a particular TCP session. To
evaluate the least delay bound, the TCP window model is presented below.
Delay

λ1 (SIRT 1 , d T 1 , rT 1 , bT 1 )
λ 2 (SIRT 2 , d T 2 , rT 2 , bT 2 )

TCP Session
.
.
.
.
TCP Source

CAC

M

λ M (SIRTM , d TM , rTM , bTM )
lossy link

Dropped calls

P( D )
Delay

Figure 6.5 TCP Traffic Network Model
6.5.1

The TCP Model

For a clear analysis, a complete understanding of the window evolution is required. The TCP
Window evolves in cycles. After packet loss detection, a TCP cycle begins with either slow start
or congestion avoidance and ends with the successful conclusion of fast recovery mechanism or
on the basis of a timeout. The cycle’s window evolution can be constrained by the following
factors:
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The maximum receiver buffer size, Wrec , that the receiver advertises at the beginning of TCP
flow establishment. This fixes the upper limit on the maximum window size

•

The maximum window size, Wm , allowed on the wireless link due to the constraint of the
sum of wireless link and the buffers in the system

•

The cycle terminates when the window W is given by

W = min{Wrec ,Wm , Wd }

(6.25)

where Wd is the window when a packet drops due to congestion or the wireless channel losses.

In the analysis, the focus is on the case where Wrec > W m and thus Wrec does not affect the

window evolution. Let w ij be a window of cycle i and round j . Let d be the loss round,
therefore the loss window is wdi . For ease of notation, the loss window will be denoted by wd .
The window can be plainly written as w j to emphasize that it is in round j , as wi to emphasize
that it is in cycle i or plainly as w if there is no emphasis on the round and cycle in which it
belongs. The modeled window evolution has been clearly illustrated in Figure 6.6, where xij
represents round j of cycle i .

Window
Size

Congestion
Avoidance

Slow Start

wn1

Packet

wn 2
ws

x11

x12

x13

x14 x15

x16

x17

x18

x21

x 22

x 23

Figure 6.6 TCP window evolution
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Cycle 1 is in slow start from round x11 to round x14 , the slow start threshold window in the slow
start round s , ws , from which it enters congestion avoidance to round x18 . Here a loss occurs at a
loss window of wn1 and results in cycle 2 starting in congestion avoidance with half the window.
Cycle 2 grows to round x 24 where losses occur at loss window of wn 2 . However this time the
protocol does not recover and results in a timeout with the next cycle starting from slow start
i.e. w = 1 .

6.5.1.1 Loss window Probability Calculation
In determining the loss window P(wd ) , let Wi denote the maximum window size reached in the

i th cycle. The sequences of window sizes at which packets are dropped in successive cycles

{Wi } form a Markov chain with transition matrix P(Wi +1 = w Wi = wd )

[24]. The steady state loss

window probability P(wd ) , wd = 1, 2, …, Wm can be found from the transition matrix. To get the
transition matrix we need to characterize the following events:

i)

The event that the next cycle starts in congestion avoidance given a packet loss at

(

)

congestion window of wd , Dcw . Its probability is given as P Dcw .
d

ii)

d

The event that the next cycle starts in slow start given a packet loss at congestion window

(

)

(

)

of wd , Dsw . Its probability is given as P Dsw = 1 − P Dcw .
d

iii)

d

d

The event that packets successfully reach the receiver to attain a window size w
belonging in slow start given that it started from slow start, S ss (w) . Its probability is
given by P(S ss (w)) .

iv)

The event that packets successfully reach the receiver to attain a window size w
belonging in congestion avoidance given that it started from slow start, S sc (w) . Its
probability is given by P (S sc (w)) .

v)

The event that packets successfully reach the receiver to attain a window size w
belonging in congestion avoidance given that it started from congestion avoidance,
S cc (w) . Its probability is given by P (S cc (w)) .

vi)

The event that a packet loss in a cycle results in a loss window w belonging in slow start,
Ls (w) . Its probability is given by P(Ls (w)) .
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The event that a packet loss in a cycle results in a loss window w belonging in
congestion avoidance, Lc (w) . Its probability is given by P(Lc (w)) .

The transition probability matrix is characterized by [24]

P (Wi +1

(
(
(

)
)
)

 P D sw P (S ss (w ))P (L s (w )) for 1 ≤ w ≤ w s − 1

= w Wi = wd ) =  P D sw P (S sc (w ))P (Lc (w )) for w ≥ w s

c
 P Dcw P (S c (w ))P (Lc (w )) for w ≥ w s
d

d

d

(

)

(

where ws is the slow start threshold. The values of P Dsw and P Dcw
d

d

)

(6.26)

distinguish between

various TCP protocols. The terms of equation (6.26) are calculated as below.

Calculation of S ss (w) , S sc (w) and S cc (w)

6.5.1.2

Let wd , the drop window size in round d , be in slow start. To obtain a loss window size of wd
the following events must occur; x s = wd − 1 packets have to be successful and the wd ’th packet
has to be dropped. The probability that enough packets successfully reach the receiver to attain a
window size w belonging in slow start given that it started from slow start P (S ss (w)) is given by
P(S ss (w)) = Tw

d

where Tw

d

−1

−1

(wd − 1) ,

(6.27)

(wd − 1) is defined in equation (6.13) and noting that a packet is transmitted in a slot.

Let wd , the drop window size in round d , be in congestion avoidance. To obtain a loss window
size of wd in congestion avoidance starting from congestion avoidance the following events must
occur; xca packets have to succeed in the congestion avoidance
xca = ws rca +

(rca − 1)rca

(6.28)

2

where rca = wd − ws is the number of successful congestion avoidance rounds. The probability
that enough packets successfully reach the receiver to attain a window size w belonging in
congestion avoidance given that it started from congestion avoidance P(S cc (w)) is given by
P(S cc (w)) = Tx ( xca ) ,

(6.29)

ca

where Tx (xca ) is defined in equation (6.13) and noting that a packet is transmitted in a slot.
ca
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Let wd , the drop window size in round d , be in congestion avoidance. To obtain a loss window
size of wd in congestion avoidance starting from slow start the following events must occur;
xt = x s + xca packets must succeed. x s are the successful slow start packets while xca are the

successful congestion avoidance packets. The probability that enough packets successfully reach
the receiver to attain a window size w belonging in congestion avoidance given that it started
from slow start P(S sc (w)) is given by
P (S sc (w)) = Tx ( xt ) ,

(6.30)

t

where Tx ( xt ) is defined in equation (6.13) and noting that a packet is transmitted in a slot.
t

Calculation of Dsw and Dcw

6.5.1.3

d

d

The next cycle starts in slow start if the previous cycle ended in a timeout. Therefore,

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

P Dsw = Pto at the loss window of wd . P Dcw is found from P Dsw = 1 − P Dcw , since the
d

d

d

d

next cycle either begins in slow start or congestion avoidance. For TCP Tahoe and Old

(

)

(

)

Tahoe, P Dsw = 1 , therefore P Dcw = 0 . For the other TCP protocols the probabilities are
d

d

computed from the timeout probability Pto discussed in the next section below.

6.5.1.4

Timeout probability Calculation

Timeouts can be classified as direct or indirect. A direct timeout occurs if the number of duplicate
Ack’s that arrive at the sender are less than a certain threshold Ω (normally 3). An indirect
timeout occurs if the TCP algorithm goes to fast retransmit and then the first recovery fails and a
timeout occurs. For a small window wd ≤ 3 , the number of duplicate Ack’s will not arrive at the
sender and therefore, Pto = 1 . For a larger loss window, for a timeout to happen the following
event occurs; the number of packets successfully delivered in the loss window wd , x d ≤ Ω . The
probability of a direct timeout Pto is given by
Pto =

Ω

∑ Tw (x d )

xd =1

(6.31)

d

The calculation of the indirect timeout can be calculated by the probability that the algorithm
goes to fast retransmit and less packets go through for a first recovery to succeed and a timeout
occurs. The probability of a direct timeout Pto is given by
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Ω

Ω
Pto = 1 − ∑ Tw ( x d ) ∑ Tw ( x d )
 x =1
 x =1
d

d

(6.32)

d

d

An approximation can be made by choosing a suitable threshold for the packets to succeed in a
window to enable fast recovery to succeed.

6.5.1.5 Calculation of Ls (w) and Lc (w)
The probability of a packet loss in a cycle resulting in a loss window w belonging in slow start,

P(Ls (w)) , and the probability of a packet loss in a cycle resulting in a loss window w belonging
in congestion avoidance, P(Lc (w)) , are identical. The probabilities reduce to that of a packet loss
after successful delivery of several packets. The probability is that of the failure to deliver a
packet in one slot. The probability is given by

P(Ls (w)) = T1 (1)

6.5.2

(6.33)

Performance Measures

The performance measure of interest is the blocking probabilities. Let ψ i be the blocking
probability of a class i call. The blocking probabilities are given by

ψ i = ∑ {1 − P a (S , i )}.π s

(6.34)

s∈S

where P a (S , i ) = PAD,i , given by equation 6.24 and π s is the steady state probability that the
number of users in the system is s

6.6

EVALUATIO OF TCP TELETRAFFIC A ALYSIS

To evaluate the teletraffic model with TCP, the following parameters were used: For the TCP
protocol, a fine timeout of 100 ms and a coarse timeout granularity of 500 ms were used. The first
retransmit threshold of 3 was used and a fixed packet size of 500 bytes was used on the network.
The round trip time of 200 ms was chosen and a maximum window of 20 packets was allowed.
This could be adjusted depending on the required delay. The parameters used in the traffic models
for the previous chapters were used.
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Figure 6.7 Teletraffic Analysis of a Network with TCP
The results of Figure 6.7 depict the impact of the TCP protocols on the teletraffic performance of
the network for one traffic class. From the results it is observed that: the dropping probabilities
increase with an increase in the offered load; within the limits of the results TCP Reno performs
better that TCP Tahoe in terms of the call blocking probabilities as it achieves less blocking than
TCP Tahoe and finally the Poisson model achieves less blocking probabilities than the BMAP
model. This can be disadvantageous in terms of overestimating the theoretical performance of the
system resulting in poor network dimensioning.
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Figure 6.8 Teletraffic Analysis of a Network with Different Classes

An analytical model was engaged to determine the behavior of TCP with different traffic types.
The delay parameters of the previous chapters were used to differentiate the classes. The results
for the teletraffic performance for the different traffic classes are shown in Figure 6.8. The
different traffic classes were differentiated in performance as observed. Class 1 achieves better
performance than Class 2 which performs better that Class 3. Their blocking probabilities
increase with an increase in the offered load. The parameters are relatively high due to the effects
of the wireless link.
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Figure 6.9 Teletraffic analysis with different wireless models

The next test is the performance of TCP for the different wireless network protocols namely the
Two State Markov Chain (TSMC) model and the Finite State Markov Chain (FSMC) model. The
results are shown in Figure 6.9. From the results we can deduce the following; as has been the
case TCP Reno performs better than TCP Tahoe with any type of wireless model. The most
important deduction is that for all the cases of TCP the TSMC wireless channel incurs less
blocking than the FSMC model. This is feasible since the TSWC is an approximation of the
FSMC. It could easily overestimate the losses on the network and lead to network dimensioning
problems.
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Figure 6.10 TCP Reno’s window size with different timeout values
The TCP window is the most significant aspect in its performance. In the next network test, the
results of average window size of TCP at various loads and for different values of timeouts of
TO _ 1 = 200 and TO _ 2 = 150 are shown in Figure 6.10. The following can be deduced: The
window sizes decreases with an increase in the offered load. As the load increases, though
regulated by the CAC scheme, the network traffic increases. This definitely increases the
probability of packet error in the network. More timeouts occur and thus inhibit the growth of the
window. TCP with a long timeout granularity performs better than that with a short time
granularity. However as the load increases, they tend to perform the same way since there are
numerous timeouts in the network.
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CO CLUSIO

The effect of network protocols is important for network dimensioning. This chapter performed a
teletraffic analysis of an NGN network with TCP as the transport layer protocol. The analysis is
done on a wireless channel. The traditional wireless channels are presented after which their
modification is discussed. The TCP models available in literature are presented, after which a
thorough TCP model used is developed. The developed TCP model is based on the packet train
model. TCP introduces latency in the network. The CAC scheme is thus based on the effect of
TCP latency in the network. This is as a result of the error rate on the wireless link and TCP is
required to resend the packets. A TCP analytical model is first developed after which its
teletraffic analysis is performed. The developed results show that TCP severely affects the
teletraffic performance of the system as the offered load of the network increases. TCP Reno
performs better that TCP tahoe as far as the blocking probability is concerned and other spects. A
teletraffic analysis of the whole network without taking into account the effects of network
protocols could lead to an ineffective design.
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CO CLUSIO A D FURTHER WORK

7.1

CO CLUSIO

This dissertation investigates teletraffic engineering issues in the design and development of next
generation network systems. Teletraffic modelling is a very important aspect of network
dimensioning and design. Comprehensive modelling of the operation of the systems under a
variety of traffic flows has been done. Great effort has been made to develop and adapt the
existing analytical tools to a NGN network under diverse traffic conditions. This research has
provided guidelines on the protocol choices, design factors, performance measures and the
teletraffic analysis, necessary to realize a next generation network. Using research results
presented here, the chapters have established principles of NGN’s dimensioning, leading to the
development of specific guidelines on how to perform cost effective design and dimensioning of
the networks. The work has addressed a fundamental question of the best strategy to perform call
admission control in these networks subject to meeting the specified Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements, for realistic traffic conditions. The optimal CAC algorithm is then investigated with
modern teletraffic analytical tools and the capacity of the system determined which agrees well
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with actual simulated system capacity. The proposed teletraffic analytical model is applied on a
realistic network and the effect of a network protocol, TCP, assessed. Simulation results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed teletraffic and call admission control models.

Specifically the following features are addressed in detail in this work: Firstly, a NGN’s CAC
algorithm featuring an expanded set of admission control parameters (SIR, delay, etc) has been
developed. Secondly, a complete teletraffic analytical model for an NGN with all the NGN
features (CAC, multiple traffic types, protocol issues, scheduling) has been developed and
analyzed. Thirdly, a complete teletraffic analytical model with Batch Markovian Arrival (BMAP)
has been evaluated. Finally, a complete teletraffic analysis of the network with the effects of the
transport layer protocol on a wireless channel has been developed and analyzed. The following
sections highlight the major results obtained in each part of the dissertation chapter by chapter.
In Chapter 2, the analytical tools for our model are presented. The methods of characterizing
traffic are reviewed after which an analytical model for non Poisson traffic with batch arrivals is
presented as Batch Markovian (BMAP) traffic. The queuing models for analyzing network
models are reviewed. The problem of extending the traditional Poisson model to multiclass traffic
is then solved by the introduction of the quasi birth death analytical tool. The matrix analytical
method for solving most network analytical models is presented. The main focus is the
introduction of the available mathematical teletraffic analytical tools that may be used and
highlight their modification for modern network traffic and the models mentioned earlier.

Chapter 3 proposes a new call admission control algorithm for next generation networks. The
main approaches to CAC scheme applied in literature are first presented. The merits and demerits
of these traditional CAC schemes are highlighted. SIR based CAC on a CDMA network is
discussed in detail after which the delay based CAC which has been traditionally used on ATM
networks and rarely discussed on the wireless networks is introduced. Then the proposed CAC
algorithm that incorporates an expanded parameter set of several QoS parameters is developed.
The CAC scheme is based on two parameters, SIR and delay. The complete admission control
features all the issues of NGN protocols like the CDMA’s soft capacity, multiclass traffic types.
The performance of the two admission control schemes with regard to QoS parameters of call
admission probability is compared. The combined model of the expanded admission control
parameters (SIR and delay) is presented. Next performance of the combined call admission
control scheme is compared with the conventional CAC schemes. From the teletraffic analytical
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results it is deduced that; one, the extended parameter set CAC scheme gives a better performance
than the individual single parameters set admission control schemes; two, an effective CAC
scheme needs to consider all parameters for admission; finally the delay bounds for different
traffic classes are differentially achieved up to a threshold after which the bounds can not be
guaranteed.

Chapter 4 develops a teletraffic analysis of the call admission control scheme to limit the number
of users to achieve a desired QoS in the network. The analysis is performed as a quasi birth death
process. The CAC in the network introduces level dependency on the analytical tools presented
earlier. The teletraffic analysis incorporates multiple traffic types and handover traffic is viewed
as just another traffic type. An analytical model incorporating all the mentioned features is
developed from first principles after which its performance is investigated in terms of the QoS
parameters of the blocking probability. From the results, several conclusions can be made: Firstly,
the call blocking probability increases with the offered load and network loading should be
regulated to achieve the desired QoS in the network. Secondly, the combined parameter based
admission control scheme performs better than the others and thus an effective CAC scheme
needs to consider all parameters for admission. Lastly, the chapter depicts that the waiting time of
the calls in the system is proportional to the offered load. As the offered load increases, so does
the waiting time. The chapter suggests further that it is possible to provide differentiated services
for different traffic types on a NGN network.

In Chapter 5, a teletraffic analysis of the call admission control scheme with non-Poisson traffic
modeled as a batch Markovian type is developed. The chapter develops a model for a BMAP
queue featuring level dependency. This is due to the call admission control algorithm and the
multiclass traffic types. Two analytical models are developed; the exact model and the
approximate model. A teletraffic analysis is then performed with the QoS performance metrics of
call blocking probability. The analysis is by application of matrix analytical techniques in
teletraffic analysis. The results reinforce the previous deductions. Even for BMAP traffic, the
blocking probability increases with offered load and the combined model performs better that the
single parameter models. The results reiterate that the approximate model with its assumptions
can be reasonably used to model a large network with additional traffic types. These models
reiterate that the performance of a network is affected by the CAC scheme used and the scheme
that uses more parameters is the one to be deployed for achieving the desired QoS. The results for
the BMAP model, although higher, compare well with the results from the Poisson process and
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thus further validate both models. The Poisson model could be looked at as a lower bound of the
BMAP model.

Chapter 6 presents a complete teletraffic analysis of the network with the effects of the transport
layer protocols on a wireless channel. The wireless channels used on the networks are presented.
They are then modified to fit the modern telecommunication network with multiclass traffic
types. The transport layer protocol widely used on modern networks, the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP), is mathematically modeled. Thereafter, its impact on network performance is
presented. The obtained results show that TCP severely affects the teletraffic performance of the
system as the offered load of the network increases.

7.2

FURTHER WORK

There is a significant amount of work remaining in the comprehensive fields that are touched
upon in this thesis. This could be furthering the work done in this work or taking a completely
new dimension in teletraffic analysis. This can be clearly seen by outlining the challenges
encountered in this work. The following key drawbacks were encountered in this work.
•

The numerical analysis required much iteration to get some comprehensive results. This
typically reverses the main advantage the analytical models enjoy over simulation models in
terms of computation time and other aspects.

•

The analytical models required the storage of very large matrices. This is also a major setback
in the analytical models. As more traffic types are added in the network, there is an explosion
of the state space. This becomes a constraint due to the large amount of computing resources.

•

There are major approximations in the analytical models. If more assumptions are made, the
analysed model could easily become non realistic and lead to unrealistic results.

•

There are too many parameters to be considered in the teletraffic design. There is also a
problem of too many protocols when performing a session layer analysis. If all parameters
and protocols are to be considered the analytical models could become too complex and
intractable.

These problems among others are a source of concern for teletraffic engineers and they need to be
solved. At this stage in time the telecommunication networks have advanced such that there is no
feasible mathematical model that can fully represent them. In this regard, further research is
required in the following aspects among others.
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Advancement of analytical queuing theory to match the evolving telecommunication
networks. A different dimension can be taken or the existing analytical tools should be
optimised in terms of convergence and iterations.

•

The designers should agree on a layer-to-layer approach to network design. Each particular
design should just focus on one layer with the knowledge of the specifications of the layers it
is interacting with.

Despite the setbacks, this work effectively presents a teletraffic model of the NGN networks. It is
hoped that this discussion will provide directions to the continuation of the work in this thesis
based on the lessons learned. The thesis opens up discussion on including more parameters in
CAC algorithms for achieving the desired QoS. It also encourages debate on the alternative ways
of analyzing network traffic due to the limitations of the queuing theory techniques.
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A
A.1

APPE DIX

COMMO LY USED DISTRIBUTIO S I TELETRAFFIC MODELLI G

The expected value or mean of a random variable X is denoted by E ( X ) or X , the variance
by σ 2 ( X ) and the standard deviation by σ ( X ) . If X is positive, the measure of variability
of X , the coefficient of variation, c X is given by c X = E ( X ) σ ( X ) . If X is a non negative
discrete random variable with P ( X = n ) = p n , n = 0,1,2, L , the generating function PX (z )
is defined as PX ( z ) = E (z X ) = ∑ p (n )z n , several properties of random variables can be
∞

n =0

~

derived from the moment generating function. The Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST) X (s ) of
a nonnegative random variable X with distribution function F (⋅) is defined as

~
X (s ) = E (e − sX ) =

∞

∫e

− sX

dF ( x ), s ≥ 0

(A.1)

x =0

If X has a density function f (⋅) , the transform simplifies to
~
X (s ) =

∞

∫e

− sX

f ( x )dx, s ≥ 0

(A.2)

x =0

~
~
X (s ) ≤ 1, for all s ≥ 0 . It can be seen from the equation that: X (0 ) = 1 ,

For the LST ,

~
~
k
X ′(s ) = − E ( X ) and X k (s ) = (− 1) E ( X ) . Further the following properties hold: The
transforms of the sum Z = X + Y of two independent random variable X and Y obeys the

~

~

~

rule Z (s ) = X (s ) + Y (s ) . If P (Z = X ) = q and P (Z = Y ) = 1 − q , then the following

~

~

~

property holds, Z (s ) = qX (s ) + (1 − q )Y (s ) .

A.1.1

Bernoulli Distribution

A random variable X with parameter p has a Bernoulli distribution if it takes on two values
as follows

1,
X =
0,

with probability p
with probability q = 1 - p

(A.3)

For this distribution we have the following: E ( X ) = p , σ 2 ( X ) = pq , and PX ( z ) = q + pz .
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A.1.2

Binomial Distribution

A random variable X has a Binomial distribution with parameter Bin(k , p ) if it represents
the number of successes in a sequence of k independent Bernoulli trials. The probability of

i successes out of k trials p i is given by

k 
k −i
pi = P ( X = i ) =   p i (1 − p ) , i = 0 ,1,L k
i
 

(A.4)

For this distribution we have the following: E ( X ) = kp , σ 2 ( X ) = kp(1 − p ) , and
k
k 
k −i
PX ( z ) = ∑   p i (1 − p ) z i .The following is an important property of this distribution:
i =1  i 

Let X i (i = 1, L n ) be binomially distributed with the same parameter
different k i ). Then the distribution of their sum is

{X 1 + X 2 +, L ,+ X n }

p (but with
is binomially

distributed with parameter Bin (k1 +, L k n , p ) because the sum represents the number of
successes in a sequence of k1 +, L k n identical Bernoulli trials.

A.1.3

Geometric Distribution

A geometric random variable X with parameter p has the probability distribution

P ( X = n ) = (1 − p ) p n , n ≥ 0

(A.5)

For this distribution we have the following: E ( X ) =

PX ( z ) =

1− p
.
1 − pz

A.1.4

Poisson Distribution- P (λ )

p
p
1
, c X2 =
and
, σ 2 (X ) =
2
1− p
p
(1 − p )

A Poisson random variable X with parameter λ has the following probability distribution

P( X = n ) =

λn
n!

e −λ , n ≥ 0

(A.6)

The following properties hold: E ( X ) = λ , σ 2 ( X ) = λ , c X2 =

A-2

1

λ

and PX ( z ) = e − λ (1− z ) .
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A.1.5

Exponential Distribution

An exponentially distributed random variable X with parameter µ , Exp(µ ) , has a density

µe − µx , x ≥ 0
f (x ) = 
 0, x < 0

(A.7)

The distribution function is given by

1 − e − µx , x ≥ 0
F (x ) = 
 0, x < 0
1

The following holds: E ( X ) =

µ

(A.8)

1

, σ 2 (X ) =

µ

µ

~

, c X2 = 1 and X (s ) =

2

µ+s

. The properties

of an exponential distribution include:

•

The memoryless property: The distribution of the remaining duration of X does not
depend on the time X has lasted. The remaining time is again exponentially distributed
with the same mean 1 µ . For all x ≥ 0, t ≥ 0

P ( X > t + x X > t ) = P ( X > x ) = e − µx

•

Minimum and maximum: Let
variables with parameters

(A.9)

(X 1 , X 2 ,L X n )

(µ1 , µ 2 ,L µ n ) .

be independent exponential random

The minimum Min( X 1 , X 2 , L X n ) is also

exponentially distributed with parameter (µ1 + µ 2 +, L + µ n ) . The probability that X i is
the smallest is given by µ i (µ1 + µ 2 +, L + µ n ) . The distribution of the maximum

P{Max( X 1 , X 2 , L X n ) ≤ x} is given by (1 − e − µ x )(1 − e − µ x )L (1 − e − µ x ) .
1

A.1.6

2

n

Erlang Distribution

A random variable X has an Erlang-k (µ ) distribution with mean k µ if X is the sum of k
independent random variables ( X 1 , X 2 , L X n ) having a common exponential distribution
with mean 1 µ . The common abbreviation is E k (µ ) . The density of an E k (µ ) ) distribution
is given by
f (x ) = µ

(µx )k −1 e − µx ,
(k − 1)!

x>0

(A.10)

The cumulative distribution function is
k −1

F (x ) = 1 − ∑
j =0

(µx ) j e −µx ,
j!

x>0

(A.11)

Figure A.1 depicts the phase diagram of Erlang-k distribution, scale parameter µ .
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µ

µ

1

2

µ
k

…

Figure A.1 Phase diagram of Erlang-k distribution, scale parameter µ
The following holds: E ( X ) =

k

µ

, σ 2 (X ) =

k

µ2

k

, c X2 =

 µ 
1
~
 . Sometimes
and X (s ) = 
k
µ +s

the Erlang distribution can be generalized, from the integer parameter k , to arbitrary real
numbers by replacing the factorial (k − 1)! by the gamma function Γ(k ) :

(
µx ) p −1 − µx
f (x ) = µ
e ,
Γ( p )

x>0

(A.12)

where
∞

Γ( p ) = ∫ e −u u p −1 du

(A.13)

0

ormal Distribution

A.1.7

The pdf of a normally distributed random variable X with mean µ and variance σ 2 ,

(

)

i.e. + µ , σ 2 is given by

f (x ) =

1
2πσ

e

−

1
(x−µ ) σ 2
2

(A.14)

(

)

The following holds: If X is a normally distributed random variable, + µ , σ 2 , the

(

Y = αX + β is a normally distributed random variable with parameters + αµ + β , α 2σ 2

A.1.8

)

Lognormal Distribution

(

)

If a random variable X has a lognormal distribution, X ≈ L+ µ , σ 2 , then the pdf of X is

(

 − log(x ) − µ 2
exp
f (x ) =
2σ 2
x 2πσ 2

1

) ,

 x > 0, σ > 0, µ − real


(A.15)

The cdf of X is

 log( x ) − µ 
F ( x ) = Φ
, x > 0
σ2



(A.16)
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where Φ( x ) is a standard normal + (0,1) cdf. The lognormal distribution can be defined with
reference to the normal distribution. A random variable X has a lognormal istribution if its
natural logarithm,

(

, has a normal distribution. The following holds:

)

( )( ( ) )

E ( X ) = exp µ + σ 2 2 , σ 2 ( X ) = exp σ 2 exp σ 2 − 1 exp(2 µ ) .

A.1.9 Hyperexponential Distribution
A random variable X

is hyperexponentially distributed if X

is with probability

pi , i = 1,2, L , k an exponential random variable X i with mean 1 µ i . The notation
H k ( p1 , L p k ; µ1 , L µ k ) or simply H k is used. The phase diagram is shown in Figure A.2.
The pdf is given by
k

f ( x ) = ∑ p i µ i e − µi x , x > 0

(A.17)

i =1

The following holds: E ( X ) =

k

pi

∑µ
i =1

, σ 2 (X ) =

i

k

µ

2

~

, c X2 ≥ 1 and X (s ) =

k

pi µ i
.
i +s

∑µ
i =1

µ1

1
p1
M

p k1

k
µk

Figure A.2 Phase diagram for the hyperexponential distribution

A.1.10 Phase Type Distribution

The phase type distribution is defined by an absorbing Markov chain with m transient states
and one absorption state i.e. states {1,2, L , m} are transient and {m + 1}absorbent. A random
variable X has a phase type distribution (PH-distribution) with parameters (α , T ) on [0, ∞ ) ,
if it is the distribution of the time until absorption in a Markov process on the states

{1,2,L, m, m + 1} with generator blocks
T T 0 


0 0 



(A.18)
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and an initial probability vector (α , α m +1 ) . The vector α is a row m-vector, the initial
probability vector of the transient states and α m +1 the initial probability of the absorbing state.
The bottom row is the absorbing state. The parameter are (α , T ) , in which T is the transition
matrix of the transient states and T 0 contains the rate to absorption state from the transient
state. It is normally denoted by X follows a PH (α , T ) distribution. The distribution F ( x ) is
given by

F ( x ) = 1 − α exp(Tx )e,

x≥0

(A.19)

The pdf is given by

f ( x ) = β e Tx T 0

(A.20)

(

)

The following holds: E ( X ) = β 1 − T −1 e . Some special cases of phase-type distributions are
dense in the class of all non-negative distribution functions. This is meant in the sense that for
any non-negative distribution function F(·) a sequence of phase-type distributions can be
found which point-wise converges at the points of continuity of F(·). The densities of the two
classes makes them very useful as a practical modelling tool. A proof of the densities can be
found in [6, 7]. The are as below:
•

The Coxian Distribution (C k ) : A random variable X has a Coxian distribution of order

k if it has to go through up to at most k exponential phases. The mean length of phase

n is 1 µ n , n = 1, L , k . It starts in phase 1 . After phase n it comes to an end with
probability 1 − p n and it enters the next phase with probability p n . p k = 0 since it is
the last state. The phase diagram is shown in figure A.3.

µ2

µ1

1

p1

1 − p1

2

µk
p2

1 − p2

…

p k −1

k

1 − pk −1

Figure A.3. Phase diagram for the Coxian distribution
•

A random variable X has a mixed Erlang distribution of order k if it is with probability

p n the sum of n exponentials with the same mean 1 µ , n = 1,L, k .these are just Erlang
distributions of the same scale parameters.
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A.1.11 Heavy Tailed Distributions
A random variable X is heavy tailed if the distribution is given by

P ( X > x ) ~ x −α ,

as x → ∞ ,

0<α < 2

(A.21)

That is, regardless of the behaviour of the distribution for small values of the random variable,
if the asymptotic shape of the distribution is hyperbolic, it is heavy-tailed. Heavy-tailed
distributions have a number of properties that are qualitatively different from distributions
more commonly encountered such as the exponential, normal, or Poisson distributions. If

α ≤ 2 , then the distribution has infinite variance; if α ≤ 1 , then the distribution has infinite
mean. Thus, as α decreases, an arbitrarily large portion of the probability mass may be
present in the tail of the distribution. In practical terms, a random variable that follows a
heavy-tailed distribution can give rise to extremely large values with non negligible
probability. The simplest heavy tailed distributions are:
•

Pareto distribution: The Pareto distribution is hyperbolic over its entire range; its

probability mass function is

p( x ) = αk α x −α −1 ,

α,k > 0 ,

x≥k

(A.22)

and its cumulative distribution function is given by

F ( x ) = P ( X ≤ x ) = 1 − (k x ) ,
α

(A.23)

The parameter represents the smallest possible value of the random variable.
•

The Weibull distribution: A random variable

X

has a weibull distribution,

X ~ W (φ , µ ) , then the pdf of X is
f (x ) =

 xφ 
φ φ −1
x exp − 
µ
 µ 

µ , x, φ ≥ 0

(A.24)

The following holds: E ( X ) = µ 1 φ Γ (1 + 1 φ ) , σ 2 ( X ) = µ 2 φ Γ(1 + 2 φ ) − (E ( X )) .
2
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